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Introduction

LATE in the summer of 1940, a fire control radar operating at 700 mega-

'

cycles per second was in an advanced state of development at the Bell

Telephone Laboratories. The pulse power of this radar was generated by a

pair of triodes operating near their upper limit of frequency. Even when

driven to the point where tube life was short, the generator produced peak

power in each pulse of only two kilowatts, a quantity usable but marginal.

Although the triodes employed had not been designed for high voltage pulsed

operation, they were the best available. This is an example of how develop-

ment of radar in the centimeter wave region was circumscribed by the lack

of a generator of adequate power and reasonable life expectancy. More-

over, the prospects of improvement of the triode as a power generator at

these wavelengths and extension of its use to shorter wavelengths were not

bright. Solution of the problem by means of power amplification was

remote. A new source of centimeter wave power was urgently needed.

For the British, who were at war, the problem was even more urgent.

They had undertaken a vigorous search for a new type of generator of

sufficiently high power and frequency to make airborne radar practicable

in the defense against enemy night bombers. They found a solution in the

multiresonator magnetron oscillator, admirably suited to pulsed generation

of centimeter waves of high power.

In the fall of 1940, an early model of this magnetron operating at ten cen-

timeters was brought to the United States for examination. The first Ameri-

can test of its output power capabilities was made on October 6, 1940 in the

Bell Telephone Laboratories' radio laboratory at Whippany, N. J. This

test confirmed British information and demonstrated that a generator now

existed which could supply several times the power that our triodes delivered

and at a frequency four times as great. The most important restraint on

the development of radar in the centuneter wavelength region had now been

removed.

A number of pressing questions remained to be answered, however.

Could the new magnetron be reproduced quickly and in quantity? Was its
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operating life satisfactory? Could its efficiency and output power be sub-

stantially increased? Could one construct similar magnetrons at forty

centimeters, at three centimeters, even at one centimeter? Could the mag-

netron oscillator be tuned conveniently? One by one, during the war years,

all of these questions have been answered in the affirmative. In many in-

stances, but not without detours and delays, results have been better than

expected or hoped for.

The British magnetron was first reproduced in America at the Bell

Telephone Laboratories for use in its radar developments and those at

the Radiation Laboratory of the National Defense Research Committee

which was then being formed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Since that time, extensive research and development work has been carried

on in our Laboratories, in other mdustrial laboratories, and in the laboratories

of the National Defense Research Committee.
,
Several manufacturers have

produced the resultant designs. Magnetron research and development was

also carried on in Great Britain by governmental and industrial laboratories.

There has been continuous interchange of information among all these

laboratories through visits and written reports. Magnetron and radar de-

velopments have been greatly accelerated by this mterchange.

Multicavity magnetron oscillators are now available for use as pulsed and

continuous wave generators at wavelengths from approximately 0.5 to 50

centimeters. The upper limit of peak power is now about 100 kilowatts at

1 centuneter, 3 megawatts at 10 centimeters. Operating voltages may be

less than 1 kilovolt or more than 40 kilovolts. The magnetic fields essential

to operation range from 600 to 15,000 gauss. Tunable magnetrons now

exist for many parts of the centimeter wave region. The tuning range for

pulsed operation at high voltage is about ±5%. It is as much as ±20%
for low voltage magnetrons. Magnetrons may now be tuned electronically,

making frequency modulation possible. Present magnetron cathodes are

rugged and have long life. Even for high frequency magnetrons where cur-

rent density requirements are most severe, research has made available

rugged cathodes with adequate life. Magnetrons are built to withstand

shock and vibration without change in characteristics. Designs have been

compressed and in some cases the magnet has been incorporated in the

magnetron structure in the interest of light weight for airborne radar equip-

ments.

PART I of this paper is a general discussion of present knowledge con-

cerning the magnetron oscillator. As such it is largely a discussion of what

has come to be common knowledge among those who have carried out

wartime developments. It brmgs together in one place results of work

done by all the magnetron research groups including that at our Labora-

tories. PART I supplies the background necessary to understanding the
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discussion in PART II of the magnetrons developed at the Bell Laboratories

during the war. More complete presentations of the experimental and theo-

retical work done on the magnetron during the war are soon to be published

by other research groups.

The material written up during the war has appeared as secret or confi-

dential reports issued by the British Committee on Valve Development

(CVD Magnetron Reports), by the Radiation Laboratories at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology and at Columbia University, and by the

participating industrial laboratories. No attempt has been made in PART I

to indicate the specific sources of the work done since 1940. To fit the war-

time development of magnetrons into the sequence of previous developments,

specific references are made to pubhcations appearing in the literature prior

to 1940.

The nature and scope of PART II of the paper are discussed more fully

in its introductory Section, 11. General Remarks.

PART I

THE MAGNETRON OSCILLATOR

1. General Description

1.1 Description: The multicavity magnetron oscillator has three principal

component parts : an electron interaction space, a multiple resonator system,

and an output circuit. Each of these is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

The electron interaction space is the region of cylindrical symmetry between

the cathode and the multisegment anode. In this region electrons emitted

from the cylindrical cathode move under the action of the DC radial electric

field, the DC axial magnetic field, and the RF field set up by the resonator

system between the anode segments. These electronic motions result in a

net transfer of energy from the DC electric field to the RF field. The RF
interaction field is the fringing electric field appearing between the anode seg-

ments, built up and maintained by the multicavity resonator in the anode

block. RF energy fed into the resonator system by the electrons is delivered

through the output circuit to the useful load. The output circuit shown in

Fig. 1 consists of a loop, inductively coupled to one of the hole and slot cavi-

ties, feeding a coaxial line.

To operate such a magnetron oscillator, one must place it in a magnetic

field of suitable strength and apply a voltage of proper magnitude to its

cathode, driving the cathode negative with respect to the anode. This

voltage may be constant or pulsed. In the latter case, the voltage is applied

suddenly by a so-called pulser or modulator for short intervals, usually of

about one microsecond duration at a repetition rate of about 1000 pulses per

second. With suitable values of the operating parameters, the magnetron
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oscillates as a self excited oscillator whenever the DC voltage is applied.

The energy available at the output circuit may be connected, as in a radar

set, to an antenna or, as in a laboratory experimental setup, may be absorbed

in a column of water.

1.2 Analogy to Other Oscillators: In its fundamental aspects, the mag-

netron oscillator is not unlike other and perhaps more familiar oscillators.

In particular, instructive analogies may be drawn between the magnetron

oscillator, the velocity variation oscillator, and the simple triode oscillator.

In Fig. 2 is depicted schematically the parallelisms between these types of

oscillators and a simplified equivalent lumped constant circuit.

In the triode of Fig. 2(a), as in the gap of the second cavity of the velocity

variation tube of Fig. 2(b) and in the interaction space of the magnetron

Fig. 1.—A schematic diagram designed to show the principal component parts of a

centimeter wave magnetron oscillator. The resonator system and output circuit each

represents one of several types used in magnetron construction.

oscillator of Fig. 2(c), electrons are driven against RF fields set up by the

resonator or "tank circuit," to which they give up energy absorbed from the

primary DC source. In each type of oscillator there is operative a mecha-

nism of "bunching" which allows electrons to interact with the RF field

primarily when the interaction will result in energy transfer to the RF field.

In the triode oscillator this is accomplished by the grid, whose RF potential

is supplied by the "tank circuit" in proper ph^se with respect to the RF

potential on the anode. In the velocity variation oscillator, bunching is

accomplished by variation of the electron velocities in the gap of the first

cavity, followed by drift through the intervening space to the second gap.

The first cavity is driven in proper phase by a feed back line from the second

cavity. In the magnetron oscillator, as is to be described in detail later,

electron interaction with the RF fields is such as to group the electrons into
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Fig. 2.—A schematic diagram depicting the parallelism among the conventional
triode oscillator, the velocity variation oscillator, the centimeter wave magnetron
and an equivalent lumped constant circuit. In the figure an attempt is made to align
corresponding parts vertically above one another.

bunches or "spokes" which sweep past the gaps in the anode, in phase for

favorable interaction with the RF fields across the gaps. The bunching field
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is thus the same field as thai to which energy is transferred. In this sense thd

magnetron osciUator is perhaps more properly analogous to the reflex type

of velocity variation oscillator, in which a single cavity is used both as

"buncher" and "catcher"; the electrons, after traversing the gap once, are

turned back in the proper phase in the drift space so as to pass through the

gap again in the opposite direction.

Each type of oscillator has a resonator in which energy is stored and which

synchronizes the flow of energy from the electrons into it by the means of

self excitation. In each type, energy is extracted from the resonator by an

output circuit at a rate which, under steady state conditions, equals that of

influx from the electron interaction, minus the losses in' the resonator itself.

1.3 Use of Equivalent Circuits: In many instances the understanding of

electromagnetic oscillators is made easier and analytic treatment made pos-

sible by use of an equivalent circuit with lumped constants. Of several

possible types, one of the simpler and more frequently used for the magne-

tron oscillator is shown in Fig. 2. This may appear in the case of the multi-

cavity magnetron to be an oversimplification as it does not account for the

fact that the resonant frequency of the magnetron resonator system is many

valued. A magnetron resonator, being made up of a number of coupled

resonatmg cavities, is capable of supporting several modes of oscillation.

These modes of oscillation have different resonant frequencies and corre-

spond to different configurations of the electromagnetic fields. By means

to be discussed, however, magnetron resonators can be made to oscillate

"cleanly" in one of these modes and may thus be represented for many pur-

poses by a simple L-C circuit having a single resonance.

The output circuit of the oscillator is also amenable to treatment by

equivalent lumped constant circuits which account for its behavior with

accuracy. More general, four terminal network theory has also been applied

in the study and design of impedance transformations in this part of the

oscillator.

Finally, the electrons, which in a sense are connected to the qircuit formed

by the resonator and the load, may also be treated by chcuit concepts.

The electrons moving in the space between the cathode and anode, by virtue

of their presence and motion, induce charge fluctuations on the anode seg-

ments. The time derivative of these fluctuations is equivalent to an RF

current flowing into the anode from the interaction space. This current and

the RF voltage on the anode, bearing a definite phase relationship, make

possible the definition of an admittance called the average electronic admit-

tance, Yt = G, + jBo. Since the electrons are being driven against RF

fields in the interaction space, this admittance looking into the electron

stream has a negative conductance term. Unlike usual circuit admittances,

the electronic admittance is nonlinear, being a function of the voltage
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amplitude of oscillation, Vkf, as well as of other parameters governing the

electronic behavior of the oscillator, such as voltage and magnetic field.

It is not known a priori but may tie deduced from measurements on the op-

erating oscillator and its circuit.

A necessary condition for oscillation, applicable to the magnetron as to

any oscillator, is that, on breaking the circuit at any point, the sum of the

admittances looking in the two directions is zero. Thus, if the circuit is

broken at the junction of electrons and resonator, as is convenient, the elec-

tronic admittance, I'o, looking from the circuit into the electron stream,

must be the negative of the circuit admittance, F„ looking from the electron

stream into the circuit.

With these remarks, of general applicability to all types of electromagnetic

oscillators, the discussion will be continued for the centimeter wave mag-

netron oscillator in particular. As far as is possible, the electronic inter-

action space, resonator system, and output circuit of the device will be taken

up in that order. The function and operation of each part will be described

;

then the principles of its design, and its relation to previous magnetron

development will be indicated.

1A Electron Motions in Electric and Magnetic Fields—The DC Magnetron:

Before beginning the discussion of the electronics of the magnetron oscillator,

it would be well to review briefly electron motions in various types and com-

binations of electric and magnetic fields, and the operation of the DC
magnetron,'

An electron, of charge e and mass m, moving in an electric field of strength

E, is acted upon by a force, independent of the electron's velocity, of strength

eE, directed oppositely to the conventional direction of the field. If the

field is constant and uniform, the motion of the electron is identical to

that of a body moving in a uniform gravitational field.

An electron moving in a magnetic field of strength B, however, is acted

upon by a force which depends on the magnitude of the electron's velocity, i',

on the strength of the field, and on how the direction of motion is oriented

with respect to the direction of the field. The force is directed normal to

the plane of the velocity and magnetic field vectors and is of magnitude

proportional to the velocity, the magnetic field, and the sine of the angle, 6,

between them. Thus the force is the cross or vector product of v and 5,

F = e[v X B\, F = Bevs'mO.

An electron moving parallel to a magnetic field (sin 6 = 0) feels no force.

One moving perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field (sin 6 = 1) is con-

'The cylindrical DC magnetron was reported by A. W. Hull, Phys. Rev. 18, 31

(1921),
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strained to move in a circle by the magnetic force at right angles to its path.

Since this force is balanced by the centrifugal force, the radius, /), of the

circular path depends on the electron's momentum and the strength of the

field; that is,

Beo =
mv^

yielding P =
mv

CD

CATHODE

Fig. 3.—The cycloidal path of an electron which started from rest at the cathode in

crossed electric and magnetic fields for the case of parallel plane electrodes. The mecha-

nism of generation of the orbit by a point on the periphery of a rolling circle is depicted.

The time, T^, required to traverse the circle is independent of the radius

and hence of the velocity of the electron; Tc = Itrp/v = Ivm/eB. Thus,

the angular frequency of traversing the circular path, the so-called cyclo-

tron frequency, depends on the magnetic field alone and is given by.

"« ^ 27r/c = 27r = Ji. (2)

In the magnetron, electron motion in crossed electric and magnetic fields

is involved. Consider first such motion between two parallel plane elec-

trodes, neglecting space charge. If, as in Fig. 3, the electric field is directed

in the negative y direction and the magnetic field in the negative s direction,

the equations of motion of the electron are:
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d^x eB dy

IF ^ mdt'

d'y c

dr m

d-z

^7
= °-

{" - 4t)'
(31

The particular case of most interest here is that for which the electron

starts from rest at the origin. The equations of motion then yield a cycloidal

orbit given by the parametric equations:

.V = vj — pc sin to,./ = pc{o3j — sin a)c/),|

\ (4)

y = pc{l — cosojc/),
J

in which

:

.. = 1 . (5)

P.= -g^, (6)

CO. = - B. (7)m

This motion may be regarded as a combination of rectilinear motion of

velocity Vc in the direction of the x axis, perpendicular to both E and B,

and of motion in the xy plane about a circular path of radius pr, at an

angular frequency ojc, the cyclotron frequency. Fig. 3 shows the resulting

cycloidal path and its generation by a point on the periphery of the rolling

circle. In the case of cylindrical geometry, it is often convenient to think

in terms of the plane case.

In the case of cylindrical geometry with radial electric and axial magnetic

fields, the electron orbit, neglecting space charge, approximates an epicycloid

generated by rolling a circle around on the cylindrical cathode. The orbit

is not exactly an epicycloid because the radial motion is not simple harmonic,

which state of affairs arises from the variation of the DC electric field with

radius. The approximation of the epicycloid to the actual path is a con-

venient one, however, because the radius of the rolling circle, its angular

frequency of rotation, and the velocity of its center, for the epicycloid,

all approximate those for the cycloid of the plane case. These approxima-

tions improve with increasing ratio of cathode to anode radii. Several

electron orbits in a DC cylindrical magnetron are shown in Fig. 4 for several

magnetic fields.
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It is clear from this simplified picture of the orbits in a DC cylindrical

magnetron without space charge, that, at a given electric field, an electron

orbit for a sufficiently strong magnetic field may miss the anode completely

and return to the cathode. The critical magnetic field at which this is just

possible is called the cut-off value, Be- For a given voltage between cathode

and anode, as the magnetic field is increased, the current normally passed

by the device falls rather abruptly at B^. A current versus magnetic field

curve, together with electron orbits corresponding to four regions of the

Fig. 4.—Electron paths in a cylindrical DC magnetron at several magnetic fields above
and below the cut-off value, Be The electrons are assumed to be emitted from the cathode

with zero initial velocity,

curve, are shown in Fig. 5. For the case of parallel plane electrodes, the

cut-off relation between the critical anode potential, Vc, and magnetic field,

Br, and the electrode separation, d, for the parallel plane case, is obtained

by equating the electrode separation to the diameter of the rolling circle.

Thus,

')bV

from which Fc =
eBld'

2m
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For the cylindrical case, the relation may be shown to be

in terms of cathode and anode radii, fc and fa- - ^•. . r.. ..

2. Types of Magnetron Oscillators ^

2.1 Definitions: The DC magnetron may be converted into an oscillator,

suitable for the generation of centimeter waves, by introducing RF fields into

the anode-cathode region. This may be done by applying between anode

MAGNETIC FIELD, B

Fig. 5.—Variation of current passed by a cylindrical DC magnetron at constant voltage,

plotted as a function of magnetic field. The orbits of electrons occurring at four different

magnetic fields are shown above the corres[iondiiig regions of the current characteristic,

and cathode RF voltage from a resonant circuit, in which case the electrons

interact witJi the superposed radial RF field. Or, it may be done by split-

ting the magnetron anode into two or more segments between which the

RF voltage is applied. Then the electrons interact with the fringing RF
fields existing between the segments. The problem of understanding the

electronics of the multicavity magnetron oscillator is that ot understanding

how an electron, subject to the constraints placed upon its motion by the

DC axial magnetic and DC radial electric fields, can move so as to interact

favorably with the RF field; how an electron interacting unfavorably is

rejected; and wh}', on the average, the electrons transfer more energy to

the RF field than they take from it.
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On the basis of"the nature of the electronic mechanism by means of whkh

energy is transferred to the RF field, it is now convenient to distinguish

three types of magnetron oscillators.^ The negative resistance magnetron

oscillator depends on the existence of a static negative resistance character-

istic between the two halves of a split anode.^ The cyclotron frequency mag-

netron oscillator operates by virtue of resonance between the period of RF

oscillation and the period of the cycloidal motion of the electrons (rolling

circle or cyclotron frequency).^ The traveling wave magnetron oscillator de-

pends upon resonance, that is, approximate equality, between the mean

translational velocity of the electrons and the velocity of a traveling wave

component of the RF interaction field.

^

The magnetron oscillator with which this paper is primarily concerned

is of the traveling wave type. The other magnetron types are discussed

briefly for the sake of completeness and because an understanding of them

enhances one's grasp of the entire subject and places the traveling wave

magnetron oscillator in its proper historical perspective.

2.2 The Negative Resistance Magnetron Oscillator—Type I: In the neg-

ative resistance magnetron oscillator,'' the anode is split parallel to the

axis into two halves, between which the RF circuit is attached. The elec-

trons emitted by the cathode must move under the combined action of

the DC radial electric and DC axial magnetic fields together with the RF

electric field existing between the two seraicylinders forming the anode.

The transit time from cathode to anode is not involved in the mechanism

except that it must be small relative to the period of the RF oscillation. The

static negative resistance characteristic arises from the fact that under cer-

tain conditions the allowable orbits for the majority of electrons terminate

on the segment of lower potential, irrespective of the segment toward which

they start. These electrons, being driven against the RF component of

the field, give energy gained from the DC field to the RF field.

In Fig. 6 are shown the paths, plotted by Kilgore,'' of two electrons start-

ing initially toward opposite segments but both striking the segment of

lower potential. Each path is completely traversed in a time during which

' The magnetron oscillator discussed by Hull, in which the magnet winding is coupled

to the plate circuit, is not considered as it is essentially an audio frequency device. K.

Okabe in his book, "Magnetron-Oscillations of Ultra Short Wavelengths" (Shokendo,

1937), distinguishes five types, but it is not clear just how his types C and E are to be

identified. .

3 These oscillations have been called Habann, quasi-stationary, or dynatron oscilla-

tions, and correspond to Okabe's type D.
, .

» These oscillations have been called electronic oscillations by Megaw, transit time

osciiiations of the first order by Herriger and Hulster, and correspond to Okabe's type A.

>* These oscillations are the running wave tvpe discussed by Posthumus, the transit

time oscillations of higher order of Herriger and Hulster, and correspond to Okabe s

« This type was disclosed by Habann, Zeit f. Hochfrequenz. 24, 115 and 135 (1924).

' G. R. Kilgore, Proc. I.R.E. 24, 1140 (1936).
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the RF Held cbaoges little. Thus it is possible by applying DC potential

differences between the anode segments to measure a negative resistance

between them. As can be seen from the orbits of Fig. 6, magnetic fields

considerably above the cut-off value are used. With magnetrons of this

type, power output up to 100 watts at 600 mc/s at an efficiency of 25% has

been attained.^ Oscillations of frequency as high as 1000 mc/s, (30 cm.)

have been produced.^ Because a large number of orbital loops are required,

eB
however, making w <$C — , this type of magnetron oscillator demands the

m

+ 150 VOLTS f 150 VOLTS

.ELECTRON
PATH

Fig. 6.—Electron paths jjlotled liy Kilgore for the negative resistance magnetron
oscillator. Type I. During the time the orbits shown are being executed, the cathode is at
zero potential and the anode segments at the potentials indicated. Lines of electric force
on an electron are plotted in this figure. The two orbits are those of electrons which start
initially toward opposite anode segments. It should he noted that in cither case the elec-

tron is driven to the segment of lower potential against the KF field component.

use of high magnetic field in the centimeter wave region and is thus less

desirable than other types.

2.3 T/ie Cyclotron Frequency Magnetron Oscillator—Type II: Not long

after the invention of the DC magnetron, oscillations between anode and
cathode were found to occur near the cut-off value of magnetic field,''

These were found to be strongest for wavelengths obeying a relation of

the form:

X =
constant

(9)

« E. C. S. Megaw, Journ. I.E.E. (London) 72, 326 (1933).
^ A. Zacek, Cos. Pro. Pest. Math, a Fys. (Prague) 53, 578 (1924).

in Zeit. S. Hochfrequenz. 32, 172 (1928).
A summary appeared
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Later, it was shown that the oscillation period is equal torth^£lectron transit

time from the vicinity of tlie cathode to the vicinity of the anode and back.

This made it jwssible to calculate a value for the constant in the above

equation in good agreement with experiment.'" The oscillation frequency is

that of the rotational component of the electronic motion, that is, approxi-

mately the cyclotron frequency of equation (7).

The mechanism must be explained in teims of electrons moving in the DC

radial electric and axial magnetic fields and the superposed RF radial elec-

tric field. This may be done as follows: An electron leaving the cathode

in such phase as to gain energy when moving from the cathode toward the

anode will also gain energy during its return, striking the cathode with more

energy than it had when it left. There, such an electron is stopped from

further motion during which it would continue to absorb energy from the

Fig 7 —An approximate orbit of an electron which gains energy from the RF field in

a cyclotron frequency or Type II magnetron oscillator, shown for the plane case. The

orbit is continued as a dashed line indicating how it would he traversed were it not stopped

by the cathode. The DC electric force on the electron is directed from cathode to anode.

RF field at the expense of the oscillation. The electron will execute an

orbit something like that of Fig. 7 for the plane case. An electron leaving

the cathode in the opposite phase, on the other hand, loses energy when

moving toward the anode and again on its return toward the cathode. As

is shown in Fig. 8, it reverses its direction after the first trip without reachuig

the cathode surface and starts over on a second loop of smaller amplitude,

remaining in the same phase and continuing to lose energy to the field. This

process continues until all the energy of the rotational component of the

electron's motion has been absorbed by the RF field. If the electron is not

removed at this stage, in its subsequent motion the rotational component

will build up, extracting energy from the RF oscillation. Means such as

tilting the magnetic field or placing electrodes at the ends of the tube have

been used to remove the electrons from the interaction space when all the

i" K. Okabe, Proc. I.R.E. 17, 652 (19?0).
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rotational energy has been absorbed. It is possible to maintain the oscilla-

tions and extract energy from them because electrons which give energy to

the field can do so over many cycles, whereas electrons of opposite phase can

gain energy over only one cycle before they are removed.

Magnetrons oscillating in this manner have been built with split

anodes.'"'" Here the RV field with which the electron interacts is more

tangential than radial but the criterion for oscillation is the same, namely,

resonance between the field \-arialions and the rotational component of the

electron's motion. Operating efficiencies of 10 to 15% have been obtained.

It was with a magnetron of this type having an anode diameter of 0.38 mm.
that radiation of wavelength as low as 0.64 cm. was generated. '^

The cyclotron frequency magnetron oscillator has been almost entirely

superseded by the traveling wave magnetron oscillator as a generator of

Fig, 8.—An upproxiniiitc orbit of an electron which loses energy to the RF field in a

cyclotron frequency or Type II magnetron oscillator, shown for the plane case. If the

electron after losing all its rotational energy remains in the interaction space, it gains

energy from the RF field, and its nr!>it liuilds uj) cycloidal scallops in a manner directh'

the reverse of that shown here. The DC electric force on the electron Is directed from
cathode to anode.

centimeter waves. In the main this is the result of the impossibility of

removing electrons emitted from an extended cathode area from the inter-

action region at the proper stage in their orbits. This inlierent drawback is

not shared by the traveling wave magnetron oscillator which may be oper-

ated at higher elhciency without critical adjustment of orientation in the

magnetic field or of the potential of auxiliary electrodes.

2.4 The Traveling Wave Magnetron Oscillalor—Type III: Oscillations

have been found to occur in the magnetron which are independent of any

static negative resistance cliaracteristic and which can occur at frequen-

cies widely different from the cyclotron frequency. In 1935'^ the elec-

tronic mechanism of these oscillations was correctly interpreted as an inter-

" H. Vagi, Proc. I.R.E. 16, 715 (1^28).
12 C. E. Clceton and N. H. Williams, Phvs. Rev. 50, IWl (1936).

"K. rosthumus, Wireless Engineer 12, 126 (1935).
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action of the electrons with the tangential component of a traveling wave

whose velocity is approximately equal to the mean translational velocity

of the electrons. Later^^ the role of the radial component of the rotating

electric field in keeping the electrons in proper phase was recognized.

Magnetrons of wavelength as short as 75 cm., operating at better than 50%

efficiency, were built prior to 1940, but performance such as was later to be

attained with this type of magnetron at much shorter wavelengths was not

attained then, perhaps primarily because of the lack of a good resonator.

It was a magnetron of this type which the British brought to the United

States in 1940. The British magnetron was a 10 cm. oscillator, intended

for pulsed operation, having a tank circuit consisting of eight resonators

built into the anode block as shown in Fig. 1.^^

3. The Electronic Mechanism

3.1 Electronic Interaction at Anode Gaps: The electrons in the interaction

space of the magnetron oscillator are the agents which transfer energy from

the DC field to the RF field. As such, they must move subject to the con-

straints imposed by the DC radial electric and DC axial magnetic fields,

considering, for the moment, the RF fields to be small. Under these condi-

tions, as has beon seen for the DC cylindrical magnetron (see Fig. 4 for

B > Be), electrons follow approximately epicycloidal paths which progress

around the cathode. The mean velocity of this progression, that of the

center of the rolling circle, depends upon the relative strengths of the electric

and magnetic fields [see equation (5) for the plane case]. By proper choice

of DC voltage, V, between cathode and anode and of magnetic field, B,

the mean angular velocity of the electrons may be set at any desired value.

The RF electric fields in the interaction space, with which the electrons

moving as described above must interact, are the electric fields fringing from

the slots in the anode surface. These fields are provided by the N coupled

oscillating cavities of which the magnetron resonator system is composed.

As will be discussed in more detail later, such a system of resonators may

oscillate in a number of different modes in each of which the oscillations in

adjacent resonators, and thus the fields appearing across adjacent anode

slots, bear a definite phase relationship. For a system of N resonators it

will be seen that the phase difference between adjacent resonators may

assiane the values 7i -^ radians, n being the integers 0, 1, 2, •
,
— .

Adopting another point of view, one may consider the potentials placed

upon the anode segments by the resonators. The variation of the potential

1^ F. Herriger and F. Hulster, Zeit. f. Hochfrequenz, 49, 123 (1937).

s The use of such internal resonators is reported in the Uterature by N. T. Alekseieff

and D. E. Maliaroff, Journ. of Tech. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 10, 1297 (1940); republished in

English, Proc. I.R.E. 32, 136 (1944). A. L. Samuel has obtained U. S. Patent 2,063,342

Dec. 8, 1936, for a similar device.
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from one segment to the next depends upon the mode of oscillation of the

system as a whole. The restriction on the phase difference stated above
requires the sequence of anode segment potentials at any instant to contain

/

i ^ ^ -^ Vxy/\
1/ Y '^ A

'/a Va
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t + l4/4 T

t+ 15/4 T

t+ 16/4 T

Fig. 9.—A plot showing th3 r made anads potential wave at several instants in an eight
resonator magnetron and the. mean paths of electrons which interact favorably with the
RF field. The plot is developed from the cylindrical case, the shaded rectangles at the top
representing the anode segments. The anode potential variation is a standing wave,
shown here for a setjuence of instants one quarter period (r/4} apart. Note that the po-
tential is constant across the anode surfaces and varies linearly between them. Electrons
interacting favorably with the RF field cross the anode gaps when the lield there is maxi-
mum retarding as indicated by the fdled circles. The lines for

|
;&

|

= 4, 12, 20, 28, • rep-

resent mean paths of electrons traveling with mean angular velocities -7=^, —r-, —-,

9 /
-T^, • around in the interaction space. Since the field is a standing wave, it is clear that

electrons possessing these velocities in either direction may interact favorably with the R.F
field.

n complete cycles in one traversal of the cylindrical anode, n still denoting

A''
the integers 0, 1, 2, ,

—
. In general, these anode potential waves may

be standing waves or waves traveling around the anode structure in either

direction with angular velocity — radians per second, where / Is the RF
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frequency. For the two modes in which adjacent resonators are in phase

(m = 0) and tt radians out of phase ("=
^ '

^^^^ so-called t mode), however,

only standing potential waves on the anode are possible. As examples of
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Fig. 10.—A plot similar to that of Fig. 9 for the standing wave component of, anode

potential of periodicity h = 2 in a magnetron having eight resonators. Electrons which

interact favorably have mean angular velocities-^, ~, w' Ti'
' '

'

''^ ^^^" '^^^'^^'^'^

in the interaction space.

Standing and traveling anode potential waves in an anode structure having

eight resonators (iV = 8), the standing wave for n = 4 and standing and

traveUng waves for 7i = 2 are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11 respectively.

From what has been said about the RF field and the electronic motion in

the interaction space of the magnetron oscillator of Type III, it is possible
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to understand its fundamental electronic meclianism. As in any oscillator,

the criterion for oscillation is that more energy shall be transferred to the

RF field by electrons driven against it than is taken from the RF field by

electrons accelerated by it. This can be accomplished in the traveling wave

i Ŵi 'A i i<ZA
t + 1/8T

t + 1 /4 T

t + 2/4 T

t + 3/4 T

t + 4 /4 T

t+ 5/4 T

t + fi/4 T

t + 7/4 T

t + a/4 T

t + 9 /4 T

I, + 1 /4 T

\ / ^^ r^K-
I I

Ty \ / \ r
i-v

f-\
Ia_.-rv-y

--rv

^AV \ nx
y^y ^^ /^=1^

^^lA / v^^^r^vz
k =18 10

/

-8 -14

Fig. 1 1
.—A plot similar to those of Figs. 9 and 10 for the rotatins wave of anode poteatial

of periodicity h = 2 in a magnetron having eight resonators (see equation (13) in the text].

The field at the instant / + IT is plotted as a dashed hnc to show that the traveling wave
does not preserve its shape at all instants. Whereas the wave travels in one tlirection with

the angular velocity -y, electrons which travel with velocities -^f^, —^, -^, • • in the
.^ Z lu lo

T / rt J

same direction or with velocities -y-, -rr, • - in the opposite direction interact favorably

with the RF field. Directions of electron motion must now be distinguished. Electrons
whose velocity is opposed to that of the rotating field are said to be driving a "reverse" mode.

magnetron oscillator only if the mean angular velocity of the electrons is

such as to make them pass successive gaps in the anode at very nearly the

same phase in the cycle of the RF field across the gaps. Then it is possible

for an electron which leaves the cathode in such phase as to oppose the

tangential component of the RF field across one anode gap, to continue to
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lose energy gained from the DC field to the RF field at successive gaps.

Electrons which gain energy from the RF field are driven back into the

cathode after only one orbital loop and are removed from further motion

detrimental to the oscillation. This process of selection and rejection of

electrons forms the groups of bunches, shown in Fig. 2(c), which sweep past

the anode slots in phase to be retarded by the RF field component. The

criterion that the electron drift velocity shall be such as to keep these

bunches in i)roper phase is analogous to the condition that the drift angle

in a velocity variation oscillator [Fig. 2(b)] be such as to cause the bunches

to cross the gap of the second or "catcher" cavity in phase to lose energy

to the RF field across the gap.

The condition placed upon the mean angular velocity of the electrons may

be discussed more readily by reference to Figs. 9, 10, and U. Consider

first, however, only Fig. 9 for the standing potential wave of the « = 4 mode,

and focus attention on an electron which crosses the gap between anode

segments 1 and 2 at the instant / when the RF field is maximum retarding,

that is, the potential on segment 1 is maximum and on segment 2 minimum.

It is clear that this electron can cross the next gap in the same phase if the

time required to reach it is {\p\ + \) T, in which p is any integer and T is

the period of RF oscillation. In Fig. 9, four lines are drawn representing

the mean paths of electrons moving with such velocities as to make p =

0, 1, 2, and 3. Each line crosses a gap when the RF field is maximum

retarding, that is, when the potential has the maximum negative slope at

the center of the gap. As will be seen later, a more convenient parameter,

to be called k, is that whose absolute magnitude, |*], specifies the number

of RF cycles required for the electron to move once around the interaction

space — is then the number of cycles between crossings of successive

N
anode gaps, which for the ir mode of Fig. 9 must take on the values:

^j}=\P\-^ \^ p = 0, il,±2,-.-,

or the values given by the more general expression, applicable to any mode:

1'=;?H-X', ? = 0,±1,±2,...,

In this expression, - is the phase difference between adjacent resonators,

expressed as a fraction of a cycle, k may thus assume the values given by

k = ii-\- pN,

(10)

p = 0, ±1, ±2, • .
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The mean angular velocity which the electrons must possess is then given by

in which 8 is the azimuthal angle.

Y
I'"or the IT mode {n = ^) it is seen that the negative integers, p, give the

same series of values for
\
k\ as do the positive integers including zero.

The sequence is
[
A

|

= 4, 12, 20, 28, • •
. Reference to Fig. '-> indicates

that electrons may travel in either direction around the interaction space

and interact favorably with the RF field, provided their mean angular

velocity is given by equation (11) with values of k specified by equation

(10). That this should be so is clear from the fact that the anode potential

wave is a standing wave with respect to which direction has no meaning.

Fig. 9 also makes clear how an electron moving with velocity different from

that corresponding to the lines shown, will fall out of step with the field,

and on the average be accelerated as much as it is retarded, thus effecting

no net energy transfer.

In Figs. 10 and 11, diagrams for the ii = 2 mode similar to that of Fig. 9

for the T mode are shown. Fig. 10 is for electronic interaction with a stand-

ing wave of periodicity n = 2 and Fig. 11 for a traveUng wave of the same

periodicity. Again, as in the case of the tt mode, the values of k for favorable

electronic interaction are given by equation (10).

The sequence of positive integral values of p (including zero) and the

sequence of negative integral values of p do not each give the same sequence

of values for
1
^

]
as was the case for the tt mode. For p '^ i),

\
k\ = 2,

10, 18, • , and for ^ < 0, |
A

|

= 6, 14, 22, • • . For the standing po-

tential wave (Fig. 10) each of these values of
|
i

[
does specify the velocity

of possible electron motion in either direction for favorable interaction with

the field. For the traveling potential wave (Fig. 11), on the other hand,

only the positive values of A (/> ^ 0) correspond to electron motion in the

same direction as the traveling wave, the negative values oi k (p < 0) cor-

responding to electron motion in the direction opposite to the traveling

wave. The sign of k has significance. If the electrons are moving with

velocities specified by equation (11) with the negative values of k from equa-

tion (10), and are thus moving counter to the travehng RF field wave, the

electrons are said to be driving a "reverse" mode.

The actual electron orbits do not correspond to simple translation but,

as has been discussed, to rotation superposed on translation. The epi-

cycloid-like scallops in the orbit are of no significance to the fundamental

electronic mechanism. It i i the mean velocity of the electron motion

around the interaction space, specified by the relative values of V and iJ,

that is of importance. The magnetron may operate, for example, at such
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high magnetic field, provided V has the proper value, that the scallops be-

came relatively small variations in an otherwise smooth orbit (see Fig. 18).

In the cylindrical magnetron, the radial variation of the DC electric field,

resulting in a decrease in the mean angular velocity of the electrons as tliey

approach the anode, would make it impossible for an electron to keep step

with the fields across the anode gaps were not a mechanism of phase focusing

operative. That such focusing is inherent in the interaction of electrons and

fields will be seen later.

3.2 The Interaction Field: The electronic mechanism which has been

discussed in terms of electron motions through the fields at the gaps in the

multisegment anode, may also be discussed in terms of the traveling waves

of which the RF interaction field may be considered to be composed. The

RF interaction field corresponds to anode potential waves like those plotted

in Figs. 9, 10, and 11. The interaction fields for the several modes of oscil-

lation of the resonator system are thus to be distinguished by the number,

n, of repeats of the field pattern around the interaction space. Since the

potential at the anode radius is nearly constant across the faces of the anode

segments and varies primarily across the slots, the azimuthal variation of

the field cannot be purely sinusoidal but must involve higher order

harmonics.

For a mode of angular frequency w = Itt/, corresponding to a phase differ-

p

ence between adjacent resonators of n—, the anode potential wave is of

periodicity Ji around the anode and may be written as a Fourier series of

component waves traveling in opposite directions around the interaction

space

:

* "
(12)

k = 11 + pN, ^ = 0, ± 1, ± 2, .

Note that the summations are taken over all integral values of k given by

equation (10).

The interaction field for any mode of periodicity ii is thus represented by

two oppositely traveling waves, whose fundamentals are moving with

aneular velocities ~ = — , and whose component amplitudes, Ak and Bk,
^ n n

in general are not equal, y and 5 are arbitrary phase constants. The ex-

pression (12) may be reduced to the form:

Vhf = E i^^" - -60 cos (a)( -k6-\-y)
k

+ E 2Bk cos(co/ + ^')cos(*^ - ^), (13)

k = n + pN, ^ = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • •

,
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which shows that the complete field pattern may be considered to consist of

a rotating wave superposed on a standing wave, each having a fundamental

component of periodicity ;/.

The fact that the periodicities, k, of the harmonics in the expressions

(12) or (13) are those for which k has the values given by (10) may be de-

termined from a Fourier analysis of the complete anode potential waves like

those of Figs. 9, 10, and 11, Only those harmonics which specify the same

pattern of potentials at the centers of the anode segments as the fundamental

are admitted in the analysis.

As has been mentioned before, the complete field patterns for k =

and « = ;; are standing waves. 'Thus for these modes of oscillation Ak = Bk

in the expressions (12) and (13). For the other modes, n = 1, 2, 3, • •,

- — 1, the electrons may interact with the travehng field component of

expression (13) or with the standing field components which, in case Ak =

5fc, is the only component present (see Figs. 10 and 11 for the case n = 2,

N = 8).

The terms in expressions (12) and (13) for which \k\ = ii are the funda-

mental components; those for which \k\ 7^ n are called the Hartree har-

monics. The components of field strength corresponding to these harmonics

in the interaction field pattern fall ofiF in intensity from anode to cathode

more rapidly the higher the value of k. The variation with radius is of the

/r V
form (

~
1 Thus the farther from the anode one samples the field, the

more like the fundamental sinusoidal pattern it appears.

For each value of k in expression (12), whether or not Ak = Bk, there

are two oppositely traveling sinusoidal wave components of periodicity k.

Since each requires k cycles of the RF oscillation to complete one trip around

the interaction space, the linear velocity at the anode surface is -~^ cor-

responding to an angular velocity of -r^ . Thus, as seen in Fig. 11 for the
k

instant / + T/S, the change of shape of the total traveling wave indicates

that the components of which it is composed travel with different velocities.

In Fig. 23 are shown instantaneous RF interaction field patterns for the

fundamental components {p = 0) of the n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 modes of an anode

block having eight resonators.

3.3 The Traveling Wave Picture: It is instructive to discuss the operation

of the Type III magnetron oscillator in terms of electron interaction with

the traveling wave components present in the interaction field. ' This might

at first appear to be difficult in view of the many components of several

possible modes. By mode frequency separation, as discussed later, it is
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generally possible, however, to restrict oscillation to only one mode, usually

the TT mode. Further, the fact that the electronic motion in crossed DC
electric and magnetic fields results in a meaji drift of electrons around the

interaction space, enables one to restrict his attention to a single traveling

wave corresponding to the fundamental or a single Hartree harmonic of the

field of this mode; for it is possible, in principle at least, by proper adjust-

ment of V and B to equate the mean angular velocity of the electrons to

the angular velocity, ^r, of any one of the travelmg field components.
\k\

When this is true, only the field of this component has an appreciable effect

upon the electron's motion. With respect to the fields of the oppositely

traveling component of the same harmonic (same k), and the components

of all other harmonics (different k), the electron finds itself drifting rapidly

through regions of accelerating and decelerating field with no net energy

transfer. From the point of view of the electron, the fields of the other

components vary so rapidly as to average out over any appreciable interval

of time. The only exception to these statements occurs when a harmonic

of periodicity k' of another mode of frequency/' has the same angular veloc-

ity as the harmonic of periodicity k, that is, when .-^. = j^.. The effect

on magnetron operation of this coincidence of angular velocities will be

discussed further in a later section. In the calculation of electron motions,

the restriction to the field of a single traveling wave component has been

called the rotating field approximation.

The consideration of the electronic mechanism has thus been reduced to

that of the motion of electrons under the combined influence of the radial DC
electric field, the axial DC magnetic field, and a sinusoidal field wave travel-

ing around the interaction space. From what has been said thus far it is

clear that for energj' to be transferred to the RF field it is necessary that the

mean electron velocity very nearly equal that of the traveling wave. Then

an electron leaving the cathode in such phase as to find itself moving in a

region of decelerating tangential component of. the RF field, may continue

to move with this region and lose energy to the field. In contrast to the

Type II magnetron oscillator, the energy transferred to the RF field in this

case is the potential energy of the electron in the radial DC electric field.

The energy in the rotational component of the motion remains practically

unaffected and the electron orbit from cathode to anode looks something

like that plotted in Fig. 12 for the case with plane electrodes. On the other

hand, an electron which leaves the cathode in such phase as to gain energy

in a region of accelerating tangential RF field, is removed at the cathode after

only one cycle of the epicycloid-like motion. If this did not occur, the elec-

tron would continue to move with the field and absorb energy. An approxi-
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mate orbit is shown in J'ig. {^. It is instructive to compare tlic orbits of the

two categories of electrons in the travehng wave magnetron oscillator with

the orbits of corresponding electrons in the cyclotron frequency type of

magnetron oscillator (Figs. 7 and 8). In each case, it is the fact that "favor-

able" electrons may interact for a considerably longer time than "unfa-

Fig. 12.—.\n approximate orl)it of an electron which is losing energy to the RF field in
;i traveling ivave or Type III magnetron oscillator, shown for the plane case. Here the
energy loss is potential energy of the electron in the DC field. Compare this with the
orl)it in Fig. 8 where the energy loss is rotational energj' of the electron. The DC electric

force on the electron is directed from cathode to anode.

Fig. 13.—An approximate orhit of an electron which gains energy from the RF field in

a traveling wave or Type III magnetron oscillator, shown for the plane case. The orbit
is extended as a dashed line as though the cathode were not there. The energy gained is

potential energy of the electron in the DC field. Compare this with the orbit in Fig. 7

where the energy increase is in the rotaticnal energy of the electron. The DC electric

force on the electron is directed from cathode to anode.

vorable" electrons which makes possible a net energy transfer between the

DC and RF fields.

One may now compare the traveling wave picture of the electronic mecha-

nism with that presented earlier in which the motion of electrons past the

gaps in the anode structure is considered. An electron movhig so that

\ k\ It

-jTT-' =
I ^ ]

+ -^ly cycles of the RF oscillation elapses between its crossing of

two successive anode gaps, is thus moving around the interaction space in

synchronism with a traveling component of the kth harmonic of the inter-
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action field. Both points of view are of value. That involving the motion

of electrons past the anode gaps is more fundamental physically. That in

terms of a traveling wave component, on the other hand, is more convenient

in calculations of electron orbits including space charge eiTects, where by

transformation to a coordinate system rotating with the field it is possible

to treat of motions in static fields.

3.4 Phase Focusing: It has been seen from two points of view how groups

of electrons which move around the interaction space of the magnetron

oscillator are formed by a process of selection and rejection of electrons by

the tangential component of the RF field. However, space charge de-

bunching and the discrepancy at all but one radius between the mean veloc-

ity of translation of the electrons and the velocity of the interaction field

would tend to disperse these groups and prevent eflicient interaction, were

it not for the jihasc focusing provided by the radial component of the RF

field.

The mechanism of the jjhasc focusing may be discussed either in terms

of the interaction of electrons with the actual fields existing at the anode gaps

or in terms of tlie traveling wave picture of the electronic mechanism. The

fundamental mechanism involved depends upon the effect of the radial

component of the RF field in aiding or opposing the radial DC field in de-

termining the mean drift velocity of the electron around the interaction

space. Tf the radial RF field increases the net radial field in which the

electron finds itself at any instant, the mean velocity of the electron in-

creases as can be seen from equation (5) for the plane case. Similarly, a

decrease in the net radial electric field, caused by the RF radial component,

results in decreased electron translation velocity. These changes in the

electron's velocity operate so as to keep the electron near the position in

which it can interact most favorably with the tangential component of the

RF field.

Consider an electron which crosses an anode gap at the instant the RF

field there is ma.ximum retarding, that is, an electron which is to be found

on the plane marked M in Fig. 14 at this instant. It experiences about as

great an increase of velocity by virtue of the radial component aiding the

DC radial field before crossing the gap as decrease by virtue of the radial

component opposing the DC radial field after crossing the gap. Another

electron which is lagging behind the electron just considered is to be found

opposite a positively charged anode segment, as at P in Fig. 14, when the

RF field passes through its maximum value. Since the RF field component

decreases with lime after this instant, the effect of the radial component of

the field on the electron's velocity after crossing the gap will be less than its

effect before crossing the gap, the net effect being one of increasing the mean

velocity of translation, bringing the electron more nearly into the proper

phase. An electron which leads the electron first considered, on the other
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hand, will be found opposite the negative!}' cimrged anode segment beyond
the gap when the RF field is maximum, and for it the net effect of the radial

component is to reduce the mean velocity of the electron, bringing it also

more nearly into the proper phase.

In discussing the mechanism of phase focusing from the traveling wave
point of view, the field lines of Fig. 14 may be considered to be those of the

traveling wave component with which the electrons are interacting. Then
the whole iield pattern indicated moves to the right as shown by the arrow

above the plane of maximum retarding tangential lield at M. An electron

Fig. 14.—A ])l()l of liru-s of electric forct; on ;in electron (drawn for the plane case) for the

fundamental of their mode. It is shown for the puq>ose of explaining the phase focusing

property of the radial field component. The plane of maximum opposing force on the

electron intersects that of the figure along the line .1/, The arrow shown above the line M
indicates the direction of electron motion. The force on the electron due to the DC
electric field is directed from cathode to anode. The force lines shown may be considered

to be those of the total fundamental field component at the instant the field is maxim.um.
Then an electron at the point F will cross the center of the anode gap after the instant of

maximum retarding force. Or the lines shown may be considered to be those of the travel-

ing component of the fundamental moving in the same direction as the electrons. In this

case an electron at the point P is lagging behind the maximum of the retarding tangential

field.

which falls behind the position M to the point P, for example, finds itself in

a stronger net radial electric iield which increases its mean translational

velocity tending to bring it back to the position M. The reverse holds for

an electron which runs ahead of the plane M.
3.5 Space Charge Configuration: The over-all picture of the electronic

mechanism in the Type III magn|tron oscillator thus presents a spoke-

shaped space charge cloud of electrons wheeling around the cathode in

synchronism with the anode potential wave, each spoke in a region of maxi-

mum retarding field. This picture of what is happening has been very

handsomely confirmed by actual orbital calculations taking account of
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Space charge. The calculations have been carried out by the so-called self

consistent field method using the rotat'ng field approximation mentioned

earher. In this method, orbits of electrons are calculated in an assumed

field, and the space charge due to these electrons determined. The field

calculated on the basis of this space charge distribution may then be com-

pared with that assumed. This cycle of calculations is repeated, each

time using the calculated field of the previous cycle as that in which the

electrons move, until a field is obtained which is consistent with that used in

calculating the electron orbits. This method will be recognized as that used

in the calculation of electron orbits about the nucleus in atoms.

The result of one such calculation is shown in Fig. 15. The orbits of

four electrons which were emitted from the cathode in different phases are

plotted in a set of coordinates rotating with the RF field component. One

electron is returned to the cathode, and the other three reach the anode.

The boundaries of the space charge cloud are shown as dashed lines. The

spoke-shaped structure is clear, and its position with respect to the rotating

anode potential wave is as expected. The number of spokes of the cloud is

equal to the periodicity of the component of the mode with which the elec-

trons are interacting. In the case of Fig. 15 there are four spokes, since

the magnetron is operating in the fundamental of the n = 4 mode (k =

4, i>
= 0).

3.6 Induction by the Space Charge Cloud: Another view of the mechanism

by which the electrons drive the resonator system may be obtained by

considering the efiect of the space charge spokes in inducing current flow

in the anode segments- themselves. For example, the oscillation of the

resonator block in its-ir mode corresponds to the periodic interchange of

electric charge from each anode segment, around a resonating cavity to the

next anode segment. This oscillation is maintained, much in the manner of

a pendulum escapement drive, by the space charge spoke appearing in front

of an anode segment at that instant in the oscillation cycle when it can aid

in building up the net positive charge on the segment. At the same instant,

the adjacent segments, being opposite a "gap" in the space charge wheel,

may build up a negative charge.

The RF current, Irf, induced in the anode structure, thus results from

the motion of the spoke-shaped space charge cloud in the interaction space.

It is not to be confused with the total circulating RF current in the resonator

system. Whereas Irf must be in a phase with the space charge cloud it

need not be in phase with the RF voltage, Vrf, between the anode segments.

In terms of the electron motions, this means that the spokes of the space

charge cloud may lead or lag the maxima in the tangential field. In general,

the electronic admittance defined by the ratio of Irf to Vrf may thus in-

clude a susceptance as well as a conductance. The product of Vrf and

the in-phase component of Irf, integrated over a period of one cycle of RF
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oscillation, equals the energy per cycle which is delivered to the load. This

amount of energy is twice that transferred in the half cycle during which the

spokes of space charge move against the field from positions in front of one

ROTATING ANODE
POTENTIAL WAVE

Fig. 15.~The orbits of four electrons which left the cathode in different phases, plotted

in a coordinate system rotating with the anode potential wave. These orbits have been

calculated by the self consistent field method which includes space charge effects. In this

frame of reference the orbits exhibit loops whereas in a stationary frame they would more

nearly exhibit cusps. The dashed lines inclose the orbits of the electrons and hence de-

lineate the boundaries of the space charge cloud which rotates around the cathodein syn-

chronism with the anode potential wave. Planes of maximum retarding tangential field

are represented by the lines .1/ (sec Fig. 14). This figure is reproduced by courtesy of the

British Committee on Valve Development (CVD) and is taken from the CVD Magnetron

Report No. 41.

set of alternate anode segments to similar positions in front of the adjacent

anode segments.

In each spoke of the electron space charge cloud, individual electrons

progress from cathode to anode. The DC current, /, passed by the magne-

tron is made up of electrons which strike the anode from the ends of the

space charge spokes. Quite apart from its dependence on other parameters,
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this DC current is directly proportional to anode length, h. If the magne-

tron is driven at greater DC current, the space charge in the interaction

space increases but the phase of its structure with respect to the traveling

anode wave does not change to a first approximation. Thus both the

in-phase and quadrature components of Irf increase with no change in

electronic admittance. The second order effects which do arise from small

shifts in the phase of the rotating space charge structure are discussed in

Section 10.4 Electronic Effects on Frequency.

4. CoKDiTiOKs Relatikg Meaeuej^ele Parameters

4.1 Necessary Conditions for Oscillation: After having discussed the elec-

tron motions in the interaction space of the Type III magnetron oscillator,

the viewpoint will now be changed to that looking from the outside in, so to

speak, and it will be asked what conditions relating measurable parameters

are imposed by the nature of the electronic mechanism. Beyond the geo-

metrical parameters of cathode and anode radii, fc and fa, one can determine

the DC voltage, V, applied between cathode and anode; the magnetic field

B, in which the magnetron is placed; the DC current, /, drawn by the anode;

the frequency of oscillation,/; and, from impedance measurements, the RF
load, Y, = Gs + jBs, presented to the electrons by the resonator, output,

and load.

Perhaps the most fundamental condition for oscillation of the traveling

wave magnetron is that imposed by the requirement of synchronism between

the electron drift and the RF field. As has been indicated, the angular

velocity of a rotating component of a Hartree harmonic of the interacticn

field, of order k, is jyt • ^^ approximate expression for the mean angular

velocity of the electrons may be determined by neglecting the variation of

electric field with radius and calculating the angular velocity midway be-

tween cathode and anode, thus

:

V E/B V/(r. - r.)B 2V

(fa + r.)/2 (r, -f 0/2 (r„ + r.)/2 {ri - rl)B'

Equating this to the angular velocity -rvj, one obtains the relation:

Y=^rlB\i-['^]\. (14)

In this derivation it should be recognized that the angular velocity
M
\k\

may be considered either to be that of a traveling component of the RF
field with which the electron interacts or the mean angular velocity which the
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electron must have to maintain proper phase with the total RF fields existing

across the anode gaps.

Posthumus'^ derived an expression, assuming negligible cathode diameter,

which is similar to equation (14). By the same method as that used above,

Slater has derived an expression difltering from (14) by a term which results

from the use of a more accurate value for the electron's translational velocity

at the midpoint between cathode and anode in cylindrical geometry.

Slater's expression is:

Hartree has derived an expression from a consideration of the conditions

under which electrons are just able to reach the anode with infinitesimal

amplitude of RF voltage in the A"" harmonic. It is:

-
k̂

In a sense this condition represents a cut-off relation for the oscillating

magnetron analogous to Hull's cut-off relation for the DC magnetron [equa-

tion (8)].

Plotted on a V-B graph, the expressions (14), (15), and (16) represent

parallel straight lines. The line of equation (14) passes through the origin;

the so-called Hartree line of (16) is tangent to the DC cut-off parabola; the

so-called Slater line of (15) lies above the Hartree line but below the line of

expression (14). Each of the above expressions indicates that the electrons

will drive a given harmonic of the RF interaction field in a type III magne-

tron oscillator only at values of DC voltage and magnetic field which bear

a definite relation. This relation expresses the fact that V/B is very nearly

constant [equation (14)].

In Fig. 16 are plotted as an illustration, the Hartree Hnes for the funda-

mentals (p = 0) of the n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 modes and for the k = —5 harmonic

(p = —1) of the K = 3 mode of a 10 cm. magnetron with eight resonators.'"

'•This magnetron, used as an illustrative example in Part I, has the following char-
acteristics:

Number of resonators, N = 8.

Cathode radius, To = 0.3 cm.
Anode radius, r^ = 0.8 cm.
Anode length, h = 2.0 cm.
Anode to end cover distance = 0.6 cm.
Frequency {ir mode), f = 2800 rac/s.

Wavelength (sr mode), X = 10.7 cm.
DC operating voltage, V = 16 kv.

Operating magnetic field, B = 1600 gauss.

Typical operating peak current, I = 20 amps.
Over-all efficiency, 17 = 42%.
Peak power output, Po = 135 kw.
Pulse duration, t = 1 microsecond.

Pulse repetition frequency = 1000 pps.
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Since the operating voltage is found to increase with increasing current,

oscillation at a constant anode current takes place along a line, such as the

Slater line for example, lying slightly above and parallel to the Hartree

line (see Fig. 16). The separation of the operating line from the Hartree

line increases with increasing DC current.

2000 3000 4000
MAGNETIC FIELD, B,1N GAUSS

eooo

Fig. 16.—A V-B plot for a magnetron having eight resonators (see footnote 16) showing

the cut-off parabola and Hartree lines for several rotating field components. The ranges

of DC voltage and magnetic field have been extended considerably beyond values ever

applied to such a magnetron to show the lines for the fundamentals of all of the modes.

The typical operating point plotted is that specified in footnote 16 and plotted in Fig. 17.

The necessary conditions for oscillation discussed above have been of

great value in the identification of the modes of operating magnetrons and

as the starting point in the design of new magnetrons for given wavelength,

magnetic field, and voltage.

4.2 The Ferformance Chart: Another fundamental performance char-
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acteristic of the operating magnetron is the V-I plot or performance chart.

In Fig. 17 such a chart is plotted for the same magnetron'^ used as the ex-

ample for Fig. 16. In it are plotted contours of constant magnetic field,

RF power output, and over-al! efficiency. The fact that the constant mag-

24

22

§,.

.,4

12

10 —I too

CONSTANT MAGNETIC FlELD-GAUSS
CONSTANT POWER OUTPUT- KILOWATTS
CONSTANT OVERALL EFFICIENCY

I TYPICAL OPERATING POINT

ie 20 24
DC CURRENT, I, IN AMPERES

Fig. 17.—A V-I plot or performance chart for a magnetron having eight resonators
(see footnote 16). Contours of constant magnetic field, power output, and over-all efTi-

cicncy are shown. The typical operating point plotted is that specified in footnote 16 and
plotted in Fig. 16.

netic field contours are nearly horizontal and spaced as they are is a mani-

festation of the oscillation conditions of equations (15) and (16). The in-

crease of voltage with current is an effect, attributable to the space charge,

quite independent of the condition of synchronism between field and elec-
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trons. For if the magnetron is to deliver more power at a given magnetic

field, the induced RF current must increase. This entails increased space

charge and a greater DC current flow. To maintain the increased space

charge additional DC voltage is required.

4.3 The Electronic Efficiency: The performance chart also shows the

not too surprising fact that more power may be drawn from the magnetron

as the voltage and current are increased. More interesting are the increase

of the over-all efficiency with voltage and the maximum through which the

efficiency passes with increasing current. This variation of over-all effi-"

ciency, -q, is to be attributed to changes in the electronic efficiency, t/^, since

the other factor involved in the over-all efficiency, the circuit efficiency, ijc,

is essentially constant over the diagram (t; = jjbJ^c)-

V VOLTAGE V'(=2V)

B MAGNETIC FIELD B' (=2B)

.„oy MAX. ELECTRONIC -.<v
^"•^ EFFICIENCY (r)e)

"^

Fig. 18,—Approximate orbits of electrons which transfer energy to the RF field, plotted

for operation of a plane magnetron at two different magnetic fields. It is shown how the

relative kinetic energy gained beyond the last cusp and dissipated at the anode de-

creasesas the magnetic field and voltage of operation are increased, resulting in increased

efficiency of electronic conversion of energy from the DC field to the RF field. The
two illustrative cases differ by a factor two in DC voltage and hence by the same factor

in magnetic field and diameter of the rolhng circle.

The increase of electronic efficiency with voltage, and hence magnetic

field, may be explained by the picture of electron motions in the interaction

space. The highest electronic efficiency is attained when the electrons

reaching the anode do so with least kinetic energy. For the approximate

orbit of Fig. 12, the energy lost at the anode per electron is that gained as

kinetic energy beyond the last cusp. Bringing the last cusp closer to the

anode, corresponding to a reduction of the amplitude of the rotational

component of the electron motion, reduces the ratio of kinetic energy lost

at the anode to the potential energy possessed by the electron at the cathode.

Thus, according to equation (6) for the radius of the rolling circle, this

fractional energy loss should vary as V/B^ or, since V/B is approximately

constant, as l/B, i;, increasmg with B. In terms of the approximate elec-

tron orbits for a plane magnetron, Fig. 18 shows how increase in voltage
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and magnetic field increases the electronic efficiency. The dependence of

electronic efficiency on B predicted by this simple picture is in accord with

the dependence predicted by more sophisticated theories.

In all probability the decrease of electronic efficiency toward low and high

currents is, in part at least, the result of decrease in the phase focusing action.

This occurs as a result, on the one hand, of low RF field strength in the

proper mode when the current and RF oscillation are small, and, on the

other hand, as a result of space charge debunching when the current and

space charge become very large. In addition, at low currents the leakage to

the anode of electrons which are not effective in interaction with the RF
field, assumes a more dominant role, reducing the effective electronic effi-

ciency. These electrons are no doubt those emitted near or at the ends of

the cathode.

Of importance to the motion of electrons near the ends of the interaction

space, and thus to the electron leakage, are the configurations of the DC
electric and magnetic fields there. These depend upon the geometry of the

cathode ends and surrounding walls and of the magnetic pole pieces. The

electrons are largely confined to the interaction space by the axial force,

directed toward the center of the interaction space, produced by the non-

uniformities in the electric and/or the magnetic fields. For uniform mag-

netic field, the desired focusing action on the electrons may be achieved by

disks at cathode potential which are mounted at each of the cathode and

extend beyond the cathode surface over the ends of the mteraction space as

may be seen in Fig. 1. In other cases, distortion of the magnetic field in

the end spaces of the magnetron, in addition to cathode end disks, has been

used to produce the same effect.

Although the dependence of operation of a magnetron oscillator on load is

primarily a circuit problem, detailed discussion of which will be delayed until

the RF circuit has been discussed, there is one feature of the dependence on

load and circuit characteristics which may properly be discussed now. This

is the dependence of the electronic efficiency, T]e, on the circuit conductance,

Ga, presented to the electrons. The plot in Fig. 19 is a typical example and

shows an optimum value of conductance, to each side of which rj^ decreases.

With decreasing G^ the RF voltage increases. Whereas initially the increase

of Vrf with decreasing G^ increases the phase focusing properties, it results

eventually in such strong RF field that electrons are drawn more or less

directly to the anode where they arrive with considerable kinetic energy.

On the other hand, the decrease in Vrf with increasing d eventually will

result in an RF field too weak to produce the necessary amount of phase

focusing. The value of Gg presented to the electrons depends not only

upon the output circuit properties and load but also upon the parameters of

the resonator itself. The dependence of electronic efficiency upon G, is a
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good example of how intimately the electronics and circuit of the magnetron

nsciUator are associated.

4.4 Scaling: Once an efficient design has been achieved for a given wave-

length, voltage, current, and magnetic field, one is interested in reproducing

it at other values of these parameters. In doing this, use is made of the

theory of scaling. For cases where the interaction space remains geo-

metrically similar and the magnetron operates in the same mode, the same

efficiency is presumably achieved when it is arranged that the electron

orbits remain similar. Directly from dimensional arguments applied to

Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic field and to the equations of

u 40

g/yq in output line

Fig. ly.—A plot of electronic efficiency as a function of load conductance. The con-

ductance G/Yo in the output line is related to that presented by the circuit to the electrons,

G„ directly through the magnetron resonator and output circuits. The magnetron with

which these data were obtained is a 3.2 cm. magnetron having sixteen resonators.

motion of the electrons, it can be shown that the orbits and operation will

be equivalent for all conditions for which the loading and the quantities

\B, {\/ra)W, and {X^/ra'h)I

remain invariant.

It would perhaps be of interest to consider, as a simple example, the case

for which all the linear dimensions of a given magnetron are changed by a

factor a. The new resonant wavelength, W, is equal to a\ since the new

resonator is a times the size of the original, while the new frequency is /' =

f/a. The new anode radius, cathode radius, and anode length scale directly

so that

= aTa, r c = oif, and h' = ah
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Since \B, (\/r„)-F, and (\^/rJh)I must remain invariant,

X'B' = \B or B' = B/a,

(x'/r'.y- r = (x/r.y v or r = v,

and (X'Vr'„^ //) /' = {X'/r,^ h) I or I' = I.

Thus the magnetic field changes by i/a and the operating voltage and

current remain unchanged.

The idea of scaling has been extended to magnetrons of varying rc/ra

and A'^ by the introduction, of sets of reduced variables for V, B and / in-

volving fc/ra and N, in terms of which the performance may be expressed

independently of the exact nature of the magnetron.

4.5 Effect of Other Components in the Interaction Field: In the discussion

of the traveling wave magnetron oscillator, it has been considered that the

electrons interact with a single traveling RF lield component, generally a

component of the fundamental of the w mode. The justification for this,

as has been stated, is that from the point of view of the electron the fields

of all other Hartree harmonics of the tt mode vary so rapidly that their

effects average out over an appreciable number of RF cycles. This is gen-

erally true, as well, for the harmonics of other modes which may be excited.

The fact has been mentioned that it is possible for the values of V and B
for oscillation in the x mode very nearly to satisfy equation (16) for oscilla-

27rf'

tions in a harmonic of another mode. Then the angular velocity, ,-77-, , of

I
^

i

the harmonic very nearly equals that of the w mode, j^ , and the Hartree

line of the harmonic lies verj' close to that of the t mode (see Fig. 16). The

effect of this situation on magnetron operation will be discussed in connection

with the problem of "moding" in Section 10.6 Oscillation Buildup—Starling.

Of particular interest is the presence in the interaction space, in addition

to the IT mode field, of an RF field component which is independent of angle.

Such a component appears, for example,' as an inherent contamination in

the interaction field of the so-called "rising sun" type resonator system to be

described later. Generally, this component is of no concern because the

electrons interact with the tt mode component throughout a time interval

covering several cycles, during which the effect of the contamination aver-

ages out. The exception to this occurs when the frequency of the rotational

component of the electron motion, approximately the cyclotron frequency,

resonates with the RF frequency as in a Type II magnetron. From equa-

tion (2) this occurs for the plane case when/ = c/\ = eB/Jirm, from which

XB = lircm/e = 10,700 gauss-cm. For a typical cyhndrical case the con-

stant is somewhat greater, being about 12,500 gauss-cm. When \B has this
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value, perturbation of the electron motion occurs, decreasing the efficiency

of interaction with the traveling wave and manifesting itself on the perform-

CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD-GAUSS

CONSTANT POWER OUTPUT- KILOWATTS
CONSTANT OVERALL EFFICIENCY

8 10 12 14 16 16

DC CURRENT,!, IN AMPERES
20 22 24 26

pjg_ 20.—A ijerformance chart for a magnetron which has present in its interaction field

a contaminating component independent ot azimuth. Note the efFiciency "valley" ap-

pearing along the line B = 3920 gauss (compare with Fig. 17). The wavelength of the

magnetron being 3.18 cm., \B along the efliciency "valley" is 12,500 gauss-cm. The data

were obtained on a magnetron having a "rising sun" type resonator system and are repro-

duced here through the courtesy of the Columbia Radiation Laboratory.

'ir '

ance chart as a "valley" in operating efficiency appearing along the constant

B line for which \B = 12,500 gauss-cm. In Fig. 20 is plotted the perform-

ance chart of a magnetron, having a "rising sun" type anode structure which
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exhibits this kind of behavior. In general, it would be preferable to operate

this magnetron at magnetic fields above the "valley," but considerations

having to do with available magnetic fields, in some cases may make it

necessary to operate near the efficiency maximum at lower magnetic fields.

5. The RF Circuit of the Magnetron Oscillator

5.1 General Considerations: The discussion to this point has presented a

picture of how the multicavity magnetron oscillator works from the point

of view of its electronics; how in this respect it is related to other types of

magnetron oscillators; and how, on the basis of the picture of the electronic

mechanism, some of its fundamental operating characteristics are to be ac-

counted for. In the same manner the RF circuit of the magnetron oscilla-

tor, comprising the resonator system, the output circuit, and the load, will

be discussed. The importance of this part of the magnetron is apparent.

It provides the RF fields with which the electrons interact. To do this,

electromagnetic energy must be stored in the cavities of the resonator, which

reservoir in turn is tapped to deliver energy through the output circuit to

the useful load. The detailed manner in which these functions are per-

formed has a bearing, not only on such circuit characteristics as circuit

efficiency or on the effect of load on frequency, but, as has been seen, on the

electronic efficiency as well. Furthermore, the circuit analysis of the mag-
netron oscillator enables one to explain the remaining important operating

characteristic, the so-called Rieke diagram, which describes the operational

dependence on load.

The type of resonator system used in the magnetron oscillator of concern

here has already been indicated in Fig. 1. It is a resonator system com-

prising a number of cavities spaced equally about the cylindrical anode.

This general shape is dictated by the slotted anode cylinder upon which the

RF interaction field is set up. To be sure, other types of resonators have
been devised which contrive to place ir mode potentials on the anode seg-

ments of a cylindrical magnetron. Here, however, except for brief refer-

ences, the discussion will concern itself with the mulficavity resonator sys-

tem of the general type shown in Fig. 1. Although the individual cavities

have not been limited to hole and slot geometry like those shown in Fig. 1,

and other features have been added, a resonator system consisting of a sys-

tem of cavities, arranged around the anode in the manner of Fig. 1, has been

used in the majority of magnetron oscillators developed for centimeter

wave generation since 1940.

5.2 Simple Single Frequency Resonator: The fact that the magnetron
resonator system has a number of cavities electromagnetically coupled to-

gether makes it multiresonant. What has been learned about the various

modes and their electromagnetic field configurations, and how they may in

a sense be controlled to improve magnetron operation must be discussed in

some detail. Before this is done, however, it would be well to refresh one's

memory as to the fundamental ideas concerned with a single electromagnetic
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resonator like one of the magnetron cavities.^^ This is important not only

because the magnetron resonator system comprises a number of such cavities

but also because the resonator system as a whole may under certaih circum-

stances be considered to resonate at but one frequency, in which case it

behaves like a simple single frequency resonator.

Concerned with the simple electromagnetic resonator are the funda-

mental ideas of a natural frequency of resonance, of the rate of energy loss or

the sharpness of resonance, and of the characteristic admittance or the

energy storage capacity. The electromagnetic resonator, whether it has

lumped or distributed constants, consists of a device in which energy is trans-

ferred between electric and magnetic fields cyclically in a manner entirely

analogous to the transfer of energy between potential and kinetic in the

simple swinging pendulum. Each of these oscillations, electromagnetic or

mechanical, is described by a second order differential equation in terms of

a parameter such as voltage or current on the one hand, and angular dis-

placement of the pendelum bob on the other. The solutions represent

simple harmonic oscillations, the one for the simple electrical circuit having

the frequency.

This occurs when the susceptances of the two components of the circuit, L

and C, are equal, or when

-^ = 0,0 C. - (18)

The fact that a finite time is required to transfer the energy between the

electric and magnetic fields is a lumped constant circuit is not surprising

since a finite time is required for a condenser to charge or discharge, and for

a current to build up or decay in an inductance.

5.3 The Q Parameters: The type of oscillation of the simple L-C circuit

discussed above is its natural or free oscillation, not constrained by the ap-

'^ In the next sections of this paper, material has been drawn from the theory of a single

resonant circuit having either lumped or distributed constants, the theory of coupled

circuits, and the theory of centimeter wave transmission in coaxial lines and wave guides,

treatments of which are to be found in the following representative texts:

L. Page and N. I. Adams, Principles of Eleclricily, D. Van Nostrand Co., New York

E A. Guilleman, Communication Networks, Vols. I and II, John Wiley and Sons, New
York (1931).

J. G. Brainerd, G. Koehler, H. J. Reich, and L. F. Woodruff, Ullra-Higk Frequency

Techniques, D. Van Nostrand Co., New York (1942),

J C Slater Microwave Transmission, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York (1942).

R. I. Sarbacher and W. A. Edson, Hyper and Ultrahigh Frequency Engineering, John

Wiley and Sons, New York (1943).

S. A. Schelkunofi, Eleclromagnetic Waves, D. Van Nostrand Co., New York (1943).
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plication of any external driving force. It is the sort of oscillation the circuit

would undergo were it left to itself after being excited or started initially.

Such an oscillation, once started, does not continue indelinitely because the

energy put into the circuit initially, dissipates itself in resistive losses in the

circuit components and in a load which may be coupled electromagnetically

to the circuit. The exponential rate at which the original energy is dis-

sipated is a very important characteristic of the circuit. It is usually

specified by a parameter Q, defined as 2ir times the ratio of the energy stored

in the circuit to the energy dissipated per cycle of the oscillation. ^^ Thus a

circuit always loses a certain fraction of its energy per cycle independent

of how great this energy may be. In the exponential decay of oscillations

in a resonator from which the drive has been removed, Q/2ir is the num-
ber of cycles of oscillation, required for the stored energy to decay to 1/e of

its initial value. Similarly, in the buildup of oscillations in a resonator

to which is fed a constant amount of energy per cycle, Q/lir is the number
of cycles required for the stored energy to buildup to (1 — 1/e) of its final

equilibrium value.

It is possible to define several types of Qs for a circuit, depending upon
the nature of the energy dissipation being considered. If one considers

only the energy lost in the resistance of the circuit components themselves,

one defines the so-called unloaded Q, Qo. If the circuit is coupled electro-

magnetically to a resistive load, the Q defined in terms of the energy dis-

sipated in the load and internal resistance is called the loaded Q, Qi^.

Finally, for some purposes it is convenient to consider the ratio of energy

stored to that dissipated in the external load only. This defines the ex-

ternal Q, Qext. It is clear that both Ql and Qext are functions of the degree

of coupling between the oscillating circuit and the resistive load.

The Q parameters, however, tell one more than the rate at which energy

is dissipated in a circuit oscillating at its natural frequency. The admittance

of the circuit, measured as a function of the frequency of an external driving

source, passes through a minimum at the natural frequency of oscillation of

the circuit. The sharpness of the dip in the admittance cur\'e is determined

by the Qt of the circuit in such a manner that the sharper the dip, the higher

the Ql. In passing through resonance the susceptance of the circuit changes

sign from inductive for frequencies below the frequency of resonance, to

capacitive, for frequencies above the frequency of resonance. The rate at

which the susceptance varies with frequency is another measure of the

sharpness of resonance and of the Ql of the circuit.

5.4 Energy Storage and Loss: The remaining ideas concerned with a

simple L-C circuit of lumped constants which should be mentioned here are

the characteristic admittance of the circuit, the energy storage capacity,

" As will be seen in the subsequent discussion the factor 2jr is included here so as to
simplify the definition in terms of admittance.
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and how these are related to each other and to the concepts abeady men-

tioned. For this purpose it is convenient to consider the circuit shown in

Fig. 31 (c). Across the terminals AB is connected the L-C circuit in which

the resistive losses are represented by the circuit conductance G^ The

circuit is loaded by the admittance Y l = Gl -\- 3^l-

Lookmg into the circuit at the terminals AB one sees the admittance:

which may be rewritten:

1 /C
where wo = T7f^ ^^^ ^°' ^ 4/ Z

'

The expression A/ j, having the dimensions of an admittance, is by definition

the characteristic admittance of the circuit, Yac. Its relation to the energy

stored in the circuit, and through this to the various Qs defined above, may

be seen from the following; Using the root mean square value of voltage, the

energy stored in the circuit is CVIf. This can be reduced by the use of the

definition of the resonant frequency and by differentiation of the expression

(19) for the admittance, thus:

(19)

CVbf Vrf — o
Wo ^

dBr

d(ji

VIf . (20)
til—Ug

Thus, at a given frequencyWo, the energy stored in the circuit for unit voltage

applied to it may be specified either by the characteristic admittance of the

circuit, Voc, or by the rate of change of susceptance with frequency at the

resonant frequency,
d<a

The loss of energy per cycle in the circuit itself, that is, in the shunt con-

ductance Gc, is the power loss in the circuit divided by the frequency,

"^
°. From this and equation (20) the unloaded Q is seen to be:

wo/27r

— F^.
OC T7-2

e. = 2.^— = ^'. (21)

wo/27r
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Similarly, for the loaded and external Qs:

Y
Qext = 'TJi • (23)

It follows that the Qs are related thus:

The efficiency of the circuit, defined as the fraction of the enei^ which

reaches the useful load is then:

fie
= Gl Vrf Gc

£ 1 Q.
^''^

ee.t
'^

Qo
'^

Qo

5.5 Resonators with Distributed Constants. The individual cavities of

the magnetron oscillator, however, are circuits in which the parameters are

distributed and not lumped. They may be considered to be "strip-type"

resonators, three forms of which generally used in magnetrons, are shown
in Fig. 21 (a), (b), and (c). Type (a) has been called the slot type resonator;

(b), the vane type, deriving its name from a common method of fabrication

in which rectangular plates are disposed around and brazed to the inside of

a cylindrical cavity; and (c), the hole and slot type resonator. The forms

of these resonators, especially the parallel strip form of Fig. 21 (a), suggest

that the resonators may be considered as sections of terminated transmission

lines.

Voltage and current waves traveling down a section of uniform trans-

mission line, terminated at one end by a short circuit and driven by a sinus-

oidal voltage at the other end, are reflected at the shorted end. The inter-

ference of the incident and reflected waves results in standing waves of

voltage and current along the line. Since the voltage and current waves
suffer phase changes on reflection differing by tt radians, the corresponding

standing waves are shifted by ir/l radians relative to one another. Thus
the input admittance of the section of line is a periodic function of the dis-

tance, (, to the shorted end. For a lossless line, this admittance is given

by the expression:

F = - jYo cot ?^^ = - jY, cot ?^

.

(26)
A C
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In (26), Fo is the characteristic admittance of the line. For a line of given

length, this expression gives the mput admittance as a function of frequency.

When the frequency is c/U, the line is a quarter wavelength long, and the

fp^

Fig. 21.—Three "strip Ivpe" cavities commonly used in magnetron resonator systems,

each resonant at the frequency c/X. Type {a) is essentially a quarter wavelength (\/4)

section of uniform transmission line. It should he noted how types {h) and (c) ar;; physi-

cally shorter than type («) hy virtue of the greater relative capacitive loading near the

open ends.

input admittance, if the line is lossless, is zero. In other words, the section

of line resonates at this frequency. ^^ In a quarter wavelength resonator of

"The frequency of resonance,/ = c/4f, is the fundamental or lowest frequency of an

infinite series of resonant frequencies for which the line length is {2q — l)^/4;

A= (25 -l)c/4(',y= 1,2,3, •.
These frequencies may he specified hy considerations of the phase relationships which must
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uniform geometry, the voltage is maximum at the input end and the current

is maximum at the shorted end, each varying sinusoidally to a node at the

other end of the line.

The frequency of resonance of a section of terminated uniform Une is thus

determined by its length. If the geometry of the line is nonuniform, the

frequency of resonance may be determined by the solution of Maxwell's
equations with the appropriate boundary conditions. In general, this

procedure is involved and tedious, however. One may get a reasonable

idea of the values of wo and Fo by assuming the half of the resonator near

the open end to be capacitive only, the half near the closed end inductive

only, and calculating C and L by appHcatlon of elementary formulas to an
equivalent parallel plate capacitance and a single turn sheet inductance of

height /; and proper cross sectional area. In the case of geometry like that

of Fig. 21 (c), the division of the resonator on this basis is obvious.

A Ime of physical length C, less than X/4, may be made to resonate at the

frequency c/\ by connecting across its input end a lumped capacitive sus-

ceptance, of magnitude, wC, equal to that of the inductive susceptance of
2_/'

the Une, W cot -—
- [see equations (18) and (26)]. In like manner, reso-

nators like those of Fig. 21 (b) and (c), whose physical length is less than
X/4, may be considered to be made up of an inductive section of uniform line

across which additional capacitance has been inserted near the open end,

bringing the frequency of resonance to c/X. In Fig. 21, the three resonators

of different physical lengths all resonate at the same frequency.

In addition to the resonant frequency of a resonator of distributed con-

stants, one may deiine its Qs and characteristic admittance and link these

to the rate of change of susceptance and energy storage capacity at reso-

nance as was done for the circuit of lumped constants. Resonators of

different geometry but of the same resonant frequency differ in character-

istic admittance and loss conductance and hence in the Qs and the amount
of energy which can be stored with unit voltage impressed across the in-

put end. Of the resonator types shown in Fig. 21, the slot type has the

largest admittance, the vane type, the smallest admittance, with the hole

and slot type intermediate.

6. Resonator Systems

6.1 Two Coupled Resonators: The resonator system of the magnetron

oscillator consists of a number of individual resonators of distributed param-

eters, machined into the anode block. As the simplest case of a system of

coupled resonators, consider that having two resonators which are coupled

exist between oppositely traveling waves on a lossless line for constructive interference.

These considerations are similar to those employed later in the discussion of the modes
of oscillation of the magnetron resonator system as a whnle.
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only by the mutual linkage of magnetic lines and which resonate at the same

frequency, ajp, when uncoupled.

When such a coupled system is shock excited it is observed that the

oscillation amphtude in either of the circuits is modulated at a so-called beat

frequency, wg . A fraction or all of the energy in the system, depending on

the initial conditions, surges back and forth at this frequency between the

circuits similar to the manner in which the energy of motion is exchanged

between two coupled pendulums. The total energy in the system is con-

stant, the beats differing in phase by t/2 radians between the circuits.

The observation of beats is a manifestation of the fact that the two coupled

resonators form a complex system oscillating simultaneously in its two

modes for which the frequencies are (coa + «b) and (wa — wu). The oscilla-

tion in either circuit results from the superposition of the two component

oscillations in this manner:

A cos (wo + i^b) t-\- B cos [(coo - Wfl) / + 5] =

/ S\ / S\ (27)

(A - B) cos (wo + o}b) i+ 2B cosi Wfl/ - 2/^^°^ \°^ "^ 2/'

with a sunilar expression for the case when A < B. The oscillation may

be predominantly of one frequency, that is, almost entirely in one mode, if,

for example, A » B. In general, the oscillation is a superposition of a

steady oscillation in the predominant mode [(wo + ws) if ^ > -B] and an

oscillation whose amplitude varies with the beat frequency, wp .
In the

special case, when the component oscillations are of equal intensity, A = B,

the amplitude of the resultant oscillation in either circuit goes to zero periodi-

cally at the frequency w^ . This represents the case for which all the energy

present in the system is transferred back and forth between the circuits.

The frequency separation of the two modes arises from the coupled effect

of the oscillation in each of the circuits on the oscillation in the other. Thus,

in the mode of lower frequency, (wo - ws), the two circuits oscillate m phase

and the self induction eiTect m each circuit is aided by the mutual mduction,

each circuit behaving as though it were oscillating freely with a greater

value of self inductance and hence at lower frequency [equation (17)]. For

the mode of higher frequency, (wo + wa), the reverse is true. Here the two

circuits oscillate out of phase by tt radians, the mutual induction opposing

the self induction and the circuits oscillating as though uncoupled with a

smaller value of self inductance and hence at higher frequency.

If instead of shock exciting the system of two coupled resonators it is

forced to oscillate by applying to it a sinusoidal voltage of variable fre-

quency, the admittance of the system is found to pass through minima at

the mode frequencies (m -\- ub) and (wo - w^). Thus it is possible to drive

the system and store energy in either of the two modes. For each mode of
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the coupled circuit system, as for the simple single frequency resonator, Q
parameters and a characteristic admittance may be defined which specify

sharpness of resonance and energy storage capacity, respectively.

6.2 The MuUicavity Anode Structure: As an introduction to the dis-

cussion of the multicavity resonator system of the magnetron oscillator

having cylindrical symmetry, consider the system of a series of resonators

machined side by side in a linear block as shown in Fig. 22. One may con-

sider such a linear array either to be infinite in extent or to be terminated

in some manner at the ends of a string of iV identical resonators.

Fig. 22.—A linear array of resonators terminated at both en<!s by generalized termina-
tions represented by planes. The figure is meant aiso to indicate the nature of the infinite
array of resonators referred to in the text.

The oscillation in each resonator of the array of coupled resonators is

specified by a difi'erential equation in terms of a variable, such as current

or voltage, the constants of the circuit itself, and the mutual interaction

between the circuit and its neighbors. Each solution of the set of simul-

taneous differential equations for all the resonators involved corresponds

to a definite phase shift between adjacent resonators. The allowed values

of this phase shift depend upon the boundary conditions imposed on the

string of resonators. If the block is infinitely long, all values of phase shift

are allowed. In terms of the electromagnetic field pattern formed on the

front surface of the block by the fringmg fields of the individual resonators,

this means that traveling wave solutions representing waves of any velocity,

travelmg over the surface of the block in directions normal to the slots, are

possible. If the block is terminated, on the other hand, the boundary
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conditions restrict the phase shift between resonators to a set of specific

values. These correspond to the traveling waves which on reflection at

the terminations constructively interfere.

The cylindrical magnetron anode structure is a series of A^ resonators

connected in a ring. It may be thought to be a section of a linear array of

resonators rolled into a cylinder. The boundary condition imposed is that

of connecting together the resonators at the ends of the string. Under

these circumstances only those modes of oscillation are possible for which

the total phase shift around the ring is 2vn radians, n being any integer

including zero. The oscillations in adjacent cavities then differ in phase

by— radians. Again this means that only those waves traveling around

the anode block which constructively interfere are possible solutions. These

are waves which, after leaving an assumed starting point and traversing the

anode once, arrive back in phase with the wave then leaving in the same

direction. The anode potential waves and the RF interaction fields in the

interaction space to which they correspond have already been discussed in

connection with equations (12) and (13). In these electromagnetic field

patterns, the electric and magnetic field components are displaced both in

space and time phase by w/l radians relative to one another, similar to the

manner in which voltage and current on a terminated transmission hne are

related.

6.3 The Modes of the Resonator System: It has been seen that the modes

of oscillation of a magnetron resonator system are characterized by definite

,, , , 2irn .

values of the phase shift between adjacent resonators specified by
;^ .

i"

which the parameter » may assume only integral values including zero.

Each such mode of oscillation has a frequency different from the frequency

of any other mode and from the frequency of one of the N resonators oscil-

lating freely and uncoupled from its neighbors. In the general case of N
coupled resonators, as in the case of two coupled resonators previously dis-

cussed, the modes of oscillation have different frequencies because of the

effect of the mutual coupHng between the resonators. For N = 2, the

oscillations in the two resonators are either in phase or ir radians out of

phase, the induction in one circuit by the other either directly adding to or

subtracting from the self induction. In the case of the multiresenator sys-

tem the mutual induction effect may bear phase relations to the self induc-

tion other than and tt radians. Thus not only the magnitude of the

coupling but also this phase relationship determines the magnitude of the

effect of the mutual induction and hence the amount of deviation of the
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mode frequency from that of a single uncoupled resonator. If the coupling

between resonators were in some way gradually reduced, all mode frequencies

would converge to the value for a single uncoupled resonator.

The complete anode potential wave for a mode specified by the parameter

n has been given in equation (12). Each of its traveling components is

represented by a fundamental of periodicity ti and a series of so-called

Hartree harmonics of periodicities k = n -\- pN, p = 0, ±1, ±2, •••
.

Any sinusoidal component for which the number of complete cycles around

N
the anode is greater than - is thus a harmonic of the complete field pattern

N
for one of the modes whose fundamental is of periodicity n = 1, 2, -

,
—

.

Physically distinguishable modes of oscillation exist only for the values of

N
n less than or equal to — , including zero. However, this accounts for only

jV
- + 1 of the N modes of oscillation which one expects a system of N reso-

nators to possess. The reason for this is that in general the frequency of a

mode specified by the parameter n (except for the values and — ) is a double

root for a perfectly symmetrical anode structure. The mode is thus a

doublet and is said to be degenerate. One would expect this on mathe-

matical grounds from the fact that the general solution of expression (12)

has four arbitrary constants, whereas a singlet solution of the system of

second order differential equations specifying the oscillations should have

no more than two.

The nature of the degeneracy of the modes of the resonator system is

perhaps most clearly seen by investigating what happens when the sym-

metry of the system is destroyed by the presence of a disturbance or per-

turbation at one point, a coupling loop in one of the cavities for example.

Such a disturbance provides the additional boundary condition needed to

remove the degeneracy.

Consider the effect of the perturbation on the nth mode. It represents

an admittance shunted across the otherwise uniform closed ring of resonators.

This shunt admittance may be represented by eFo , e being a complex num-

ber, taken to be small for simplicity, and Fo the characteristic admittance

of the closed resonator system. In such a system, a potential wave inci-

dent upon the disturbance cFo , having an amphtude a at the disturbance,

breaks up into a reflected wave and a transmitted wave which, if e is small,

have the amphtudes — i^ o and f 1 — "
J

o, respectively [see equation (30)
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for the reflection coefficient on a transmission line]. In passing across the

disturbance, a wave undergoes a small phase shift 50(a)). Since the total

phase shift around the entire system' must remain 2irK, one may write: 0(w)+
5i^(to) = 2irn, in which ^(co) is the phase shift around the system not in-

cluding the disturbance. If there is no disturbance, w = a)„ (aj„ is used here

for the Wo of the »th mode), 50(a)) = 0, and 0(a)„) = 2x». For waves inci-

dent upon eFo from either direction, the respective ampUtudes a and b at

cFo must satisfy the equations:

. = [-!. + (l-i).] e-

Writing 2-Kn —
da)

(o) — a)„) for 0(w) = 2irn — 50(a)) in these equations

and keeping only first order terms, one obtains the following pair of ho-

mogeneous linear equations for a and b:

|_ I
da) Un iJ i

-j. + lil^Mr (a: - w„) - -
I

6 =l]6 = 0.

These equations have a solution if and only if the determinant of the co-

efficients vanishes, that is, if:

50

dw
• (a) - a)„) i — (o) - a)„) - e = 0.

The two solutions are thus: w = a)„ , for which a = —6, and w = w„ —

for which a = b.

d0

da) _.,.

From these facts concerning the amplitudes, namely, that at the disturb-

ance eFo the amplitudes of the two oppositely travefing waves must either

be equal or equal and opposite in sign for all time, one may conclude that

the waves are of equal amplitude and that the standing waves resulting for

each frequency must have a node at the disturbance for the w = a)n solution

and an antmode there for the a) = a)„
—

d0

da)

solution.

What this means in terms of the general solution for the degenerate mode
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of periodicity n of equation (13) may now be seen. Expression (13) may
be rewritten in terms of 6 measured from the disturbance eFo in this way:

VsF = Z (^* - -B*) cos {ut - kd-\- y)
k

+ E 25* cos (^^) cos [a,; + (^^^^)] COS kd
^28)

+ E 25, sin (j-=J^ cos [c./ + (^)] sin kO.

When the degeneracy is removed, the first summation representing the

traveling wave vanishes since the amplitudes Ak and Bk are equal for the

reasons indicated. Furthermore, the second term involving cos kd terras

is then the component of the doublet whose frequency changes, and the

third term involving sin k6 terms is the component of undeviated frequency.

For the latter component the disturbance appears at a node and hence has

no effect. The reverse holds for the cos kd solution. For it, the frequency

deviation depends on the magnitude of the disturbance through the quan-

tity e. The disturbance caused by the coupling loop in an actual magnetron

resonator system is sometimes sufficient to split the components into dis-

tinguishable resonances.

Thus an unsymmetrical multicavity resonator system in general has two

modes of different frequency for each value of n. With respect to the

asymmetry as origin, one of these modes has a cosine-like field pattern, the

N
other a sine-like field pattern. This is true for k = 1, 2, •-,-— 1, con-

tributing N — 2 modes. The remaining two modes of the resonator sys-

N
tem, for which n = and -

, are singlet modes even in the symmetrical

anode. This may be seen from the analysis demonstrating the splitting of

the Kth mode into two components. For the >t = mode, since the anode

potential wave is independent of azimuthal angle, the solution oi = Wn for

which a = —b represents the trivial case of zero ampUtude at all points.

N 3^
Similarly, for the « = - mode (the x mode) the oj = Wn — ~_ ~" solution

2 o<p

for which a = b yields a cosine-like pattern giving zero potentials at each

anode segment, an equally trivial case. Thus each of the N modes of the

multicavity resonator system have been accounted for.

As an example, plots of the field configurations for the modes of a magne-

tron having eight resonators are shown in Fig. 23. For clarity, only the
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Fig. 23.— Configurations of electric fields, magnetic fields, and anode potentials for the

K = 0, !, 2, 3, and 4 modes of a resonator system having eight resonators. For each field

jjatteni of periodicity )i, the configuration of the electric lines of force in the magnetron

interaction space is shown at the left, the configuration of the magnetic lines threading the

resonators is shown at the upper right, and anode potential waves are shown at the lower
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electric field lines of the fundamental component {p = 0) of each mode are

shown in the interaction space. Only the magnetic field lines are shown in

the resonators. Below these is plotted the distribution in potential for

each of the fundamentals, sin nd and cos nd, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. For the

K = mode the magnetic flux threads through all the resonators in the

same direction and returns through the interaction space. That all the

segments are in phase and the interaction space field is independent of angle

may be seen. That there is but one ir mode is also seen from the fact that

the cos 4^ term corresponds to zero potential on all the anode segments,

The first Hartree harmonic for the » = 1 mode, namely that for which

/> = 1, having seven repeats {k = 7) or a total phase shift of 14t radians

around the anode, is also plotted in Fig. 23 in addition to the fundamental.

The fact that it yields the same variation of anode segment potential around

the anode as the fundamental is apparent.

If the system of .V resonators were shock excited it would oscillate in all

of its modes simultaneously, producing beats in a manner analogous to but

considerably more complicated than that for the system of two resonators

already discussed. Furthermore, if the system were forced to oscillate by

an external drive whose frequency can be varied, the admittance of the

system would go through a minimum at each of the mode frequencies. With
each such resonance there are associated values of the Q^s^ characteristic

admittances, energy storage capacities, and the like.

The loading of the two modes of the same value of n by the output circuit

of the magnetron depends on the position of the output loop relative to

the respective standing wave patterns. If the output coupling loop forms

right. The interaction field plots represent only the fundamental components jn each
case. The higher harmonics would affect the fields as plotted most radically near the slots

in the anode surface. The arrow shown in one of the slots in each case indicates the res-

onator which is coupled to the output circuit. The field lines in each jilot are spaced
correctly relative to one another but not. relative to those in any other plot. In the plot
of magnetic field lines in the resonator system {shown as dashed hues), the anode is de-
veloped from the cylindrical case, the anode segments being represented by the shaded
rectangles. ,\t the center is a representation of the ouljjut loop. The magnetic lines for
the jr = mode thread through each resonator in the same direction and back through the
interaction sj)ace in the opposite direction as indicated by the open circles at the ends of
the lines. For each mode tlie magnetic lines are shown for the instant when RF current
(low is maximum and all anode segments are at zero i>otenlial. In the plots of anode
potential, the full lines represent the potential variations with azimuthal angle ff of the
fundamental components sin kQ. k = n. is measured from the position of the output
coupling loop. The full circles on these curves indicate the potentials of the anode seg-

ments. The dashed lines represent the cos kd, k = ii, modes. It should be noted that
the cos 48 configuration is trivial as it yields zero potential on each anode segment at all

times. The cosine curves may also be taken to represent the azimuthal variation of mag-
netic field intensity which is in time cjuadrature with respect to the corresponding sine curves
of potential. Similarly, the sine curves may represent magnetic field intensity corresi){ind-

ing to the cosine curves of potential. For the h = 1 mode the potential variation for the
second Hartree harmonic (ii = ^, P = —1) is also plotted (actually sin 78 is plotted in-
stead of sin —78 for comparison with sin 0}. It is to be noted that it corresponds to the
same anode segment potentials as its fundamental.
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the asymmetry discussed above, one of the modes is strongly coupled and

the other weakly coupled. The strongly coupled mode is that for which

the anode potential wave is sine-Uke with respect to the cavity containing

the output coupling loop as origin. In this mode the current and hence the

magnetic flux in the output cavity is maximum. The fact that one of the

modes of periodicity n is weakly coupled maybe of significance in magnetron

operation. As will be discussed later, oscillation in a loosely coupled mode,

having a high Q by virtue of its being damped only by losses in the resonator

system itself, may build up more rapidly under electron drive than that of

the TT mode. Then it is possible for the magnetron to oscillate either steadily

under certain conditions, or intermittently, in an unwanted mode. For this

reason it is usually necessary to provide a second asymmetry in the anode

structure so as to shift the standing wave patterns of the two modes of same

n most likely to offend and in this way to equalize their coupling to the out-

put circuit.

6.4 Higher Order Modes: To this point in the discussion the RF cir-

cuit of the magnetron has been assumed to behave like a string of iV lumped

circuits coupled together in a ring, each circuit havmg only one natural

frequency of resonance. This structure, as has been seen, has TV modes of

oscillation. Actually the multicavity resonator, since its constants are

distributed, has an mfinite number of modes of oscillation. They are to

be distinguished by the nature of the variation of the RF field along the

axis of the resonator system and radially in the individual resonators. Thus

there may be nodal planes passing through the resonator system normal to

its axis, or nodal cylinders, concentric with the axis of the system, passing

through the resonators. The modes may be classified as symmetric or

antisymmetric depending on whether the two ends of the system are in

phase or tt radians out of phase. The variation of RF voltage along the

anode length is a circular sine or cosine function if the mode frequency is

greater than the resonant frequency of the unstrapped resonator system

and is a hyperbolic sine or cosine function if the mode frequency is less.

The fundamental multiplet of N modes discussed above are symmetric

modes corresponding either to no variation or to a hyperbolic cosine varia-

tion of RF voltage along the length. In these modes of the resonator system

the cavities, considered as radial shorted transmission lines, resonate in

their fundamental modes. Generally the frequencies of the higher order

modes of the resonator system are quite far removed from those of the

fundamental multiplet and only rarely need be considered.

6.5 Olker Types oj Resonators: As alluded to earlier, other types of

magnetron resonators have been devised which can supply the proper al-

ternate X mode potentials to the segments of a multisection anode. Two

of these which have received some consideration by magnetron designers
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but which have not come into general use will be mentioned in passing. One,
the so-called "serpentine" anode structure, consists of a single slot, cut

into the anode body, which winds up and down the anode length and
around the interaction space. It is essentially a "half-section" wave guide,

closed on itself, oscillating in its fundamental at the cut-off wavelength.

As one passes along the resonator, the field for this mode is uniform, but,

by virtue of the geometrical arrangement, the field it supplies to the inter-

action space is t radians out of phase from gap to gap. Other modes corre-

spond to integral numbers of wavelengths along the length of the "serpen-

tine" resonator. The separation in frequency between the fundamental

and the next highest harmonic generally is not as great as is desirable.

The other magnetron resonator system to be mentioned involves

the use of a single toroidal cavity of rectangular cross section whose inner

cylindrical surface has been removed. Across this opening are placed the

anode segments, adjacent ones being connected to opposite sides. The
fundamental of this cavity corresponds to the cut-ofE wavelength as in the

"serpentine" structure. This cavity has been mentioned in the literature^"

and has received some attention during the war. It is most useful m low

voltage CW magnetrons where the small interaction space makes possible

a resonator with sufficiently great mode separation between the fundamental

and the first harmonic.

7. Separation of Mode Freqxjencies

7.1 Necessity and Means: The frequencies of the modes of the magnetron

resonator system near that of the ir mode would ordinarily be closely grouped

were not steps taken to separate them. Curve (a) of Fig. 25 shows the dis-

tribution of mode wavelengths for a typical 10 cm. resonator system like

that of Fig. 1. It is not easy to account for the exact nature of this curve.

By virtue of the fact that the mutual induction effects between circuits

bear different phase relations to the self induction effects for different modes
one would expect the mode frequencies to differ. However, the conditions

at the ends of the resonator block, in which region the flux lines link the

resonators, are extremely important and affect frequency in a way not com-

pletely explained as yet. That the end regions should have an effect is

understandable since they contribute capacitance and inductance as does

any other part of the resonating cavity in which there are electric and mag-

netic field lines. Furthermore, as might be expected, it has been demon-

strated that the end conditions have a greater effect on mode frequency

the lower the mode number k. This results from the fact that the field

strength in a mode of periodicity n falls off inversely as rapidly as the wth

power of the distance from the resonator block.

From the point of view of the electronics of the magnetron, one might

"This resonator is the so-called "turbator" discussed by F. Liidi, Bull. Schweiz.
Elektroteclin. Verein, Vol. 33, No. 23 (1942).
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think proximity of mode frequencies to be no problem because the different

modes, even if of tlie same frequency, generally require different conditions

relating the operating parameters V and B for oscillation [see relation (14)].

From the circuit point of view, however, close proximity of the mode fre-

quencies is clearly undesirable, for under such conditions it is possible that

a second mode may be excited by the electronically driven mode which is

usually the ir mode. The tt mode oscillation, coupled to the second mode

through some asymmetry in the resonator system, under these conditions

sets up forced oscillations in the second mode. The interaction field pattern

of the second mode then appears as a contamination of the ir mode pattern,

adversely affecting the electronic interaction with the jt mode.

The mode frequency separation in magnetron resonator systems generally

has been accomplished by two methods which bear an instructive relation

to the means by which the mode frequencies of two coupled resonators may

be separated. In the two resonator system, it is clear that the mode fre-

quency separation can be increased by increasing the couplmg since the

difference in mode frequencies is brought about by the mutual coupling

between the circuits, as has been explained. On the other hand, mode

frequency separation may also be accomplished by detuning the individual

resonators relative to one another. In either case the mode frequencies

separate. Under shock excitation of tlie system, the beat frequency, equal

to half the difference in the two mode frequencies, increases, corresponding

to the greater rate of interchange of energy between one resonator and

the other.

In the multicavity resonator system of the magnetron these means corre-

spond, on the one hand, to the increase of coupling by conductive connec-

tions between the resonators, or so-called straps, and, on the other hand, to

the use of cavities tuned alternately to different frequencies. This latter

method has been used in the so-called "rising sun" anode structure to be

discussed presently.

7.2 Slrapphig oj the Resonator System: The idea of strapping a magnetron

anode appeared in a British attempt to lock the oscillation of the resona-

tor system into the ir mode by connecting alternate anode segments together

with wire straps. Although the number of modes of such a strapped struc-

ture is not changed, since its N-fold symmetry remains, the so-called "mode-

locking straps" did succeed in separating the modes and making for easier

oscillation in the t mode alone. The frequency separation of the modes is

not infinite, however, because the straps are not of negligible length com-

pared to a wavelength and thus have appreciable impedance between points

on the structure to which they are connected. In most magnetron resonator

systems today, straps of some form or other are employed.

In Fig. 24 are shown four types of strappmg including the early British
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Fig. 24.—Schematic diagrams of four strapping schemes used in magnetron resonator
systems. End views are shown on the left, and views rolled out as in Fig. 23 are shown on
the right, {a) represents the early British type of uns\-m metrical wire strapping, (6), a

single ring type, (c), the so-called echelon type of wire strapping, and (rf), the double ring

type. In types {a) and (i) the straps on each end are at the same radius except where
they overlap but are shown separated on the left-hand diagram for clarity. In types (c)

and id) the straps on the same end arc at the same height and are shown as in the right-

hand diagrams for clarity. The section A-A through type (d), shown\)elnw, indicates how
the straps may be recessed into the resonator structure for shielding. The nature of the

strap breaks introduced into types (c) and (d) are seen. In type (c) two links are removed
and in type (rf) actual breaks are made in the otherwise symmetrical rings. The breaks,

shown here adjacent to the output coupling loop, are usually placed diametrically opposite.
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type. In Fig. 25 are shown the distributions of mode frequency for a typical

resonator system unstrapped, and strapped with three of the types of

strapping shown in Fig. 24.

It is possible to account, in quite simple terms, for the shift which takes

place in the mode frequency distribution when the anode is strapped. For

this purpose consider a double ring strapped system like that of Fig. 24 (d).

The role of the straps in determining mode frequency depends upon the

relative magnitudes of thek shunt inductive and capacitive effects. The
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Fig. 25.—Plots of the variation of mode wavelength with mode number for a resonator

system, unstrapped, or strapped in different ways. Curve (a) is for the unstrapped anode

structure. Curve (fi) is for the same structure strapped as shown in Fig. 24 (a), curve (c)

for the same structure strapped as shown in Fig. 24 (&), and curve {d) for the same structure

strapped as shown in Fig. 24 {d). It is to be noted how the wavelength increases for large

n and decreases for small n as the "strength" of strapping is increased.

capacitive effect of the straps for any mode depends upon the amount of

shunt capacitance added relative to that already present in the resonators

and upon the positions in the system to which they are connected. This

latter determmes the average phase difference be.tween the rings and thus

their potential difference per unit RF voltage excitation. Similarly, the

inductive effect of the straps depends upon the magnitude of their shunting

inductance relative to that in the resonators. However, the important

consideration concerning the points to which the straps are connected is the

phase differences between points along the resonator system to which a
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given ring is connected. This determines the amount of current which the

strap carries.

In the case of the tt mode the two straps are vr radians out of phase, each

strap being connected to points which are in phase and at potential maxima
[compare Figs. 23 and 24 (d)]. Their effect is predominantly capacitive.

The only currents flowing in the straps are the charging currents of the strap

capacitances. If a resonator system having a total capacitance C, a total

inductance L, and a x mode angular frequency wo , is strapped by a strapping

system which adds a total capacitance C, to the resonator system, the new
frequency is

wo = 1/VL(C + a) = m/Vl + C,/C.

The change in frequency is thus specified by the so-called "strength" or

"tightness" of the strapping unplied in the ratio of strap to resonator

capacitance.

For modes of lower periodicity, n < N/2, the average potential difference

between the straps ard thus their capacitive effect is less because the straps

connect points on the resonator structure differing in phase by less than ir

radians. This corresponds to the shunting of a resonant Hne by a capaci-

tance nearer the voltage node, at which point it would have no effect. On the

other hand, a gheji ring now connects points on the anode whose potentials

differ in phase. The ring thus provides additional conducting paths for the

circulating RF currents in the resonator system. These paths are essentially

shunt inductances across the resonators which reduce the over-all inductance

of the resonator system, shifting the mode to shorter wavelength. As mode
number decreases the two straps ccme closer together in potential but each

strap connects points of greater potential difference. Thus the capacitive

effect decreases, the currents carried by the straps and hence the inductive

effect increase, resulting in a progressive depression of mode wavelength.

In Fig. 25 the curves (a), (b), (c), and (d) represent the progression from

the unstrapped case, (a), through three successive cases of increasing

strength of strapping. This increase in strength of strapping has resulted

both in an increase of strap capacitance and a decrease of strap inductance

as the increase of ir mode wavelength and the decrease of mode wavelengths

for smaller n demonstrates. It is accomplished by increasing both the inter-

strap and strap-to-body capacitances as well as the cross sectional area of

the straps.

The magnitude of the inductance of a strap depends on its physical length

between the points on the anode structure to which it is connected. As
this length increases, the strap inductance increases and hence has less effect

as a shunt path. For this reason, the effectiveness of a given strapping

scheme in producing separation of mode frequencies is reduced if the anode
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diameter is increased for higher voltage operation or to accommodate a

greater number of resonators around the anode periphery.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the location of the straps at the ends

of the anode structure causes their effectiveness to reduce with increasing

anode length. As anode length is increased, the mode frequency distribu-

tion approaches that of the unstrapped resonator system of infinite length.

7.3 Asymmetries in Strapping—Strap Breaks: Of very great importance

to the operation of a strapped resonator system is the degree of symmetry

in the strapping system. The early British strapping is not symmetrical

around the anode. The other three types shown in Fig. 24 are symmetrical

except for breaks which are usually incorporated at least on one end of the

anode. These asymmetries in the strapping provide the most convenient

method of incorporating in the resonator system the additional asymmetry

needed to orient the standing wave patterns of doublet modes with re-

spect to the output circuit of the magnetron so as to equalize their loading.

In addition, the strap asymmetries are arranged so as not to affect the sym-

metrical distributions of voltage and current in the resonator system for the

T mode but to destroy such symmetry to an appreciable extent for other

modes. For example, the destruction of the symmetry of the w = 3 mode

pattern in a system of eight resonators by a single asymmetry in the strap-

ping amounts to its contamination with a field component of periodicity

corresponding to ti = 1. Since the voltage and magnetic field values at

which this contaminating component may be driven by the electrons are

considerably farther removed from the t mode values than are those of the

n = 3 mode, one has effectively converted the n = 3 mode into another

mode less troublesome electronically.

In the echelon strapping of Fig. 24 (c) the asymmetry is produced by

removal of two of the coimectmg links. The breaks in the strip or ring

straps of Fig. 24 (d) are located as shown in the center of a link between two

strap "feet". The break is thus at a current node in the strap for the tt

mode and has no effect on the pattern symmetry of this mode. For the

other modes, however, the breaks appear at points where currents would

normally flow and so represent sharp discontinuities in the structure for

these modes.

In connection with strapped resonator systems there are two further points

which should be mentioned. The first of these is the necessity in some cases

of shielding the straps from the interaction space. The inner ring straps,

mounted on the ends of the anode structure, present potentials to the inter-

action space which are independent of angle. This amounts to a perturb-

ing H = like component in the field pattern which is particularly strong

near the ends of the anode and which affects magnetron operation adversely
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in the manner already discussed in Section 4.5 Effect of Oilier Components in

the Interaction Field. It can be removed by shielding the straps as shown

for the case of the double ring straps in the section A-A of Fig. 24 (d). The
shields, being parts of the anode segments, maintain the proper potential

distribution in the interaction space. The echelon straps of Fig. 24 (c),

since they overlap, need not be shielded.

Secondly, the location of the straps at the ends of the resonator system has

an effect on the amount of variation of RF voltage along the length of the

anode in the t mode. For anodes of length approaching a half wavelength

or greater, this may become great enough to warrant attention. It is in-

structive, in this connection, to consider the anode structure as being made

up of two circular strip transmission lines, the straps at the ends of the

structure, between which there are connected at intervals N "half-section"

wave guides, the TV resonators of the system. Since the resonant frequency

of the system is less than that of an individual resonator, the resonators act

as inductances connected across each set of straps and as wave guide con-

nections between the sets of straps operating beyond cut-off, the RF voltage

varying hyperbolicaljy along their lengths. Since the two ends of the anode

structure are in phase, the mode is symmetric about the median plane and

the variation of RF voltage along the axis is expressed by the hyperbohc

cosine.

7.4 The '^Rising Sun" Resonator System: The second type of magnetron

resonator system in which the mode frequencies may be separated sufficiently

well to allow "clean" operation in the ir mode is an unstrapped structure

involving the use of resonant cavities of two sizes so arranged that adjacent

cavities are alternately large and small. This resonator system, called the

"rising sun" system, accompHshes mode frequency separation by a means

analogous to the increase in separation of the mode frequencies of a system

of two coupled resonators achieved by relative detuning of the individual

resonators. At the Columbia Radiation Laboratory during a series of

experiments with asymmetries in an unstrapped resonator system, designed

to achieve good operation in a harmonic of one of its doublet modes rather

than in the tt mode, it was observed that as the natural frequencies of the

two sets of resonators were separated the mode frequencies diverged in two

groups as though each group corresponded to one of the two sets of resona-

tors and that in this configuration the ir mode was quite well separated

from the other modes. Thus the system appeared to be well suited for

T mode operation, providing a means of mode separation without the use

of straps. As such it is particularly adaptable to use in magnetrons of

short wavelength where straps become very small and extremely difficult to

construct.
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A "rising sun" resonator system for N = 18 is shown in Fig. 26. The

distribution of its mode frequencies is shown in Fig. 27, together with dis-

tributions for unstrapped and strapped eighteen resonator systems which

have the same tt mode frequency. It is seen that the modes of the "rising

sun" resonator system arrange themselves into two groups or branches.

Since the anodes are quite "long" (approximately 3X/4) the distribution for

the unstrapped case having uniform resonator size [curve (a)] approximates

the distribution for an anode of infinite length. It is reversed from the

Fig. 26.—A so-called "rising sun" type resonator system having eighteen resonators.

The slit at the "back" of the resonator in the right foreground is to be connected to the

output circuit (compare Fig, 30),

unstrapped distribution of Fig. 25, curve (a), in which the end effects upon

modes of small n are appreciable.

In the system of two coupled resonators, whether or not they are tuned

individually to the same frequency, it has been seen that there are two

mode frequencies corresponding to oscillations of the coupled system in

which the resonators are in phase or x radians out of phase. In the "rising

sun" system one observes two groups of mode frequencies corresponding to

oscillations of the coupled systems of resonators in which corresponding
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modes of the component systems, that is, modes of the same pattern period-

icity, add in phase or ir radians out of phase. Thus the modes of a "rising

sun" system having eighteen resonators corresponding to h = 0, 1, 2, • • •

,

8, and 9 are to be compounded of the two sets of modes for the large and
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Fig. 27.—Plots of mode wavelength as a function of mode number for three different
resonator systems of eighteen resonators having the same axial length and tt mode wave-
length. Curve {a) is for an unstrapped resonator system of identical resonators. Curve
{b) is for a "heavily" strapped resonator system having identical resonators. Curve (c) is

for a "rising sun" type resonator system having a ratio of resonator wavelengths of 1.8.

small resonators, each set including modes of periodicities n' = 0, 1, 2, 3.

and 4. The two n' = modes when added in phase give the n = mode
of the whole system but when added tt radians out of phase give the « = 9

or T mode of the whole resonator system. This latter fact is perhaps made
more clear by the observation that in the n = 9 or x mode all the large
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resonators are in phase and ir radians out of phase with all the small reso-

nators. Similarly the w' = 1 modes of the two component sets of reso-

nators added in phase give the w = 1 mode, added tt radians out of phase

give the h = 8 mode. The n' = 2 modes yield the n = 2 and n = 7 modes

of the total resonator, and so on. Modes of the component resonator systems

of different periodicities do not add as they are uncoupled in the same sense

as two modes of a resonator system with resonators all of the same size.

The curve showing the distribution in mode frequency from k = to » = 4

thus has the usual shape for increasing periodicity of the field pattern.

The distribution in mode frequency for the remaming modes, however, is

reversed in form and, as n goes from 9 down to 5, appears as a distribution

should for which the mode periodicity increases. The two branches of the

mode frequency distribution curve thus appear as approximate mirror

images which are shifted relative to one another along the frequency scale

by virtue of the difference in phase of the mutual coupling between the two

sets of resonators. As far as frequency is concerned, the tt mode of the

total system has the characteristics of a mode whose field pattern is inde-

pendent of angle, and its frequency is well separated from those of other

modes.

As in the case of both unstrapped and strapped symmetrical resonator

systems, equivalent circuits have also been devised and studied for the

"rising sun" structure. Suffice it to say here concerning them that in each

case it has been possible to explam and predict the mode frequency behavior

to a surprising degree of accuracy.

As a magnetron resonator the "rising sun" system has both advantages and

disadvantages. Its most obvious advantages are its lack of strapping with

consequent ease of construction for short wavelengths and the ability to

make an anode structure of any length with no penalty in mode frequency

separation. Although the frequency separation of the ir mode from other

modes is not as great as is possible in strapped magnetrons, its independence

of anode length and the fact that it can be realized at higher values of A^ are

both important for high power magnetrons. Furthermore, the "rising sun"

structure, havmg no strap losses, possesses an inherently higher unloaded Q
than strapped resonator systems. This results in an improvement in circuit

efficiency by a factor which may be as high as 1.2 at 1.25 cm. wavelength.

The major disadvantage of the "rising sun" resonator system is the

presence in its w mode interaction field of a strong admixture of a com-

ponent independent of angle. How this comes about may be seen from the

followmg considerations: The tt mode frequency of the composite resonator

system lies somewhere between the free oscillation frequencies of the large

and smah resonators. When osciUating in the ir mode, therefore, the large

resonators are longer and the small resonators shorter than an equivalent
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quarter wavelength. Said another way, the electrical distance from the

back of a large resonator to its opening in the anode, across the segment face,

and to the back of the adjacent small resonator is an electrical half wave-

length along which the voltage and current vary approximately sinusoidally.

For this reason the maximum in the RF voltage and the corresponding cur-

rent node do not appear at the mouth of either cavity but at a point {M of

Fig. 28) somewhat inside the opening of the large cavity. This means that

the electric field across the mouth of the larger cavity is greater than that

across the mouth of the smaller cavity. The excess, since all the large

cavities are in phase, adds up around the anode to form an electric field

Fig. 28.—.V diagram illustrating the origin of the component independent of angle in the
IT mode interaction field of the "rising sun" resonator system. The length of the arrow
l>'ing parallel to and just inside the resonator wall at any point is proportional to the magni-
tude of the RF current flowing there.. The RF current node, and hence RF voltage maxi-
mum, occurs at M, inside the mouth of the larger cavity. Note that this gives rise to
currents flowing in the faces of the anode segments which are in the same direction around
the interaction space and that the RF field strength across the mouth of a larger cavity is

greater than that across the mouth of a smaller cavity. This latter is indicated schemati-
caUy by means of the dashed arrows.

component independent of angle like the » = mode field in Fig. 23.

Further, it is seen in Fig. 28 that at any instant there are currents flowing

across the faces of the anode segments which are all in the same direction

around the anode. With this net circumferential current is associated the

unidirectional RF magnetic field component parallel to the axis shown
also in Fig. 23.

The amount by which the two sets of mode frequencies of the "rising

sun" structure are separated increases with increasing ratio of resonator

sizes. Corresponding to this, the amount of h = like component in the

interaction field increases.

The presence of the component independent of angle in the interaction
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field is thus an inherent characteristic of the "rising sun" resonator system.

One is faced with the problem of designing for sufficient mode separation

without unduly increasing this component. How the presence of this com-

ponent in the interaction field perturbs the electronic interaction with the

T mode, resulting in a performance characteristic like that of Fig. 20, has

already been discussed.

8. Output Circuit and Load

8.1 Output Circuit: In the general physical description of the centimeter

wave magnetron whose constituent parts are shown in Fig. 1 there remains

the discussion of the output circuit. The output circuit is the means of

coupling the fields of the magnetron resonator to the load and as such it

must contrive to induce a voltage across a coaxial Une or a waveguide to

which the load circuit is connected. Several types of coupling are involved

in magnetron construction. These are illustrated schematically in Fig. 29.

Here the resonator of the magnetron is represented by a simple L— C cir-

cuit and any transformer action of the output circuit between the resonator

and the load is to be accounted for by the unspecified network T. The

scheme of Fig. 29 (a) involves magnetic coupling, that of (b), electrostatic

coupling, those of (c) and (d), two forms of direct coupling.

Type (a), it is clear, corresponds to the output coupling accomplished

by a loop, like that shown in Fig. 1, feeding a coaxial Hne. The loop may

be placed mside the cavity as in Fig. 1, may be placed above the resonator

in the end space as in the case of the so-called "halo" loop, or may be placed

with its plane parallel to the axis of the anode between the resonators in

the end space. In each case the coupling is effected mainly by linking of

magnetic hnes of force by the loop. The coupling is not entirely magnetic,

however. There is electrostatic induction in the loop by the anode seg-

ments near it, corresponding to coupling of type (b) of Fig. 29, and in the

case of the third possible placement of the loop listed above, there is in-

volved some direct coupling of the type (c) of Fig. 29 smce the loop is termi-

nated on an anode segment on which there is RF potential.

In most cases the coaxial Une must expand in dunensions from the loop

extremity, pass through the vacuum envelope, and be provided with a

means of coupling to the coaxial load Une of the system in which the mag-

netron is used. The output circuit from the loop to the smooth line of the

system must provide the transformer action necessary to load the loop by

an admittance which gives the desired Q [see equation (23)]. What this

admittance must be is dependent, to be sure, on the size and position of

the loop, that is, upon the degree to which it couples the magnetic Unes m
the resonator. Generally, the attempt is made to build the transformer
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into the magnetron, preferably inside the vacuum envelope where any large

standing waves present are less likely to cause RF voltage breakdown.

T

(a)

LOAD

-t

:C L.

fc)

LOAD
I
I

LOAD

(d)

Fig. 29.—Schematic circuit diagrams representing four types of output couplings
Type (a) is magnetic coupling, (b), electrostatic, (c) and (d), two forms of direct coupling.
The unspecified network T represents the output circuit between the points where it couples
to the resonator system and the load.

UNIFORM OUTPUT WAVEGUIDE-

MAGNETRON
RESONATOR
SYSTEM

TRANSFORMING
SECTION

\

Fig. 30.—An example of a type of waveguide output circuit. It is representative of the
type of coupling of Fig. 20 (d). Other types of resonator systems may be used (compare
Fig. 26), and the transforming section, for example, may be of dumbbell-shaped cross
section rather than of rectangular cross section as shown.

The type of magnetron output circuit represented schematically by Fig. 29

(d) is the so-called waveguide output. Here one of the resonators is broken

into by means of a slit as shown in Fig. 30. Attached to this sUt is a trans-

forming section which feeds directly into the load waveguide. The im-
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pedance, R, at the resonator presented by the output circuit must be small.

The characteristic impedance, Zo , of the waveguide is large. The trans-

former usually consists of a quarter wavelength section of characteristic

mpedance equal to the geometric mean of R and Zo , ^/RZq . The vacuum

seal is made by a dielectric window in the waveguide. The quarter wave

transformer section may be a parallel plate transmission line cut in the

resonator block or may be a waveguide line of rectangular or dumb-bell

shaped cross section. Here again, the specific amount of its transformer

action must be adjusted, usually by variation of the small dimension, until

it provides the proper value of Q^^t

.

Another type of output circuit involves coupling a coaxial line directly

onto the straps. This represents practically a pure case of the type of

coupling shown in Fig. 29 (c).

8.2 Load: The load admittance which the output line presents to the

output circuit of the magnetron oscillator depends upon the characteristic

admittance, Yo , of the line and upon the manner in which the line is termi-

nated. In discussing the single resonator of the magnetron resonator sys-

tem as a section of lossless transmission line terminated by a short circuit,

the input admittance and its relation to the standing waves on the Hne were

mentioned. Since the termmation reflects all the energy incident upon it

in the shorted line, the voltage standing wave ratio, <x, defined as the ratio

of the maximum voltage to the minimum voltage along the line, is infinite.

The input admittance of a shorted section of length ^ has been given in

equation (26).

In the general case in which the line is terminated by an admittance, Yt ,

not all the energy incident upon the termination is reflected, the standing

wave, whose position is determinated by the phase of Yt , has a finite value

of a greater than unity, and the input admittance is given by the expression

Fr + iKo tan ~
F=Fo 2^. (29)

7o+;T^tan ^
If .the voltage reflection coefficient, r, is defined as the ratio of the complex

voltage amplitudes of the reflected and mcident waves, Ar and Ai

,

j^ Ar

the standing wave ratio may be written

_ \Aj\+\Ah
\ ^ 1 + P

"" M,'| - \An\ 1 - P'
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and the input admittance, Y, expressed as

1 - r ,

F = Fo
1 + r

Conversely:

; - n^'* - °" ~ ^
fJ* = L^lZZZ" evil'- P' - a+l' 1 + F/n- ^^^

If the line is matched, that is, terminated in its characteristic admittance,

Ft = Fo , it is clear that the input admittance, F, is equal to Fo , the

voltage reflection coefficient, r, is zero and the voltage standing wave ratio,

(T, is unity.

These concepts are recalled here because they are used in specifying the

magnetron load. The remaining point of interest with respect to ad-

mittance relationships on transmission lines is the transformation of ad-

mittance which occurs in going through a line of variable characteristics

such as the output circuit of the magnetron. Such a section of nonuniform

line may in general be considered as a lossless transducer, the admittance

transformation through which is expressed as a bilinear form. In terms of

the reflection coefficient ra looking into the load at the output terminals of

the transducer, the reflection coefficient ri , looking into the transducer at

its input terminals may be written thus:

n = e"'n — 5—5— . (31)

In this expression the number ^u and the angles 0:12 and a^ are the three

parameters completely describing the transducer, which for lossless trans-

ducers are real numbers.

9. Equivalent Circuit Theory

9.1 The Equivalent Circuit: From time to time in the discussion thus

far, reference has been made to a lumped constant circuit or circuits

which may be considered to be equivalent to the resonator system, output

circuit, and load of the magnetron oscillator. One is now in a position to

appreciate the justification for the use of such a simple, singly resonant

circuit to represent as complex a device as the magnetron. As has been

pointed out, this justification lies in the ability to separate the mode fre-

quencies and to diminish sufficiently well, excitation of all modes except the

IT mode. Further, in the discussion of the equivalent circuit shown in

Fig. 2, it was pointed out how the output circuit and the electronics may
be treated by circuit analysis. This particular equivalent circuit will now
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be discussed in some detail. From an analysis of this circuit it will be ex-

plained how the power which the magnetron delivers and the frequency at

which it oscillates depend upon the load attached to it.

Consider now the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2, or as repeated in

Fig. 31 (a). Since the TV cavities of which the magnetron resonator system

is composed are essentially in parallel for the t mode, the C of the equivalent

circuit is N times the capacitance and the i is ^ times the inductance of a

single cavity. Ge is the shunt conductance representing the series resistance
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IDEAL
-TRANSFORMER

A

c= = Gc<

1

Ye L^

& f

c

' o 1

^ U
'

;

i^^^W Zl
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(b)

A

B
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I

Ye Lo
o r'i

1

(C)

Fig. 31.—A diagram showing an equivalent RF circuit for the magnetron oscillator, (a),

and how this circuit ma\- be reduced in two steps, (6) and (c), to a simpler form.

in the copper walls of the resonator system, Lo , the inductance of the out-

put loop which is coupled by the mutual inductance, M, to the lumped in-

ductance of the equivalent resonating circuit. Zl represents the impedance

of the load at the loop terminals. Thus it represents the load impedance

to which the magnetron is attached, transformed through the output circuit

to the loop terminals.

The first step in understanding the circuit of Fig. 31 (a) is to reduce it to

a simpler form. This is done in two steps as shown in Fig. 31. The induc-

tances L and Lo , with mutual inductance M between them, form a trans-

former through which the impedances in the secondary circuit, jciLo and
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Zi , are reflected into the primary circuit. It may be shown^* that the

circuit of Fig. 31 (b) is the equivalent of that of Fig. 31 (a). The coupling

into the primary circuit is represented by an ideal transformer connected

across the primary inductance L to the secondary winding of which are

connected the load impedance Zl and a reduced loop reactance

-Yo — jftiLi

The ideal transformer effects a voltage transformation of ^-r : 1 or an ad-M

(?)mittance transformation of ( ^ 1 1 from its secondary to its primary

terminals. Thus, the admittance, F;,
,
presented at the primary terminals

of the ideal transformer, is

Lj\Xa-\' Z,„

in terms of the admittance Y[, at the secondary terminals.

The equivalent circuit has now been reduced to that of Fig. 31 (c) used

earlier in the discussion of a single resonator of the magnetron resonator

system. Each of the quantities defined or derived for this circuit are now

to be applied to the magnetron resonator system as a whole. These include

the characteristic admittance of the resonator, I'o , the unloaded, loaded,

and external Qs given by the relations (21), (22) and (23), and the circuit

efhciency, ijc , of equation (25).

Looking to the left at the terminals AB into the electron stream one sees

the electronic admittance 1% = Ge-\- jB^. This is defined in terms of the cur-

rent, Irf , induced in the anode segments by the electrons moving in the

interaction space, and the RF voltage, Vrf , appearing across the resonators,

that is, across the terminals AB of Fig. 31 (c). Looking into the circuit

at the terminals AB one sees the admittance F,

.

This admittance by equations (19) and (32) is

= 6-, + J2V„. 't^^' + (")' (Gl + jB[).

" See Guillemin, Communications Networks, Vol. II, p. 154.

(33)
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The condition for oscillation stated earlier requires that:

or:

G. + jB. + G. + i2Fo. ""^^^ + (^J
(Gl + ysl) = 0. (34)

Separating real and imaginary parts, this reduces to the pair of equations:

G, + G. = 0, or, Ge + G. + (^ j G1 = 0,

_B. + 5, = 0, or, ^, + 2Fo.
"^ ^° +

( T )
^'^ = 0-

(35)

Since ( -p ) GI is equal to G" , one may write the first of equations {^S) in

terms of the Qs defined by (21), (22), (23) and (24) thus:

9.2 r/fe 72i>;fee Diagram: The electronic conductance and susceptance,

being functions of the parameters such as Vrf , V, and B which govern

the electronic behavior of the magnetron, are not known a priori except for

the fact that they are undoubtedly slowly varying functions of frequency.

The circuit conductance and susceptance are given by equation/33). Equa-

tions (35) state that the circuit conductance and susceptance must be the

ftegative of the electronic conductance and susceptance respectively. It is

from these relations that the behavior of the oscillator under changes of

load is to be inferred.

Suppose now that one were to vary the load in such a way that only B^

changes, G1 remaining constant. Then, by the first of equations (35), Gg

and hence Ge would not change. If, further, the frequency of oscillation

changes such that

27«,^ + (^)'ab1=0, (37)

by equations (35) B» and hence Be remain constant as well and the electronic

operation of the magnetron involving the RF voltage, Vrf , is undisturbed.

Since the power dehvered by the magnetron is

P = -G,FL = GyRry (38)

contours of constant Gt on a plot of performance versus load, Fig. 32 (a),

are thus contours of constant output power. Along any such constant
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power contour the frequency of the magnetron varies Unearly with ^t, as

equation (37) indicates. Hence any constant frequency contour-on the

diagram is obtainable from a neighboring contour of different frequency

through translation in the direction of B'l by an amount given by equation

(37). The form of the contours of constant frequency depends upon the

interdependence of the electronic parameters Ge and Be . • The fundamental

electronic performance as a function of load is specified by the conductance

Ga presented to the electrons at the anode slots, changes in load susceptance

being compensated for by frequency changes and hence susceptance changes

in the resonator. As G'l is varied Gs , Ge, and the output power must

vary as weh. If B^ is independent of these changes the constant frequency

contours will correspond to lines of constant Br. . Actually it is found that

Be does depend to some extent on Ge , resulting in the constant frequency

contours on the g1 — J51 plot being approximately straight lines inclined to

the constant Bl lines at a small angle a as shown in Fig. 32 (a).

If the G'j. — B'l plane is transformed to the reflection coefi&cient or r plane

on which the load characteristic is usually plotted, contours of constant

g'l or power become circles tangent to the circle p = 1 at the same point.

Constant B'l contours form the set of circles orthogonal to these. The

contour of constant frequency of Fig. 32 (a) transforms to a circle which

intersects all tlie contours of constant power at the angle a.

Fig. 32 (b) is thus the form of the characteristic depicting the dependence

of magnetron performance on load, called the Rieke diagram, plotted for

that point in the equivalent circuit where the admittance looking out into

the load is f1 = Gi, + JB'l . Between this point and a point in the smooth

output line, with respect to which the load admittance is usually measured,

there is the series reactance Xo and the output circuit of the magnetron,

forming a transducer through which the reflection coefficient defining the

load admittance may be transformed by the expression (31). In under-

going such a transformation the contours of constant power and frequency

plotted on the r plane retain their general form although they may be ro-

tated and expanded or contracted. Thus the general form of the Rieke

diagram shown in Fig. 32 (b) should be the same as that experimentally

determined and plotted on a reflection coefficient plane for a point in the

output Ime. Fig. 33 is such a Rieke diagram and its resemblance to that

of Fig. 32 (b) is apparent.

9.3 Magnetron Circuit Parameters: The fact that the circuit theory of

the magnetron based on the sunple equivalent circuit of Fig. 31 (a) explams

the nature of the Rieke diagram so well is ample justification for its use.

The parameters which specify the equivalent magnetron circuit may be
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'determined as a function of frequency by a measurement of the impedance

Zc looking into a non-oscillating magnetron through its output circuit and

an independent measurement or calculation of one of the parameters such

as C or Foc . The impedance Z^ in terms of the equivalent circuit is the

impedance across the terminals CD in Fig. 31 (a) looking to the left with

CONTOURS OF CONSTANT POWER OUTPUT
CONTOURS OF CONSTANT FREQUENCY

Fig. 33.—A typical experimental Rieke diagram for magnetrons in the centimeter

wavelength range. The p = 0.2 circle indicates a pulling figure of 0.02 /„ vic/s for this

example. Present practice is to couple long wavelength magnetrons more tightly to the

load and short wavelength magnetrons less tightly to the load than this. The rotation of

the diagram from the position of the contours of chart (6) of Fig. 32 is attributable to the

transformer action between the terminals of the ideal transformer of the circuit of Fig. 31

(6) and the point in the output hne to which the experimental diagram is referred.

the terminals AB open circuited. From the circuit of Fig. 31 (b) this is

seen to be

Zc = ji^Lu [1 — -—(-£)-(?)'
1

Gc+j2Yo
0) — 0)0

Wo _

(39)
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which, uslng^ equation (21), becomes

X =jx,-\-
1

1 _|_ .- CO — wo
pr +j2
Mo ^0 J

= Rc-i- jXc
(40)

The experimental data may be given in terms of the values of Re and Xc

plotted as functions of w as shown in Fig. 34. The value of Xo is deter-

u
K
d
O
u

cc

Fig. 34.—A plct of the resistive and reactive components of the impedance Z^ = Re +
jXc, looking into a non-oscillating magnetron through its output circuit [terminals CD of
Fig. 31 (a)]. Note the symmetry of the reactance about the point (too , Xo) determining
the value of Xo , the loop reactance.

mined by the fact that the reactance curve is antisymmetric about the

point {Xfi , Wo). When Xo has been determined one may determine the ad-

1

mittance, , at the terminals of the ideal transformer of Fig. 31 (b).
Z, - jXo

In terms of the circuit parameters this admittance is

1

Zc — jXo ii) Y,,Qn + jlYoA --©"- COo

uo
(41)
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The conductance term, ( jr> 1 YacQn , is independent of frequency and the

susceptance term, lYoc
( t> 1 —^ varies linearly with frequency. If

these quantities are plotted from experimental data as functions of co, the

values of ^o andf ^ j Fo^ may be determined. To determine the individual

values of the factors in f —
j Yqc for a given magnetron, it is necessary to

/C 1
calculate or somehow to measure a value for Foc = A/ — = woC = .

y L q}qL

When used with wo this yields values for L, C, and M. How this is done

•w'M not be explicitly discussed here. From the' values of ^o and Foc

,

values of 0,. , Q^^i , and ija may be calculated for any magnetron load G" by
the relations (21), (22), (23), and (25). There are other methods of ex-

tracting the Q values from the experimental data than that presented above.

When values of the circuit
] arameters are available one can calculate the

values of G^ and Bs from which C and B^ are obtained. From the output

power the RF voltage is then calculable by equation (38), and from this

and the electronic admittance the inphase and quadrature components of

the RF current may be obtained. Using the circuit efficiency, jjc , now de-

termined as a function of load, one can obtain the dependence of the elec-

tronic efficiency, 7j„ , as a function of load conductance from experimental

values of the over-all efficiency, tj, measured along a constant frequency

contour of a Rieke diagram (17 = ijcVc)- The plot of Fig. 19 was ob-

tained in this way. One is now in possession of values for each of the param-
eters t:pon which the electronics of the magnetron depends and may
study the relations between them.

9.4 Pulling Figure: The Rieke diagram completely specifies the

dependence upon load of the magnetron output power and frequency of opera-

tion. Nevertheless, it is convenient to be able to specify by a single para-

meter the dependence of operating frequency on load changes. The pre-

ceding discussion has shown that the changes in load conductance reflected

into the resonant circuit of the magnetron, that is, specified at either the

prunary or secondary terminals of the ideal transformer of Fig. 31 (b), vary

output power only. Further, if Ge and Be are unrelated, load susceptance

changes specified at the same points vary frequency only. Since G„ and

Be are in fact related, constant frequency contours on the G'i_— B[ plane,

as has been seen, are inclined to constant B'i. lines at the angle a. Thus
changes in Bl are more effective by the factor 1/cos a in affecting frequency
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than equation (37) would indicate. The quantity calculated for^ from

equation (37) multiplied by the factor 1/cos a is a parameter which specifies

the dependence of frequency on load. It may be specified at any value

of load admittance I'l , that is, for any position on the " plane. Generally,

however, one considers the rate of change of frequency with susceptance

at matched load, for which y'l is equal to the characteristic admittance Fo

of the output line at the point in question. Using the parentheses ( )o to

indicate that the quantity enclosed is measured at the match point and in-

corporating the factor 1/cos a, one obtains from (37)

:

/^\ ^1/^Y^J_^, (42)

The quantity ( —^/ J
as it stands is not a convenient one to measure

For this reason it is customary to specify the total excursion of frequency,

A/ = — , resulting from a standard variation in AB[ ,
namely, that obtained

by the total possible phase variation of a standing wave of 1.5 voltage ratio

in the line at the point in question. This is equivalent to traversing the

p = 0.2 circle on the reflection coefficient plane, shown on Fig. 33. It can

be shown that such a variation of load admittance results in a variation of

susceptance of ± 0.41 times the characteristic admittance of the fine, Fo ,

corresponding to a total susceptance variation of 0.82 Fo . When deter-

mined in this way the total frequency excursion is called the pulling figure,

PF. Hence by equation (42)

pp- Af- ^ = lMo/^Y:82I^ _1_
"

-^ 27r 2 2w\lJ Fo. cos a

= 0.41 /.

(43)

cos a

Since Fo = {G[)o, the quantityf — j Fo in this expression is recognized as

(G")o , the load admittance at the primary terminals of the ideal trans-

former when the line is matched at the point in question, namely, the

secondary terminals. Using this fact and equation (23) the pulhng figure

is seen to be:

P,.0.41/.(^"-^=°#4-f

.

(44)
Foc cos a Cyextjo cos a
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Although this equation was derived for a specific point in the equivalent

circuit, it is of general validity at any point in the output circuit or load

line of the magnetron, provided the quantity (()exi)o is properly interpreted

as the external Q measured at match in the line at the same point.

10. Special Topics

10.1 Frequency Stabilization: The degree of stability of the operating

frequency of the magnetron to load changes is specified by the external Q, as

equation (44) ir.dicates. The exterral Q, by equation (23), may be increased

either hy decreasing the load conductance, G" , or by increasing the circuit

characteristic admittance, Yoc- The first alternative may be accomplished

by reduction of the coupling between the load and magnetron resonator sys-

tem. Although this results in greater frequency stability, it entails a reduc-

tion in output power. Increase of the characteristic admittance of the

magnetron resorator system, on the other hand, increases the energy storage

capacity as indicated by equation (20) without appreciably changing the

output power. Frequency stability may be increased in this way either by
redesign of the magnetron resonator system or by coupling to it a tuned

cavity of high unloaded Q. In the latter case, the degree of stabilization,

defined as the ratio of energy stored in the combination of magnetron reso-

nator system and stabilizing cavity to the energy stored in the magnetron
resonator system alone, is the factor by which the external Q is increased and
the pulling figure decreased. In actual practice the stabilizing cavity may
he ccupled into ore of the magnetron resonator cavities or may be built into

the output circuit.

10.2 Frequency Sensitive Loads: In the preceding sections it has been
seen how the load admittance, among other parameters, determines the

frequency at which the magnetron oscillates. If this load admittance is

itself a function of frequency, it may be possible for the condition of oscilla-

tion to be satisfied at more than one frequency. This fact makes for an
uncertainty of operation, which is to be avoided. Should the load fluctuate

for example, as it does in many apphcations, the oscillation may jump dis-

continuously from one frequency to another. If the magnetron is pulsed,

it may in certain circumstances oscillate at different frequencies on succes-

sive pulses. A tunable magnetron operating into a frequency sensitive load

exhibits periodic gaps in its tuning characteristic in which the magnetron
cannot be made to operate.

The discussion here will be limited to the specilic type of frequency sensi-

tive load consisting of a long line-terminated in an admittance, assumed to

be frequency insensitive, which differs from the characteristic admittance
of the line. The input admittance of such a line is represented by a reflec-
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tion coefficient of amplitude, p, depending only on the termination [see

equation (30)], and of phase, <^, depending only on the frequency,/, and the

line length, L Thus:

X/2 c '

from which

This equation expresses the linear relation between frequency and phase for

the load, specified by the reflection coefficient, into which the magnetron

operates. The heavy dashed lines in Fig. 35 represent this relation for

two particular line lengths, A and d , with €2 very much longer than Ci

.

The difference in line length, A - A ,
corresponds to an input phase differ-

ence of many times x radians. For the case in Fig. 35, however, this is

chosen as an integral multiple of x so that the curve, plotted for the funda-

mental period to tt, will lie in the same range.

The variation of operating frequency of the magnetron with variable

phase of the load reflection coefficient is a periodic function whose amplitude

increases with increasing amplitude, p, of the reflection coefficient. This

function may be determined graphically from a Rieke diagram of the mag-

netron, like that shown in Fig. 33, by traversuig the appropriate circle

concentric with the center of the diagram and plotting the frequency of

operation against phase. In Fig. 35 are plotted such curves for two values

of p corresponding to different terminations at the end of the long line.

A more detailed analysis of the condition of oscillation shows that it is

possible for the magnetron to oscillate stably at those intersections of the

magnetron and load frequency characteristics at which the slope of the load

line is greater than the slope of the magnetron characteristic. Thus, as

indicated in Fig. 35, oscillation may occur at only one frequency for the

line of length A if P = 0.2 but at two frequencies if p = 0.5. In the latter

case the middle intersection, indicated by an open circle, does not corre-

spond to stable oscillation. For a line of length A ,
on the other hand, two

oscillation frequencies are possible at both p = 0.2 and p = 0.5. If m
either case the line lengths A and A are increased by only an approximate

quarter wavelength, corresponding to a phase change of 7r/2 radians, the

light dashed lines labelled ([ and /a in Fig. 35 represent the load character-

istics, and oscillation can occur at only one frequency with p equal either

to 0.2 or 0.5.

If one considers the relationships depicted in Fig. 35 it becomes clear that

there are two critical relationships between p and I The first specifies the
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values of p and -C which if exceeded makes oscillation possible at more than
one frequency at all phases of the load reflection coefiBcient. The second

specifies the values of p and / which must not be exceeded if oscillation is

to be possible at only one frequency for all phases of the load reflection co-

efficient. This latter relation between p and ^ is that for which the slope

of the load line is equal to the slope of the magnetron characteristic at its

point of inflection.

From what has been said it would appear that the use of long load lines

is to be avoided if at all possible. If the magnetron is pulsed and the line

h /«;

1
/
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= 0.5

>
\^

/ ^ 0.2^\7^^^/^
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/
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Fig. 35.—Plots of the frequency characteristics of a magnetron and a frequency sen-
sitive load for two magnitudes of reflection coefficient, p, and two line lengths, (. The
ordinates are frequency and the abscissas are phase angle of the reflection coefficient in the
fundamental period to ir radians. Stable oscillation occurs at the intersections indicated
by filled circles. The open circle indicates a point of unstable operation for the three
conditions p = 0.5 and ^ = A , p = 0.5 and ( = ^2 , and p = 0.2 and I = f., In addition,
it indicates a point of stable operation forp = 0.2 and f = h. These (our pointsarecoa-
iesced on the figure for simplicity. The lines /,' and (2' indicate how stable operation at
both p = 0.2 and 0.5 may be attained by an increase of line length of approximately a
quarter wavelength.

is sufficiently long, however, it is possible for the oscillation in a pulse to

have been completed before any energy reflected from the termination has
arrived back at the magnetron. Under these circumstances the magnetron
operates into an effectively infinite Une which presents its characteristic

admittance to the magnetron output. For a pulse of one microsecond

duration this would require a line length of about 150 meters. Usually such
lengths are not possible or are undesirable by virtue of attenuation, and
either the line is made sufficiently short or its length critically adjusted or
the standing wave on it reduced so as to cause operation to occur at a single
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frequency. Studies have been made of the transient conditions prevailing

near the beginning of a pulse when, m establishing the steady state, the suc-

cessive reflections are returning to the magnetron and, as a consequence,

its frequency is changing. Except in a limited region on the Rieke diagram

where operation is completely uncertam, it has been shown that the magne-

tron will settle down to operation at one frequency dictated by the phase

of the first reflection, even if osciUation at two frequencies by the previous

analysis is possible. Gaps in the tunmg curve of a tunable magnetron

correspond to the periodic traversal of this uncertain region as the frequency

is varied and the load reflection coefi&cient moves around a constant p circle

on the Rieke diagram.

10.3 Magnetron Tuning: To tune the magnetron oscillator it is necessary

to vary a susceptance somewhere in its circuit. It has already been ob-

served how variation of load admittance when reflected into the resonator

system as a susceptance change results in frequency pulling. Although for

other reasons this variation is usually lunited by output circuit design to

the order of 0.1% of the operating frequency, it could be increased and used

in special instances as a means of tuning the magnetron. Similarly the

susceptance of a stabilizing cavity coupled into the resonator system may

be varied by tuning the cavity. This method in general enables one to

tune over a wider range than does variation of load susceptance since the

resonator system is usually more tightly coupled to the stabilizing cavity

than it is to the load.

The largest tuning ranges have been attained, however, when it has been

arranged to vary one of the frequency determining parameters of the mag-

netron resonator itself. Schemes have been devised which alter primarily

either the inductance or the capacitance of the resonant cavities. Varia-

tion of the inductance has been found more convenient at the shorter wave-

lengths and variation of the capacitance easier at longer wavelengths.

Variation of the inductance may be accomplished by the insertion of a

conducting pin into each resonator where the RF magnetic lines of force

are concentrated. In a system of hole and slot type resonators it is arranged

to move the pins in and out along or near the axes of the holes. Such an

arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 36 (a). As the pins are inserted

they reduce the volume available for the magnetic flux, thus reducing the

inductance and increasing the frequency. Tuning ranges as great as ±7%
of the mean frequency have been attained by this means. In spite of the

fact that the ratio of strap to resonator capacitance remains nearly con-

stant, the separation of mode frequencies, as might be expected, decreases

with increasing frequency because of the increase in strap inductance re-

sulting from increase of its electrical length. The effect is not so large.
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however, that with reasonable tightness of strapping difficult is encountered

with mode frequency separation.

Variation of the capacitance may be accompHshed by moving a member
in the vicinit}' of the region of large distributed capacitance of the reso-

nators. One such tuning scheme is that shown in Fig. 36 (b) in which a

member shaped like a ''cookie cutter" is moved in and out of annular grooves

in one end of the resonator block, the other end of which is usually strapped.

As the member is inserted the mode frequencies decrease. The frequency

range available for tt mode operation is limited by the fact that the fre-

l-'ig. 36.^Schematic diagrams showing three types of tuning schemes which have been
used in magnetron resonator systems. The views represent sections on a diametral plane
through the anode structure. The cathode is shown in the center of each part of the
figure. The resonators are of the liole and slot type, (a) shows the scheme involving
variation of the inductance by msans of tuning pins, {b), the scheme involving variation of

resonator capacitance, and (c), that involving variation of strap capacitance. Each of the

last two schemes is accomplished with a "cookie cutter" shaped member.

quencies of modes of smaller ;/, which are normally higher than that of the

IT mode, change faster and eventually cross the x mode frequency.

To understand what determines the frequency of resonance in any mode,

it is sufficient to consider the inductances and capacitances present in the

average sector of the resonator system across which there is a half wavelength

azimuthal variation of RF potential with an extremum at either end. In

the 7r mode of an X = 8 resonator system, one may thus consider one eighth

of the system, namely, a single resonator; in the » = 1 mode, one may con-

sider half of the resonator system. In the case of the half wavelength

sector for the /; = 1 mode, across which the potential varies monotonically

(see Fig. 23), the four resonators may be considered as connected essen-
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tially in series, making"up an equivalent resonator oscillating at the » = 1

mode frequency. If one considers further, for the sake of argument, that

there is no coupling between resonators, all the modes would have the same

frequency but the net inductance and capacitance of the equivalent reso-

nator for each mode of periodicity w, would be proportional to N/2n and

2n/N, respectively. Thus for the n = 1 mode, the equivalent L is four

tunes and the equivalent C is one quarter of the respective values for the

T mode. The tuner capacitance added to the equivalent resonator for the

w = 1 mode, on the other hand, may be considered to be approximately a

series-parallel arrangement of capacitances each of which is that between

the tuner and one anode segment, Cr : the two parallel capacitances at the

positive anode segments connected in series through the tuner rmg with

the two parallel capacitances at the negative anode segments, the combina-

tion having a net capacitance Ct For the tt mode, the net tuner capaci-

tance added per half wavelength potential variation is made up of two

capacitances each of magnitude one half of that between the tuner and one

anode segment, connected in series through the tuner; the net tuner capaci-

tance is thus Cr/4.

By similar reasoning for any mode, one may conclude that the added

tuner capacitance per half wavelength sector increases as n decreases, while

the net resonator capacitance across which the tuner is shunted decreases as

n decreases. In this way the increased effectiveness of the tuner in varying

the mode frequencies of the low periodicity modes is accounted for. In

actuality the resonators in the half wavelength variation of RF potential are

not in simple series connection because of the phase relations between them;

the approximation improves for smaller n. Also because of the phase rela-

tion between adjacent resonators, the adjacent tuner to segment capacitances

are not charged to the same potential and so are not actually in simple

parallel connection. Furthermore, the coupling between resonators is im-

portant. These considerations modify the above argument somewhat but

do not affect the conclusions reached as to the trend of tuning for the differ-

ent modes. In all the tuning scheme^ described, second order effects come

in through change m the electrical lengths of the straps and tuner as t he

frequency is varied.

If one arranges to vary the characteristics of the straps by means of a

movable tuning member as in the scheme of Fig. 36 (c), considerably greater

tuning ranges may be achieved than by the means just described. In this

instance, the straps are enlarged to channels of U-shaped cross section,

in and out of which the tuning member of "cookie cutter" shape is driven.

The effect of insertion of the tuning member is to increase the capacitance

per unit length of the strap system by increasing the interstrap capacitance

and to decrease the inductance per unit length by effectively increasing the
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cross sectional area of the straps. The effects of these changes upon the

mode frequencies may be seen from the considerations of the effect of straps

on the mode frequencies of the unstrapped resonator system already dis-

cussed. The increase in strap capacitance increases the wavelength of the

K mode; the decrease in strap inductance decreases the wavelength of modes

of smaller n. As the tuning member is inserted, the mode frequencies

separate, and no limitation on the range of operation in the x mode is im-

posed by interference from other modes. This means has been used for

tuning ranges of better than ±6%, but there is nothing inherent in the

scheme to prevent its use for ranges considerably in excess of this value.

Tuning of the magnetron resonator system by any of the means described

/c
above alters its characteristic admittance, Foc = /i/ y > and hence the stored

energy. For fixed output coupling and load admittance this amounts to

a variation of the effective loading as specified by the external Q. In some

cases, attempts have been made to compensate for this by designing into

the output circuit a frequency characteristic which keeps the external Q,

and hence the pulling figure, more nearly independent of frequency.

Each of the tuning schemes described above is adaptable to precise and

specific frequency adjustment or to frequency variation at a slow rate. For

tuning over small ranges it is possible to vary the magnetron frequency

electronically, enabling one to frequency modulate its output at a high rate.

Of the schemes tried for this purpose there may be mentioned that in which

an intensity modulated electron beam of a specific velocity is shot parallel

to a superposed DC magnetic field through one of the magnetron resonators

or a closely coupled auxiliary cavity.

Concerning the variation of magnetron operating frequency will be men-

tioned finally the shifts which are brought about by temperature variations

of the resonator block. Since the resonator system is generally constructed

entirely of copper, it expands or contracts uniformly with temperature and

the frequency shifts are those attained by a uniform scaling of the resonator

system by a very small factor. The temperature coefficient of frequency

may readily be seen to equal the negative of the linear coefi&cient of thermal

expansion of copper.

10.4 Electronic Effects on Frequency: In Section 3.6 Induction by the

Space Charge Cloud it has been seen that the electrons moving in the inter-

action space of the magnetron osciUator contribute an admittance Ye con-

nected to the resonator system. The magnitude of the negative electronic

conductance determines the energy delivered to the circuit and thus the

amplitude of oscillation. The electronic susceptance, arising from the phase

relation between the space charge spokes and the maximum of the tangential
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retarding field, affects the frequency of oscillation. Under equilibrium

conditions the magnitude of the current, Irf , induced in the anode seg-

ments, its phase relative to the RF voltage between the segments, and the

operating frequency adjust themselves such that this admittance, F, =

Irf/Vrf , equals the circuit admittance Y^ The induced RF current and

its phase relative to the RF voltage both depend upon the parameters such

as V and B, governing the electronic operation of the magnetron. The

frequency change at constant load arising from changes in F or 5 when

divided by the change in the BC current, /, drawn by the magnetron, is

called the frequency "pushing" and is measured in mc/s per ampere.

A further effect of the electronic susceptance is the shift of the resonant

frequency between the oscillating and non-oscillating conditions of the

magnetron. In general the oscillating frequency is lower than the resonant

frequency of the non-oscillating magnetron. Thus the electronic susceptance

is capacitive with the space charge spokes moving somewhat ahead of the

field maxima during oscillation. This shift in the resonant frequency is

important in pulsed radar systems where the same antenna is used for both

receiving and transmitting. An echo of the transmitted pulse on its return

then encounters a high, off-resonance impedance at the magnetron which

absorbs very Httle of the returned energy. Most of the received pulse

energy is consequently made available to the receiver. For some magne-

trons the shift off resonance is not sufficient and other means such as the

use of the so-called ATR box are required to divert the received pulse energy

into the receiver.

10.5 Frequency Spectrum of a Pulsed Magnetron: Only if a generator

operates for an infinitely long time is its output "monochromatic", that is

of a single frequency. The period of operation of a CW oscillator is generally

long enough to make any deviations from this unobservable.

If, however, the oscillation is modulated as in the case of pulsed magne-

trons for which the pulse duration is of the order of one microsecond, it is

readily detectable that the output is "polychromatic" with the energy

distributed throughout a band of frequencies. The plot of the distribution

in frequency of the energy generated is called the frequency spectrum.

This state of affairs is perhaps made plausible if one considers pulsing

the magnetron to be a very drastic means of amplitude modulating its out-

put. Already, in connection with the case of two coupled circuits, it has

been seen how amphtude modulation of an oscillating system in time has

associated with it the distribution of the energy over more than one fre-

quency. In an analogous but more complicated manner, a sinusoidal

oscillation which is amplitude modulated by a nonsinusoidal pulse shape

like that of Fig. 37 (a) is compounded of frequencies not now discrete but
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distributed continuously throughout a band, Fig. 37 (a'). The energy

distributions in time and frequency are related mathematically by the

Fourier transform.

The breadth of the frequency distribution is inversely proportional to

the modulating pulse width as shown in Fig. 37. The spectrum widths of

operating magnetrons may exceed the theoretical width by a factor of not

more than two for reasons not altogether clear.

10.6 Oscillation Buildup—Starting: Of importance in tlie design and

operation of pulsed magnetrons are the phenomena associated with the

buildup of oscillation when the voltage is applied. Here will be discussed

briefly what is known about the problem, the factors upon which the rate of

buildup of oscillation in the circuit depends, how this is related to the rate

(Q)

T-'

(b) fci

1Aa«

FREQUENCY

Fig. 37.—Plots of DC voltage pulse shapes (a), (b), and (c) and the frequency spectra
{fl')j (i')i 3,nd (c') resulting from each, respectively. These are shown for the idealized

case of perfectly rectangular voltage pulse shapes.

of voltage buildup and to pulser characteristics, and how these factors result

in various types of magnetron starting behavior.

The rate of buildup of oscillation in the magnetron depends not only

upon the circuit characteristics but also upon the electronic behavior with

increasing F)C and RF voltages. Because of the nonlinear nature of the

electron interaction, the amount of energy fed to the circuit per cycle is

dependent upon the amplitude of the oscillation. Considering the condition

for oscillation given by the first of equations (35) and expanding it to

include during buildup a term to account for the energy being stored in the

resonators, one may derive a simple expression for the rate of increase of RF
voltage amplitude. The energy stored in the circuit at any instant being

W = CVnF , the rate at which energy is being stored is -=— = 2CF«f —~.
at at
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dW
This corresponds to a conductance term, G, obtained by equating -r- and

GVl,:
^'

G = 2C^/-. (46)
at V RF

The necessary condition for oscillation during buildup is thus:

G«(K«^) + G. + G = 0, (47)

from which one obtains

G.(n.) + G. + 2^^^ = 0. (48)
V RF at

Since oscillation in the magnetron does in fact build up,
|
Ge(7fif)

|
must

be greater than G^ when oscillation starts. When equilibrium is reached,

GeiVRp) + Gh = 0. Thus
I

Ge{VRF) \
must be a decreasing function of

Vrf crossing the value G, at the operatmg point. By equation (48), Vrf

thus builds up rapidly at first and then more slowly as
| GeiVRp) \

ap-

proaches Gs

.

Increase in load, resulting in an increase of Gg , decreases the rate of

oscillation buildup.^^ The dependence on the total resonator capacitance

indicates that for magnetrons of different sizes related by a simple scale

factor, Ge and G, under such scaling presumably remaining invariant, the

rate of buildup decreases with increasing wavelength. Unknown in rela-

tion (48) is, to be sure, the exact transient dependence of G^ on RF and DC
voltages, magnetic field, and interaction space geometry. It is known,

however, that an increase of cathode diameter, although it is accompanied

by a decrease in electronic efficiency, does reduce the difficulty with "mod-

ing" resulting from failure to start in the x mode.

Associated with the rate of buildup of RF oscillation m determining mag-

netron starting behavior is the rate at which the DC voltage is applied.

From the discussion of the electronics of the magnetron it is clear that

oscillation is not possible at ah values of V but only for a limited range near

that which provides synchronism between the electron motion and the ro-

tating field pattern. If the pulser can apply a voltage which rises to a

value in this region and which can remain at substantially this value regard-

less of the current drawn, no difficulty is encountered. However, should

the pulser regulation be such that to secure operation at a given voltage

^ This is directly the opposite of the behavior with respect to load variations of a

circuit being driven in such a way that a constant amount of energy is fed in per cycle, in

which case the rate of buildup is inversely proportional to Q.
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and current it is necessary to apply a voltage which on no load would rise

to a value considerably higher than the operating value, the rate at which

the voltage passes through the range of possible operating values and the

relation of this rate to that of RF buildup are extremely important. Should

the pulse voltage rise so rapidly as to pass through the region where oscilla-

tion is possible before the RF oscillation can build up and cause the mag-
netron to pass current, which by modulator regulation keeps the DC voltage

from rising further, the magnetron fails to start. Clearly, the more rapid

the oscillation buildup the more rapid a voltage rise is permissible. Con-
versely, for a given rate of DC voltage rise, failure to start should appear at

greater load and longer wavelength as relation (48) implies. Experience

has corroborated both of these conclusions. It is also clear by equation

(48) that the equaHzation of loading of the doublet modes of the same
periodicity, which is achieved by proper location of strap asymmetries,

equalizes their starting tunes and makes possible interference with tt mode
starting less likely.

When oscillation in the tt mode fails, the magnetron may fail to oscillate

at all or may oscillate in another mode for which the operating voltage in a
harmonic is higher than but close to that of the t mode. In this case, as

has been seen, -^ > -^ , and the Hartree hne of the "second" or "primed"

mode lies just above that of the tf mode. This case in which oscillation in

the IT mode is skipped for oscillation in another mode represents the most
common type of "moding" encountered in pulsed magnetrons. If, on the

other hand, .—p- < —j- , and the Hartree line of the harmonic of the "sec-

ond" mode lies just below that of the x mode, as in Fig. 16, the magnetron
is observed to oscillate first in the "second" mode before oscillation at low

currents in the x mode commences. When the mode driven during the

interval at the top of the pulse is the x mode, oscillation in the "second"
mode occurs only momentarily on the rise and faU of each pulse as the vol-

tage passes through the range of operating values for this mode.
The starting behavior of pulsed magnetrons may be shown by the so-

called dynamic performance chart or V-I plot on which the course in time

of the voltage and current is shown. In Fig. 38 are shown three V-I plots

of this type. The initial current rise is the charging current of the cathode

to anode capacitance. The current rise when oscillation commences is very

rapid and is shown as a dashed line. After remaining for the major part

of the pulse at the operating point, indicated in Fig. 38 by a large dot, the

current and voltage fall during which they follow closely a constant B line

of the static performance chart (see Fig. 17).

In Fig. 38 (a) is shown the dynamic V-I plot for normal operation in the
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IT mode. In Fig. 38 (b) is shown a dynamic plot after the voltage control

has been raised above the point of tt mode failure. Here the magnetron

does not oscillate at all. As seen in Fig. 38 (c), further increase of the

voltage control of the pulser makes possible oscillation in the fe = —5

= -1) harmonic of the m = 3 mode (N = 8). In both (b) and (c) of

Fig. 38 it is of interest to note how the magnetron tries to oscillate in the

TT mode as the voltage at the end of the pulse falls through the range of per-

missible values. These attempts at oscillation are indicated by the mag-

netron drawing in this region small amounts of current which vary from

pulse to pulse.

Fig. 38.—Three so-called dynamic V-I plots or dynamic performance charts illustrating

the mode skip phenomenon. Tlie plots are copies of presentations obtained with an oscillo-

scope whose vertical deflection is proportional to DC voltage and whose horizontal deflec-

tion is proportional to DC current. On any plot the heaviness of the Unes is roughly

inversely proportional to the rate at which the coordinates are traversed, and the large dot

at the upper extremities represents the operating point at the top of the pulse, (a) shows

shows normal operation in the tt mode, (b) shows failure to oscillate in any mode, the tt

mode being skipped, (c) shows oscillation in a harmonic of a mode of smaller «.

10.7 Magnetron Cathodes: One important component part of the magne-

tron oscillator which to this point has not been disciissed in detail, but which

has been assumed present and operating satisfactorily, is the cathode. Its

duty is to supply the electrons which serve as the intermediaries between the

DC and RF fields. In terms of the usual requirements of vacuum tube

cathodes, the number of electrons demanded of a magnetron cathode is little

short of prodigious. Magnetron cathodes may be required to deliver current

densities of the order of 50 amperes per square centimeter as contrasted

with the 0.5 amperes per square centimeter emitted by oxide cathodes in

high vacuum tubes normally.

How oxide surfaces are capable of emitting such enormous currents is
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not yet entirely clear. It is certain, however, that the RF oscillation in the

magnetron is responsible for the fact that such currents may be attained.

This is made evident experimentally by measuring the current that may be

drawn when the magnetic field is reduced so that oscillation is impossible

and comparing it with the current drawn during oscillation. At tempera-

tures even in excess of the operating temperature such pulsed emission cur-

rents of excellent magnetrons may run as low as 1% of the currents flowing

during oscillation. Furthermore, the fields at the cathode during these

measurements may actually exceed those present during oscillation because

of the absence of the dense space charge clouds in the interaction space.

In the process of phase selection of electrons, as previously discussed,

those electrons starting from the cathode in a phase such as to gain energy

from the RF field are removed from the interaction space and driven into

the cathode. They impart to the cathode the energy they have gained,

causing secondary electrons to be emitted and the cathode temperature to

increase. In most magnetrons the amount of this returned energy is about

5% of the input, though in some cases it may become as high as ,10%. This

means that the average energy of back bombardment may run as high as

75 watts per square centimeter of cathode surface. This amount of energy

must be dissipated under equihbrium conditions by radiation and conduc-

tion. In general, the short wavelength magnetrons are run with no heater

power supplied to the cathode, the cathode temperature being maintained

by back bombardment. In many cases, cathode overheating by this

process is actually the limitation on the operating capabihties of the mag-
netron.

There is some experimental evidence that the large current drawn from

the magnetron cathode is not primarily made up of secondary electrons but

may result from an "enhanced" primary emission. This is supported by
the fact that the secondary electrons emitted at the return to the cathode

of the "out of phase" electrons are themselves, assuming negligible emission

time, largely "out of phase" electrons later to return to the cathode. How-
ever, the emission of large numbers of secondary electrons may lead to an

"enhanced" primary emission by a process not now understood. As pos-

sible processes may be mentioned field emission or an actual lowering of the

cathode work function, each brought about by the fields in the cathode

coating which result from the charge loss attendant upon the secondary

emission. Ionic conduction or electrolytic action in the coating may also

contribute in some manner to a lowered work function and to the "enhanced"

emission, although such ionic processes would generally involve time in-

tervals longer than a microsecond. The actual mechanism involved, how-

ever, is still speculative.

A word about the relation of magnetron scaling to magnetron cathode
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problems will liere be in order. It has been seen earlier that, in scaling all

magnetron dimensions by a factor a, the magnetic field changes by a factor

— while the current and voltage remain unchanged. That this places severe

a
requirements on the cathode may be seen by considering the scahng of a

10 cm. magnetron down to 1 cm. The operating current may be 20 amperes

in both cases. If this corresponds to a current density of 5 amperes per

sq. cm. at 10 cm., 500 amperes per sq.cm. will be required at 1 cm. What

is more, the back bombardment in watts per sq. cm. is increased by a factor

of 100. Both of these requirements are completely unreasonable and pre-

clude direct scaling in this instance. Consequently, an attempt is made

in such cases to decrease the current density by increasing both the cathode

length and diameter. Increasing the latter usually involves increasing the

anode diameter and the number of resonators. Even so, current densities

may exceed 50 amperes per sq. cm., as stated earlier.

The pulsed magnetron cathode at the shorter wavelengths (less than

10 cm.) in the centuneter band is a Umiting factor in magnetron design. In

CW magnetrons the small size of the interaction space has made the cathode

an important and difficult design problem throughout the centimeter wave-

length region. Considerable effort has been expended in a number of

laboratories not only to understand the physics of the operation of the mag-

netron cathode but to find suitable materials and constructional designs. It

has become clear that a good magnetron cathode which will meet the special

conditions of high current density and high voltage gradient and the con-

siderable electron back bombardment are these: (1) sufi&cient primary

emission to enable the magnetron to start and to supply a part of the re-

quired operating current; (2) sufficient secondary emission to supply the

remainder (it may be practically all) of the required current density through

whatever mechanism is involved; (3) sufi&cient active material to permit

satisfactory life; (4) some mechanical means of holding the active material

on the cathode surface; (5) sufficiently low electrical resistance of the coating

to permit large bursts of current without undue local heating and'high back

bombardment without excessive coating temperature; and (6) satisfactory

over-all heat dissipation characteristics, conductive and/or radiative, to

keep evaporation of active material to a minimum.

In pulsed magnetrons of wavelength 10 cm. or greater it has generally

been possible to use plain oxide coated cathodes. Nickel base material is

generally used and the active material is the usual double carbonate coating

(reduced to the oxides during activation). At wavelengths of 3 cm. and

shorter the development of satisfactory pulsed magnetrons would have

been impossible without the development of special cathodes. In the main,
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these have been aimed at meeting requirements (3) to (5) above. The con-

structions have made use of wire meshes and of sintered nickel matrices both

to reduce the coating resistance and to hold sufficient material on the cathode

in a manner such that it may be dispensed gradually during life.

10.8 The Magnetic Circuit: The magnetic field required for operation of

the magnetron oscillator is generally obtained, except in laboratory experi-

ments, by means of a permanent magnet. At long wavelengths and m
early models at shorter wavelengths, the magnetron and permanent magnet

are separable. Building the magnetic pole faces into the magnetron struc-

ture itself and attaching the magnetic material to it has made possible the

reduction of the over-all magnet gap, and hence total magnet weight, as

well as the use of mechanically superior axial cathode mountings. The

resulting so-called "packaged" magnetron design has been used at shorter

wavelengths where the magnetic fields are high but need not extend over a

large area. The total magnet weight under these conditions is much less

than that required in a separate magnet. Needless to say, the possession of

good permanent magnet material and the work done on magnet design have

contributed materially to the success of the centimeter wave magnetron.

10.9 Magnetron Measurements: The fundamental measurements made

on the magnetron oscillator have already been discussed or alluded to where

the performance characteristics of the magnetron and its circuit theory are

described. Here will be described briefly the technique of measurement.

Magnetron measurements are of two general types. One is made on the

oscillating magnetron and the other on the non-oscillating magnetron.

The latter may be made at any stage in the fabrication of the magnetron

after its anode structure and output circuit are completed. Figs. 39 and

40 illustrate schematically the apparatus employed in these tests.

Perhaps the best way of describing the techniques of magnetron measure-

ments is to list all of the parameters, quantities, or characteristics asso-

ciated with such measurements and for each to give the definition, method

of measurement or calculation, or the way it is put together from other

data, as the case may be. In any event, the Hst given below permits of

ready reference. Although the text applies directly to pulsed magnetrons

the simpUfications for CW magnetrons are obvious.

The DC magnetic field, B, in which the magnetron operates is generally

supplied in the laboratory by an electromagnet, the field in the gap generally

being calibrated in terms of the current passed through the magnet coils.

The peak DC voltage, V, applied to the magnetron cathode is measured by

means of a peak voltmeter or by observing a known fraction of the voltage
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pulse on the calibrated screen of an oscilloscope. In a simple but suitable

peak voltmeter it is arranged to charge a condenser through a diode to the

peak voltage which may then be measured with a high resistance DC
voltmeter.

The peak DC current, /, drawn by the magnetron is measured by passmg

the current through a known resistance, usually one or two ohms, and deter-

mining the peak voltage developed across the resistance by means of a peak

voltmeter or calibrated oscilloscope.

The average EC current drawn by the magnetron is the current measured

on a DC meter connected in one leg of the pulsing circuit, as shown in Fig. 39.

The pulse duration, r, as its name implies, is the length of the time during

which the voltage, usually measured near the top of the pulse, is maintained

across the magnetron. It may be determined from the pulse presentation

on an oscilloscope having a calibrated sweep or it may be calculated as indi-

cated below when other parameters are known.

The ptdse recurrence rate, pps, is the repetition frequency at which the

voltage pulse is applied and is determined by the frequency of the caUbrated

primary oscillator driving the pulser or modulator circuit.

The duty cycle, defined as the fraction of time the pulsed magnetron

operates, may be determined as the ratio of average to peak DC current or

as the product of the pulse duration and the pulse recurrence rate.

The peak input power is the product of the peak DC voltage and the peak

DC current.

The average input power is the product of the peak input power and the

duty cycle.

The voltage and current pulse shapes as observed with oscilloscopes are of

importance in studying the spectrum and moding characteristics of the

magnetron under test.

The dynamic V-I plot, or dynamic performance chart, is viewed on an

oscilloscope in which at any instant the vertical deflection is proportional to

peak DC voltage and the horizontal deflection proportional to peak DC
current. Three such plots are shown on Fig. 38 and their usefulness is

indicated in the corresponding text.

The average outpiit power is the average centimeter wave power delivered

to the useful load. The sunplest and most foolproof method of measuring

this power is to absorb the energy in a column of water. From a determina-

tion of the rate of water flow and its temperature rise the power may be

calculated readily. The water column terminatmg the coaxial line or wave

guide of the test apparatus is made reflectionless either by tapering it or

preceding it by a quarter wavelength matching plate of proper dielectric

constant, analogous to the optical quarter wave plate.

The peak output power may be calculated as the average output power

divided by the duty cycle.
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The over-all efficiency of operation is the ratio of the peak output to peak

input powers or the ratio of average output to average input powers.

The frequency of oscillation of the magnetron is determined by feedmg a

small amount of the RF power into a calibrated variable frequency resonant

cavity of high Q and by means of a detector observing the frequency at

which the cavity absorbs or passes power.

The load impedance into which the magnetron operates is determined by

measurement in the output line of the voltage standing wave and its phase

with respect to some previously chosen reference point. This measurement

is made with a standing wave detector in which it is arranged to move an

electrostatic probe along a section of slotted line in which it samples the RF
energy in the line. The energy picked up by the probe is detected after

sufficient attenuation either by a crystal or by a small bolometer whose

resistance is a function of the energy fed into it. The voltage standing wave

ATTENUATOR

HIGH
FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

Fig. 40.—A schematic diagram showing the arrangement of apparatus used in making

measurements on a non-oscillating magnetron or magnetron resonator block.

ratio and its phase may be translated into impedance, admittance, or reflec-

tion coefficient in the manner aheady discussed. The magnetron load

impedance may be varied from the match presented by the termmating

water column by means of a line tuning section or tuner. In one such Hne

tuning section, two sleeves constituting in effect quarter wavelength hnes

of low characteristic impedance may be moved relative to one another to

vary the magnitude, and moved together to vary the phase of the standing

wave.

The Rieke diagram, is a plot of constant output power and frequency

on a reflection coefficient plane. Its constru ction thus involves the measure-

ment of output power, frequency, and load impedance as the line tuners

are moved over a wide range of positions. The operating parameter main-

tained constant is usually chosen to be the peak DC current. Such a dia-

gram is shown in Fig. Z^.
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The pullingfigure, PF, defined as the maxunum frequency excursion of the

magnetron as the load reflection coefficient traverses the p = 0.2 circle, may

be obtained from the Rieke diagram. It may be measured directly by two

simple wavemeter measurements taken at the frequency extrema occuring

as the standing wave of 1.5 voltage ratio is moved up and down the line.

Various types of standing wave introducers have been devised to produce a

reflection coefficient of p = 0.2 for the specific measurement of puUing figure.

The performance chart is a plot of constant magnetic field, peak output

power and over-all efficiency contours on a V-I plane. Its construction

thus involves the measurement of peak BC voltage, peak DC current, and

peak output power at several magnetic fields. Sometimes frequency, push-

ing figure, and spectrum appearance are also determined. Figs. 17 and 20

are examples of this chart.

The frequency spectrum is the distribution of energy with frequency for a

pulsed magnetron and is displayed on a so-called spectrum analyzer. This

analyzer is a very narrow band tunable radio receiver whose pass band is

varied periodically twenty or so times per second over several mc/s. The

response of the receiver to the frequency distribution of energy appears on

an oscilloscope whose sweep is synchronized with the pass band frequency

variation.

The pushing figure is the instantaneous frequency change in mc/s per

ampere change in peak DC current at constant load. It may be obtained

by measuring the frequency shift on a spectrum analyzer as the pulse

current is changed by a known amount. The current change must be

executed rapidly enough to avoid frequency shifts arising from temperature

changes.

Impedance measurements on the non- oscillating magnetron involve the

use of a variable frequency RF oscillator feeding power through an attenua-

tor and a standing wave detector into the output circuit of the magnetron

{see Fig. 40). These measurements determine as a function of frequency

the impedance Zc discussed in the text.

Modefrequencies are determined from the impedance measurements on the

non-oscillating magnetron by noting the frequencies at which the input

standing wave is observed to go through a minimum. They may also be

determined by the observation of energy maxima with a pickup loop or

probe placed in the resonator system.

Mode identification is made by observing the periodicity of RF field in the

interaction space of the resonator system. This is done by sampling the

field with a rotating RF probe placed in an axial cylinder corresponding to

the cathode as shown in Fig. 40. The probe response is detected and dis-

played on an oscilloscope with sweep synchronized to the rotation of the

probe.
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PART II

DEVELOPMENTAL WORK ON THE MAGNETRON OSCILLATGR
AT THE BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, 1940-1945

11. General Remarks

IN THE first part of this paper the fundamentals of the theory of the

magnetron oscillator have been discussed. The objective has been to

estabhsh for the reader a general picture of the nature of the electronic

mechanism and of the role played by the RE circuit and load.

In the second part of the paper is traced the research and development

work done at the Bell Telephone Laboratories on the magnetron oscillator

during the war years, 1940-1945. The effort was directed, for the most

part, toward the development of magnetrons to meet definite radar needs.

Fifteen different types or families of magnetrons were developed at the

Bell Laboratories during the war. Included among these are some 75

separate Western Electric Company or RMA code numbers. It has been

found most convenient to discuss the work done on each type of magnetron

as a unit, although, to be sure, there has been considerable interplay between

projects. Something is said of the origin of each type, of the problems en-

countered in its development, and of the solution of these problems, in some

cases involving studies and experiments of general interest. Special charac-

teristics and general performance data for each type of magnetron discussed

are given. Included also is a general discussion of the work done on mag-

netron cathodes, which, although carried out on specific magnetrons, has

been of general applicabihty to all.

Before proceeding with the detailed discussion, it would be well for the

reader to recognize the general scope of the work to be described and the

general nature of the problems encountered. The work of the Bell Labora^

tories in the development of pulsed magnetrons for radar use has extended

over practically the whole range of effort surveyed in the Introduction.

Work has been done throughout the range of wavelengths from 45 cm. to

1 cm. and on magnetrons capable of developing over one megawatt peak

RE power. It has included work on such features as tuning, coaxial and

wave guide outputs, several types of resonator systems and strapping

schemes, and on the incorporation of the magr^etic circuit into the magnetron

structure in so-called "packaged" types.

The scope of the developments to be described may be judged from

Figs. 41, 42, 43, and 44. That part of a magnetron oscillator which perhaps

best gives one an idea of size and wavelength range is the resonator block.

In Fig. 41 is shown a series of resonator blocks ranging in resonant fre-
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Fig. 42—Four fixed frequency magnetron oscillators. They are: (1) the 3J21 magnetron
(60 kw., 24,000 mc/s); (2) the 4J52 magnetron (100 kw., 9375 mc/s); (3) the 720A-E mag-
netron (1000 kw., ^^2800 mc/s)

;
(4) the 4J21-30 magnetron (600 kw., '^1280 mc/s). Note

the two types of output circuit, coaxial and waveguide; the use of packaged magnets;
and the two types of input leads.

quency from 700 mc/s to 24,000 mc/s.^^ In Fig. 42 is shown the external

view of four magnetrons of operating frequencies distributed over the range

^' In this and other photographs of PART 11 either a one inch cube or a line of length

one inch has been included for size reference.
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b ^'^/^/.n^rT^n'
tunal.lc magnclrnn oscillators. They are: (1) the 4J42 magnetr.m (40

kw., 660 to 730 nic/s); (2) the 4JSI magnetron (275 kw., 900 to 970 nic/s); (3) the 5T26magnetron (600 kw., 1220 to 1350 mc/s); and the 2J51 magnetron (55 kw., 8500 to 960a

in which work has been done. It iUustrates both the coaxial and ^vav«-
guide types of output circuits, the use or not of attached magnets, and the
two types of input leads and cathode supports. In Fig. 43 is shown the
group of tunable magnetrons developed as replacements for fixed fre-
quency models with which they are electrically and mechanically inter-
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changeable. Finally, in Fig. 44 are shown two magnetron oscillators, the

720A and 725A, mounted in their magnets. By comparison with Fig. 42,

the space and weight saved by packaging may be seen. A fair comparison

is that between the 725A and magnet of Fig. 44 and the 4J52, number 2

in Fig. 42. Both are 3.2 cm. models, the latter, moreover, being capable

of generating higher power.

The designer of a magnetron oscillator is faced with a variety of tasks.

If the magnetron is to be used in a specific apphcation he has at his disposal

data concerning the' amount of power available to drive the magnetron,

the nature of the pulsing if such is to be used, the frequency of operation,

mechanical features having to do with form and weight, and an idea of what
the user hopes or expects to obtam in the way of output power, frequency

stabihty, and operating efficiency. It is the problem of magnetron design

to arrange the resonator system, output circuit, cathode, magnetic circuit,

and mechanical features to meet these requirements if possible.

In the design of the resonator system it must be arranged to achieve the

proper frequency of operation, proper characteristics regarding modes, the

proper size of interaction space, and other characteristics which have a

bearing on the electronic operation. In special cases a tunable resonator

system must be provided.

In the design of the output circuit it is necessary to arrange the type of

coupling to the resonator system, the necessary impedance transformation

from resonator to load, the type of external coupling, a vacuum seal, and
generally to take into account the possibility of electrical breakdown when
the power delivered is high.

In the design of the magnetron cathode, attention must be paid to its

surface and how it is equipped to meet the rigorous demands made of it.

The cathode mounting and input leads must be designed for proper geom-
etry at the cathode ends, heat dissipation, mechanical strength, and DC
voltage breakdown strength.

The requirements placed on the magnetic circuit of a magnetron must be
borne in mind throughout the design of the magnetron itself. Considerable

effort may be expended in arrangmg for the magnet gap, and hence the re-

quired magnet, to be as small as possible. In "packaged" magnetrons the

magnet pole pieces, which are built into the magnetron structure, must be

designed to produce a field of proper configuration and to make the neces-

sary external magnets feasible.

Generally, the design of the mechanical features of a device as complicated

as the multiresonator magnetron oscillator is extremely important and must
provide for structural strength under a variety of conditions, as well as

coohng facilities and external protection of relatively fragile parts.
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12. Reproduction of the British Magnetron

The problem undertaken at the Bell Telephone Laboratores immediately

after the visit of the British delegation in October 1940 was the reproduction

of the 10cm. magnetron for study and for general radar use at the Bell Labo-

ratories and the Radiation Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. The data available were contained in a drawing of a magne-

tron having six resonators and in an X-ray photograph of the magnetron

used in the demonstration at the Whippany Laboratory, described in the

iNTRODUCTiox. The X-ray photograph, reproduced in Fig. 45, showed a

t:>"..

Fig 45—An X-ray photograph of the 10 cm. magnetron oscillator brought to America.

by a British delegation in October 1940 and copied at the Bell Laboratories. It is the

prototype of most magnetron oscillators in the centimeter wave region developed

in Great Britain and the United States during the war.

resonator system having eight resonators. Since this arrangement was

known to operate, it was adopted as the starting point for the work here.

In its first tests at Whippany, the British magnetron was pulse operated

at about 10 kv. and 10 amps, peak current. The pulses were of 1 micro-

second duration and recurred 1000 times per second. The magnetic field

required was about 1100 gauss. The magnetron was loaded with a simple

radiating antenna of unknown load impedance. Under these conditions the

magnetron generated RF power estimated at the time to be greater than

10 kw.

The eight hole and slot type resonators of tlie British magnetron were

spaced around an anode of 0.8 cm. radius. The resonator system, ma-

chined in a block of copper, was 2 cm. long. It was unstrapped, strapping
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not being known at the time, and in its general features was much like that

shown schematically in Fig. 1.
,

The output circuit of the British magnetron was also similar to that of

Fig. 1. It had no particular transformer properties designed into it. The

vacuum seal, made of copper, glass, and tungsten, was incorporated in the

output coaxial line in very much the same manner as that shown in Figs. 60

and 61.

The cathode was a plain, oxide coated, nickel cylinder, 0.3 cm. in radius.

It had nickel end disks of 0.5 cm. radius and was mounted on radial leads

passing through glass vacuum seals like those shown in Fig. 61. The

leads are placed diametrally across the resonator hole to minimize RF flux

linkage to the cathode structure. PreUminary British results indicated that

the cathode could be activated properly and would possess a reasonable life-

time under the original operating conditions.

The British magnetron had been designed for use with a magnet having

a gap of about 1.75 in. and a pole face diameter of 1.25 in., producing a

magnetic field of about 1500 gauss.

Several of the constructional features of the British magnetron were new.

The cylindrical block of copper into which the resonator system was ma-

chined was used as the vacuum envelope. It was closed at either end b"y

copper disk cover plates. The vacuum seal was made during the pumping

and baking process by the alloying at the baking temperature of gold rings

between the cover plate and block. The alloying was done at high pressure

provided by a clamp bolted across the magnetron. Although no getter

was used, satisfactory vacuum conditions could be maintained after seal-off.

By mid-November of 1940, a number of working reproductions of the

British magnetron had been supplied in our Laboratories and to the Radi-

ation Laboratory at M. I. T., and a program of study of the magnetron

oscillator commenced. The work thus started was continued, on the one

hand, to put the new magnetron into production, and on the other hand,

to attempt to understand it, improve upon it, and extend its range of useful-

ness.

13. Magnetrons for Wavelengths of 20 to 45 Centimeters

13.1 The 700A-D Magnetrons: After the British 10 cm. magnetron

had been successfully reproduced and an emergency program of research and

development of multicavity magnetron oscillators commenced, the question

immediately was asked: Can a multicavity magnetron be designed to operate

near 40 cm. in the pulsed radar set under development in the Whippany

radio laboratory? Clearl}^ there now existed the possibihty of much greater

power than was possible with triodes at this wavelength with reasonable
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life expectancy. The modulator of the radar set provided pulsed input

power to the oscillator at about 12 kv. and up to 10 amps, peak current.^*

The performance of the 10 cm. multicavity magnetrons appeared to

make the development of such a generator at 40 cm. feasible. A straight-

forward enlargement of the 10 cm. magnetron by a factor of four was out

of the question, however, as it resulted in a magnetron entirely too bulky,

requiring a prohibitively large magnet. The development of the 700 mc/s

magnetron oscillator thus involved departures from the British design.

In particular it was found necessary to reduce the axial length of the reso-

nator system to a considerably smaher fraction of a wavelength than in the

10 cm. design. The development involved design of the interaction space

for maximum operating efficiency, the resonator system, for which both

eight and six resonator structures were employed, and the output circuit

for coupling into the existing radar system.

An early 700 mc/s multicavity magnetron design employed eight reso-

nators of axial length less than one tenth wavelength; the 10 cm. design

was about one fifth wavelength long. Operating models initially produced

approximately 10 kw. of RF power near the desired frequency. It was

found, however, that a smaller and lighter magnetron could be made to

operate at the same voltage if the number of resonators were reduced from

eight to six, permitting smaller anode and cathode radii [equation (16) in

PART 1], The weight and over-all diameter was further reduced by use of

elongated holes in the hole and slot resonators. This change resulted in the

resonator system used m the 700A-D magnetrons (see Figs. 41 and 46).

Each hole is made by boring two intersecting cylinders in the resonator block

as may be seen in Fig. 46. No difficulty was encountered in achieving the

desired frequency. The frequency differences between the four coded

magnetrons near 700 mc/s were achieved by variation of the resonator slot

width.

The separation of mode frequency between the re = 3 mode (tt mode) and

the nearest other mode is of the order of 3 per cent. Although this is small

compared to that obtainable in strapped magnetrons, it is greater than that

for |he early unstrapped magnetrons near 10 cm. This is reflected in greater

operating efficiency.

The cathode in the 700A-r) magnetrons is supported, as in the British

magnetron, by radial leads extending across the center of one of the hole

and slot resonators. The cathode diameter was varied in an experiment

designed to determine the value for maximum operating efficiency. Early

experiments of this type involving measurements of output power and effi-

ciency were quite crude and conclusions from their results were by no means

as significant as those based on measurements of frequency. The primary

" This radar development is discussed in: W. C. Tinus and W. H. C. Higgins, "Early

Fire Control Radar for Naval Vessels," 5c« Syst. Tech. Jmir., 25, 1 (1946).
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difficulty lay not in the actual measurement of power or voltage but in the

fact that the magnetrons were not loaded in a reproducible fashion. It was

considerably later that load impedance measurements were made and used

in evaluating magnetron performance. In many early studies the effect

of load on operation was not sufficiently disentangled from the effects of

other things. In spite of these inadequacies, however, it was generally

possible to distinguish a good design change from a bad one, and much of

value was gained in early work.

The cathode diameter used in the 700A-D magnetrons is given in Table

I along with other data on these and other magnetrons in the 20 to 45 cm.

Fig. 46—An internal view of a 700A-D magnetron {40 kw., '^700 mc/s) showing the

unstrapped resonator system of six ho!e and slot circuits, the cathode, the cathode end

disks and support leads, and the output coupling loop and lead.

wavelength range. It should be noted that the optimized ratio r^/r^ is

0.300 as compared to 0.375 in the British magnetron haWng eight resonators.

Plain oxide coating is used on the cathode. Life expectancy is thousands

of hours.

As may be seen in Fig. 46, the output coupUng is accomplished by means

of a loop in the end space of the structure. The loop is connected to an

anode segment. It is driven by direct coupling to the anode segment and

by coupling to the magnetic flu.K linking the two adjacent resonators.

The output circuit was not designed to operate into a matched output line,

however, and external impedance transformation must be incorporated

into the load line.
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In mechanical construction the 700A-D magnetrons involved techniques

like those described above. The input and output leads included copper

to glass to tungsten seals much like those in the reproductions of the British

magnetron. The end covers were sealed to the resonator body by means

of the gold ring technique employed in the British magnetron.

The 700A-D magnetrons are limited in frequency to the four 10 mc/s

bands between 680 and 720 mc/s, respectively. These magnetrons operate

at 12 kv. and 8 amps, peak current input at a magnetic field of 650 gauss.

Over-all efficiency ranges between 30 and 40%, which is better, as has been

explained, than that attained with unstrapped 10 cm. magnetrons. Other

data of interest are given in Table I.

One feature which is immediately apparent from the rated operating

conditions of the 700A-D magnetrons is the fact that the ratings are not

nearly as high as one might expect from the size of the magnetron. Back
bombardment of the cathode at considerably greater input power could

easily be handled. The difficulty lay in the fact that it was impossible to

drive the magnetrons in the t mode to much greater currents than the rated

currents. If the attempt is made to drive the magnetron harder it either

refuses to oscillate at all or oscillates in another mode. This phenomenon

has been the single deterrent in the development of higher power mag-

netrons at wavelengths greater than 20 cm. It is now recognized as a

starting time phenomenon having to do with the rate at which oscillation

builds up and the rate at which pulse voltage is applied (see Section 10.6

OsciUation Buildup—Starting). What has been done in studying the

phenomenon and in magnetron design to circumvent it will be discussed in

some detail in connection with the 5J26, the tunable replacement for the

4J21-30 series.

In quantity production the 700A-D magnetrons presented new problems,

all of which arose because of its size. The oxide coated cathode, having a

relatively large surface area, gave off a considerable quantity of gas during

cathode activation. In as much as the massive copper anode could be out-

gassed only by a long baking process at temperatures below the softening

point of the glass parts, difficulty with magnetrons "going soft" after seal-off

was encountered initially.

The development of the 700A-D magnetrons was carried on simulta-

neously with early studies at 10 cm. and with the early attempts to produce

power at 3 cm. A number of auxiliary experiments were undertaken which,

although they were nj^t a part of the specific magnetron development, con-

tributed results of considerable value complementary to those obtained

at the shorter wavelengths. In particular, these exiieriments had to do

with the technique of measurement and of magnetron scaling.
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Before the invention bi straps the 700A-D magnetrons were scaled to 10

cm. to explore the possibilities of a more eflficient magnetron design at this

wavelength. Straps were introduced before the completion of the experi-

ment. The resultant strapped magnetron having six resonators, was very

efficient—60 per cent—but required a high magnetic field as can be seen by

referring to equation (16) of PART I. Like other magnetrons, the 700A-D

became much more efficient when strapped. At the normal test point the

efficiency ranged around 50 per cent, while at higher magnetic field and volt-

age, 75 per cent over-all efficiency was achieved. The introduction of straps

into the manufactured design was not undertaken. ... -- ^^ ir,f>fi^--

One further experiment of interest arose during the development of the

700A-D magnetrons from the desire to measure the gas pressure in a sealed-

off magnetron. The non-oscillating magnetron itself was used as an ioniza-

tion manometer. With the magnetic field set at a high value above cutoff and

under conditions of no RF oscillation, electrons which arrive at the anode can. _

do so only after having lost energy by collision with a gas molecule. Under

these conditions the anode current is directly proportional to the pressure.

Although by present standards the 700A-D magnetrons might appear

somewhat crude and inadequate, they nevertheless have an important place

in the story of wartime magnetron development. They filled an immediate

need in the radar system for which they were designed, providing the U. S.

Navy with a radar set which saw service in a number of crucial engagements.

Furthermore, the development of the 700A-D magnetrons provided Ji^-;

valuable experience. >-'' "'

13.2 The 728A-J Magnetrons: The 728A-J magnetrons were developed

for fire control and search radar systems to supersede those which had

used the 700A-D magnetrons In these n \\ systems a magnetron gener-
'^

ator was to be required which could deliver 200 kw. peak output power %

in the frequency range 920-970 mc/s (later extended to 900 mc/s). '

\ '.\A

In an ear'y design, the resonator system had eight resonators and was\ :;"1,,

strapped with wire straps in the early British configuration [see Fig. 24(a) \^
of PART I]. The anode length was 4 cm., the same as was used in the 700 \ ;;

A-D, which on a wavelength basis was about 2/3 that used in the British ---.^

10 cm. magnetron. The first models were designed for operation at pulse

voltages of about 27 kv. When, subsequently, it was decided to reduce this
_.

voltage, a redesign involving a reduction of size of the mteraction space

became necessary. Since more had been learned about the technique of

strapping in the meantime, it was decided that straps of the double ring

type [see Fig. 24(d) of PART I] should be used in the new design. At first,

the straps were set on the ends of the anode structure projecting into the end

spaces but were later recessed into channels cut into the copper resonatqr
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structure for the purpose of electrostatic shielding from electrons in the

interaction region. The frequency range required was spanned by the use

of anode structures having three different slot widths for the primary fre-

quency separation, small additional frequency shifts being obtained by small

distortions of the straps. Resonant frequencies of magnetron resonator

systems were now being determined prior to sealing for pumping by measure-

ments like those described in PART I, during which any necessary strap

adjustment could be made.

The cathode was a plain, oxide coated, nickel cylinder much like that

used in the 700A-D magnetrons. The heater inductance was considerably

higher than that of any previous cathode assembly. It was found that

sudden and severe transient conditions, such as those imposed by a mo-
mentary internal arc between cathode and anode, would cause relatively

high voltages to develop between the cathode and the open end of the heater.

This could break down the heater insulation and cause either open or short

circuits. This difficulty was minimized by incorporating in the driving

equipment a condenser across the heater and an RF choke in series with

the heater. Before final design specifications were submitted, the input

leads and cathode structure were completely redesigned to provide greater

rigidity and strength. To withstand violent shock and vibration, the

structure was designed to have as high frequencies of mechanical resonance

as possible. The structure looked much like that to be seen in the SJ23

magnetron of Fig. 49. Direct mechanical injury to the input leads is pre-

vented by the use of a heavy glass housing.

The output circuit in early experimental models was a coaxial type fed by a

loop in one of the resonators. The central conductor was a tungsten rod

to which the glass seal was made and to which the inner conductor of the

load coaxial was clamped. When the resonator system was redesigned for

lower voltage, a new design of output circuit was made m which was used a

choke or contact-free load coupling like that designed for the 720A-E.

This removed the possibility of stress being applied to the glass of the output

seal at either the inner or outer conductors. Except for the critical dimen-

sions determined by frequency, the output circuit is identical to that used

on the 5J23 shown in the photograph of the cut-away model of Fig. 49.

In Fig. 47 is shown a schematic diagram of this type of coupling. On both

inner and outer conductors an electrical short circuit is produced at the gap

between magnetron and load coaxials by folded low impedance coaxial

sections incorporated into the bodies of the conductors. In the outer con-

ductor a half wavelength section folded once is employed. In the section

shown at (a), the joint is made at the current node in the choke section by
the outer of two cylinders which project from the load end of the coupler
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into the magnetron lead. In the partial section shown at (b), this outer

cylinder is not used and the joint occurs at the end of the section where there

is a current antinode. In this method there exists the greater possibility

of sparking should the coupling not be clamped tightly. A folded quarter

wavelength section is built into the inner conductor. If the wavelength is

short enough, as in the 5J26 and the 720A-E (see Figs. 58 and 63), this

section need not be folded, the inner post on the magnetron center conductor

can be eliminated and replaced by a solid center conductor on the load side.

Fig. 47—A schematic diagram of the type of coaxial output circuit used in a number of

magnetrons of wavelength 10 cm. or greater. Of particular interest are the means of con-

tact-free or "choke" coupling employed in the inner and outer conductors, consistmg of a

folded concentric line section which presents zero impedance at the gap in the conductor.

(a) and (b) represent two variations of the "choke" in the outer conductor as explamed in

the text.

The more recent designs of magnetrons for wavelengths greater than 10 cm.

have some form of this coupling.

The impedance required at the output couphng to load the 728A-J mag-

netrons for sufficient power output necessitated a rather high standing wave

in the output line. This standing wave was provided by a transformer built

into the radar system to which the magnetron was attached. This caused

no trouble since the output power was below the point where RF voltage

breakdown in air in the line or coupling would occur. The press of time

necessitated the adoption of this output circuit although "preplumbing" by

incorporation inside the vacuum of the necessary transformer action for

coupling directly to a matched load line would have been preferable. Such

a design was executed but its completion came too late for its incorporation

into the manufacturing specifications.
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Ten different magnetrons, coded the 728A-J, were put into manufacture.

These covered the frequency range from 900 to 970 mc/s, a 7 mc/s range

being allotted to each code type. The operating characteristics of the

final design together with other pertinent data are tabulated in Table I.

An external view of the magnetron is shown in Fig. 48. A maximum current

limitation for satisfactory operation in the tt mode was also encountered in

this magnetron but at current values above the 20 ampere operating point

Fig, 48—An external view of a 728A-J magnetron (275 k\v., --"930 mc/s). The con-
centric cylindrical sleeve to be seen inside the output circuit coupling, from which the mag-
netron is supported, is a part of the "choke" (see Fig. 47), Note the heavy glass protec-

tive housing over the input leads.

at which the required outpijt power was attained. Because of the shorter

wavelength, the current limitation was not as severe as that encountered

in the 700A-D.

The 728A-J magnetrons were driven by a spark wheel, line type modu-

lator. The greater tendency of the driving voltage to overshoot with this

modulator, by virtue of the slowness of buildup of RF oscillation, was re-

duced by the use of a series resistance and capacitance network coupled

across the magnetron input like that used earlier with 720A-E magnetrons

at 10 cm.

13.3 The 5J23 Magnetron: The request for the Laboratories to develop
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a semiportable radar pack set and a searchlight control radar involved the

des'gn of a new magnetron in the frequency range 1050 to 1110 mc/s to

operate at a maximum pulse voltage input of 25 kv. with power output

of at least 200 kw. Since these requirements, except for frequency, were

essentially those of the 728A-J magnetrons already under development,

the new work closely paralleled that already in progress.

Because of the maximum current Umitation being encountered in the

development of longer wavelength magnetrons, a relatively longer anode was

designed for the new magnetron, coded the SJ23, thus msuring satisfactory

operation at higher current and input power. The resonator system was

"heavily" strapped with echelon wire straps [see Fig. 24(c) m PART I].

Coarse frequency variation was accomplished by the use of straps at different

heights above the surface of the anode block. Finer frequency adjustments

were made m "pretuning" the structure, before sealing, by small displace-

ments of the wire straps aheady in position.

Output circuit work on the 5J23 was done together with that on the 728

A-J magnetrons and went through the same series of developments. The

output circuit used in the manufacturing design is identical with that of the

728A-J except for the dimensions critical to wavelength.

For operational reasons, only one magnetron, the 5J23, in the frequency

range 1074 to 1086 mc/s, was coded. Fig. 49 shows a cut-away view of its

internal structure. Performance characteristics and other data are to be

found in Table I. Note that the 5J23, by vktue of its greater anode length

and higher frequency, has a higher critical current, h , above which t mode

operation fails, than do the 700A-D or 728A-J magnetrons.

13.4 The 4J21-30 Magnetrons: When development work on the 5J23

had just been completed, an international agreement on frequency alloca-

tion made the frequency range of the 5J23 unavailable for radar purposes

at some future date. Consequently the work was to be redone for opera-

tion in the band 1220 to 1350 mc/s. The 5J23 and the equipment in

which it was used were to continue in manufacture and be used in the

period necessary for the development of the new equipment and magne-

trons. In addition to the frequency change, power output demands on

the magnetron were raised considerably, it being required that the new

magnetrons produce at least 500 kw. output power. Although the maximum

current Umitation had seriously affected maximum output power capabilities

of the magnetrons in this wavelength range, it appeared that the new high

power demands were withm reach by virtue of the higher frequency at which

the new magnetrons were to operate.

The new assignment came just upon completion of the 5J23 and made it

necessary to build or acquire new laboratory equipment, CW oscillators,
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wavemeters, output couplings, and loads. On the other hand, the new
development did provide the opportunity to make use of new ideas and
developments, some of which, although already completed, could not be
used in magnetrons then in manufacture.

When work on this new series of magnetrons was commenced, the art

of magnetron development had reached the stage where for the first time

it was possible to make a reasonably satisfactory approach to the problem
of a new design. The principles of magnetron scaling had been worked

Fig. 49—A sectioned 5J23 magnetron (275 kw., '^1050 mc/s) showing, among other
things, the echelon type of wire strapping and coaxial output circuit with contact-free load
connector.

out and tested in detail, enabling one to make use of results obtained or

verified at different frequencies. The mode frequency spectrum of a
magnetron resonator system was now understood and the means of con-

trolhng it by strapping were in use. The problem of the output circuit

was in hand. Magnetrons were being "preplumbed" and the problems
of reproducibility were being solved. Furthermore, the method of study-
ing each of these magnetron characteristics by CW measurements on
resonator blocks and output circuit models had advanced to the point where
it was possible to complete a design in detail before an operating magnetron
had been constructed. Such & procedure was adopted for the new series of
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magnetrons, coded the 4J21-30, in the band 1220-1350 mc/s. A satis-

factory resonator system giving proper operating voltage, r mode frequency,

and mode frequency separation was designed prior to and incorporated in

the first operating model. Similarly, a satisfactory output circuit for proper

loading over the broad band of frequencies and the design of mechanical

features involved in the cathode, cathode mount, cooling facilities, output

circuit, straps, and resonator system were provided.

Fig. 50—An external view of the 4J28 magnetron (one of the 4J21-30 series, GOO kw.,

'^1280 mc/s). Note the cooling fins attached to the magnetron body.

The new interaction space and resonator system were scaled from a com-

promise between the 728A-J and the 5J23 designs. Shielded, double ring

straps like those of the 728A-J were adopted. Two anode structures

differing somewhat in resonator dimensions and size of mteraction space

were used, one for the short wavelength half of the band (4J21-25), the other

fqr the long wavelength half of the band (4J2a-3Q), The diSerent frequen-

cies within each of these groups were attained by the use of straps of different

widths.

A single design of output circuit for the entire frequency range necessitated

makmg the transformer properties as independent of frequency, or as broad

band, as possible. The output circuit has three parts. At the outside of the
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magnetron is the choke or contact free coupling to the load coaxial. The
general type of design used in previous magnetrons was followed here. The
transformation from the load coaxial to the coaxial which breaks into the

resonator at the coupling loop was made by use of a tapered line in which

the characteristic impedance was kept constant. The proper loading was
accomphshed by adjustment of the loop size. It was found possible to

achieve a sufficiently low loaded Q in this way within the bounds of a satis-

factory geometrical arrangement. Each of these design procedures was

Fig. 51—An internal view of a 4J21-30 magnetron (600 kw., '^1280 inc/s). Of special
interest are the recessed double ring straps and the output circuit in which the character-
istic impedance of the coaxial line from loop to load is approximately constant.

carried out by CW measurement of impedance, looking into a model through

the output circuit. Special models of the tapered line and choke coupler

were also studied.

When operatuig magnetrons were constructed, except for minor changes,

no redesign was necessary, The first working models performed satis-

factorily at the required pulse voltage, current, magnetic field, power out-

put, and pulling figure. It was possible to get more than 750 kw. output at

better than 50 per cent efficiency from these magnetrons.

An external view of the final design may be seen in Fig. 50 and a photo-

graph of a cut-away model in Fig. 51. Operational and other data are given
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in Table I. A typical performance chart of one of the series is shown in

Fig. 52. The maximum current boundary limits the output to values well

below those at which other factors, such as cathode dissipation, become

restrictive.

CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD-GAUS5
CONSTANT POWER OUTPUT-KILOWATTS
CONSTANT OVERALL EFFICIENCY

30 40 50 60

DC CURRENT,!, IN AMPERES
70 ao

Fig. 52—A typical performance chart of a magnetron of the 4J21-25 series ('^1315

mc/s)

.

During operation in the high power, spark gap, hne type modulator with

which the magnetron was to be used, it was found that the pulse voltage

appUed to the cathode input leads was sometimes sufficient to cause flash-

over. If the arc persisted, vacuum failure from cracking or puncturing of

the glass resulted. The external flash-over was accompanied by internal

arcs between cathode and anode which were Injurious to the life of the
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magnetron. To circumvent this difficulty, the input leads and their glass

housing were redesigned. The glass of the leads was lengthened and folded

to provide a greater surface distance over which the arc must strike.

Although the redesign was limited somewhat by the space available in the

transmitter unit, it was possible to make leads which could stand 60 cycle

peak voltages of almost twice the normal pulse voltage applied to the mag-
netron. This step all but eliminated flash-over in operation. To take

care of the occasional flash-over, a spark gap across which the breakdown
could occurwas added in the equipment.

The 4J21-30 magnetrons are illustrative of carefully designed non-

tunable magnetrons of wavelengths 20 to 30 cm. developed at the Bell

Laboratories. They were the first magnetrons designed here completely

on the basis of CW impedance measurements.

14. Tunable Magnetrons for Wavelengths of 20 to 45 Centimeters

14.1 General: As fixed frequency magnetrons became available in the

various frequency bands designated for radar use, the interest quite naturally

turned to the development of tunable magnetrons. The operational rea-

sons for this were to enable one to set the frequency of a radar system at will,

thus avoiding interference between sets in a large group of aircraft on naval

vessels, to enable one to vary the frequency at will from time to time or as

the need arises to avoid jamming, and to permit the stocking of fewer mag-
netrons to cover a given frequency band.

Early work on tunable magnetrons at the Bell Laboratories was done

with 10 cm. models. Although no such developments were carried to the

stage of production, the ideas and techniques evolved were used at other

frequencies. Somewhat later the Bell Laboratories committed itself to a

program of development of tunable magnetrons for pulsed radar use in the

20 to 45 cm. wavelength range.

The program initially was not directed toward the goal of some particular

magnetron of fixed specifications. Rather, it was the intention to explore

the field of possible tuning methods and to find that one which appeared both

electrically and mechanically to be best suited for large magnetrons. Worl^

in this initial stage was done on anodes of the 4J21-30 series and may
be divided into two main channels characterized by the degree of symmetry
involved in the tuning scheme. In one, the tunmg of the entire anode block

is accompHshed by modification of a single one of the resonators and may
thus be characterized as unsymmetrical tuning. In the other, each resonator

of the multiresonator block is tuned in a symmetrical fashion.

Among the unsymmetrical types studied were those employing an auxiUarj-

loop in one resonator connected to a reactive element which could be either a
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coaxial line terminated in a plunger or a variable capacitance, or a coaxial

to wave guide junction with movable plungers in the wave guide. Another

form involved the deformation of one of the resonators itself to accommo-

date a prism shaped tuning element which was moved from outside the

vacuum through a diaphragm arrangement.

Although considerable effort was expended in the study of unsymmetrical

tuning schemes and much learned about them in the course of this work,

they have two rather fundamental drawbacks which caused them to be

replaced by the symmetrical types in which these defects could be ehmi-

nated. In the first place, it is difficult by this means to obtain the desired

range of frequency change. Secondly, by virtue of asymmetry, operation

in other modes is difficult to avoid except over rather narrow frequency

ranges. Those types in which part of the tuning circuit is outside the

vacuum envelope have the additional drawback of bringing high RF volt-

ages into structures in air where very high standing waves are necessary and

breakdown difficult to avoid.

It was found possible to circumvent each of these difficulties by usmg

symmetrical tuners. Some such tuners were like those tried on 10 cm.

models and involved spider-like straps connecting alternate segments to two

common points on the axis of the tube. These points in turn were con-

nected to the center and outer conductors of a coaxial line. After passing

through a vacuum seal, this coaxial line connected to a reactor like those

used in the unsymmetrical schemes.

In the general arrangement finally used, a tuning member was mounted

in the end space. The structure included a vacuum diaphragm mounted

in the end cover of the magnetron. The tuning was effected by variation

of the capacitance between the resonator system and the tuning member.

In unstrapped magnetrons, the tunmg was accomplished by moving a

tuning member of the general shape of a "cookie cutter" in a single groove

cut into the slotted portion of the anode structure. Later, this range was

increased by using two slots and a tunmg member having two concentric

rings. This type of tuner was used on both the 4J42 and 4J51 magnetrons

to be discussed. It is the first of the two types of tuning by variation of

capacitance discussed in PART I of this paper. Considerable effort was

expended to extend the frequency range of tuning by strapping the untuned

end of the resonator system and by variations of the resonator dimensions

on which relative mode frequencies depend. It was found possible to obtain

a tuning range of better than ±5 per cent, but it appears quite difficult

to exceed this amount appreciably in high voltage magnetrons using this

tuning means.
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In the strap tuning scheme, use was made of straps of channel or U-shaped

cross section, inside which the double rimrhed "cookie cutter" element is

moved. The tuning arrangement of the 5J26 magnetron is of this type. It

is the second of the two types of tuning by variation of capacitance dis-

cussed in PART I.

Quite early in this program of development it became apparent that the

armed services would require all these tunable magnetrons to be mechanical

and electrical replacements for existing fixed frequency magnetrons, inter-

changeable in all respects. This requirement, in addition to the facts of

electrical design, indicated that the "cookie cutter" type of tuner repre-

sented the line of attack most likely to succeed. The capacitance in the

anode structure or in the straps is the frequency determining circuit param-

eter most easily varied, as it is the most accessible in these large size mag-

netrons. The tuning element may be moved conveniently by a mechanism,

compact in the axial dimension, mounted in the end space and cover of the

magnetron. These are factors of prime importance in "unpackaged"

magnetrons where over-all axial length is important. Magnetrons in this

wavelength range are sufficiently large to make such a mechanical design

feasible.

The magnetrons of wavelength 20 to 45 cm. for which tunable replace-

ments were designed were: the 700A-D series (680-720 mc/s), the 728A-J

series (900-970 mc/s), and the 4J21-30 series (1220-1350 mc/s). Although

it was preferable to span the 4J21-30 band with one tunable replacement, the

use of two tunable replacements, each covering half the band, would have

been satisfactory had it been necessary. In the development of each of the

tunable replacements, improvements and modernizations which could be

incorporated within the limitations of mechanical and electrical interchange-

ability were made.

14.2 The 4J42 Magneiron: The tunable replacement for the 700A-D

series is the 4J42. It covers an increased frequency band of 660 to 730 mc/s.

The tuning is accomplished by variation of the intersegment capacitance of

the anode structure itself, the first of the two capacitance tuning methods

listed above. Frequency varies nearly linearly with displacement of the

tuning member. The tuning range, although adequate for the purposes of

the 4J42, is Hmiled by interference of other modes as was discussed in PART
I. In this respect it is not a great deal better than can be attained by un-

symmetrical means. The advantages of symmetrical capacitance tuning

enumerated above made it the logical choice nevertheless. A satisfactory

tuning range of the tt mode without interference from other modes was

achieved by strapping the end of the magnetron opposite that at which the

tuning mechanism is mounted. This necessitated changes in the resonator
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dimensions of the 700A-D magnetrons to obtain the frequency range de-

sired. The cathode structure ^as improved, making use of later develop-

ments. Its diameter was changed from 0.8 cm. to 1.0 cm. in order to increase

the maximum current to which operation in the tt mode is possible. The

anode diameter was retained; the operating conditions were not appreciably

afifected. It was necessary to retain the original form of output circuit.

Fig, 53—^The 4J42 tunable magnetron (40 k\v. , 660 to 730 mc/s)—the tunable replacement

for the 700A-D magnetrons. The worm drive in the mounting bracket operates the

tuning mechanism enclosed in the end cover of the magnetron. Note the improved input

leads and protective housing (see Fig, 46).

In Fig. 53 is shown an external view of the 4J42. In Table I are given

operational data and other characteristics. The performance of the 4J42

is as good or better than that of the corresponding magnetron in the 700A-D

series,

14.3 The 4J51 Magnetron: The 728A-J series of fixed frequency mag-

netrons was replaced by the 4J51, covering the frequency band of 900 to

970 mc/s. An external view of the magnetron is shown in Fig. 54. As in

the 4J42, the resonator system is a modification of that used in the fixed

frequency prototype, strapped on the untuned end by double ring strapping.

Satisfactory mode frequency separation is maintained by increasing the
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strap capacitance of the single pair of rings to approximately twice that of

one pair in the 728A-J. The tuning scheme is the same as that used in the

4J42. It may be seen in the photograph of a cut-away model in Fig. 55.

The output circuit of the 4J51 incorporated the broad band transformer

properties developed for the output cu-cuit of the 4J21-30 series. This

necessitated a larger loop size in the 4J51 than was used in the 728A-J.

I'ig, 54—
'I he 4J51 luniLble magnetrun (275 kw., yUO to 970 mc/s)—the tunable re-

placement for the 728A-J magnetrons.

These features may be seen in Fig. 55. The output circuit was designed for

coupling to a matched load line.

Table I includes relevant data on the 4J51 magnetron. In Fig. 56 are

shown power output and mode frequency tuning cur\'es for the magnetron.

Fig. 56 may be taken as representative of the type of tunable magnetron

in which the intersegment capacitance of the resonator system is varied.

The frequency range is hmited by the crossing of the w mode frequency

curve by those of other modes. The power output is reduced appreciably

at the crossing point of the « = 3 mode component. Throughout its tuning

range, indicated in Fig. 56, the 4J51 magnetron operates as well or better

than its fixed frequency predecessors.

14.4 The 5J26 Magnetron: Replacement of the 4J21-30 series of mag-
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netrons with a tunable equivalent necessitated a tuning range which was

found to be unattainable with the scheme used in the 4J42 and 4J51 mag-

netrons. Two tunable replacements employing the "tuned segment" type

of tuning, each spanning half the band, were constructed as "insurance"

should the efforts to develop a single replacement having the required range

fail. However, it was found that by tuning the straps as has been de-

Fig. 55—A view of a cut-away 4J51 tunable magnetron (275 kw., 900 to 970 mc/s).

Note the tuning member consisting of two concentric rings which are moved up and down

in the grooves in the segments of the anode structure. The details of the tuning drive

mechanism, including the flexible vacuum diaphragm, the axial screw, the nut and ball

bearing, and the gear drive are to be seen. The resonator system is strapped on the end

not seen in the figure.

scribed in PART I a single tunable magnetron for the entire 4J21-30 series

covering the band from 1220 to 1350 mc/s could be provided. An external

view of the resulting magnetron, coded the 5J26, is shown in Fig. 57 and

an internal view in Fig. 58.

As can be seen in Fig. 58, the 5J26 magnetron includes radical departures

in design in addition to the tuning scheme. Slot type resonators are used

in the resonator system, and the anode and cathode diameters, as well as

their ratio, are considerably larger than those used in previous designs for the

same operating voltage and magnetic field. These features of the design
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resulted from a systematic study of the causes of and possible cures for the

maximum current limitation encountered in long wavelength magnetrons.

The difficulty had been particularly noticeable in the 4J21-30, which on
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Fig. 56—Typical exjierimental curves of power output and mode frequency variation

with tuner position in the 4J51 magnetron. The following points of interest are to be
noted: the relatively more rapid tuning for modes of small n than for the tt mode (m = 4);

the drop in output power at the coincidence of the frequencies of the -w mode and one of the

components of the « = 1 mode; the limitation on the tuning range in the ir mode imposed
by the crossing of mode frequency curves of other modes; the fact that the n = 1,2, and
3 modes are doublets and the tt mode a singlet.

hard tube modulators were able to pass the required current before tf mode

failure with little margin. For some reason the performance of the early

experimental models of the tunable replacement was considerably inferior

in this respect and would not meet the specifications for which the magnetron

was being designed. Thus a study of the phenomenon was imperative. It
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resulted in the 5J26 magnetron. It dictated the nature of the interaction

space and resonator system and thus the cathode size and output coupling

loop. Initial experiments were performed with a vane type resonator

system [see Fig. 21(b)] having channel straps and an interaction space of

approximately the size used in the 4J21-30 series.

From studies of dynamic V-I plots en the experimental tunable models

and other magnetrons under a variety of operatmg conditions, it became

clear that the phenomenon had to do with the rate of buildup of RF oscilla-

Fig. 57—The 5J26 tunable magnetron {600 kw., 1220 to 1350 mc/s)—the tunable re-

placement for the 4J21-30 magnetrons.

tion in the tt mode and with the rate of rise of the applied DC voltage. The

"mode skip" shown in the sequence of V-I plots of Fig. 38 and discussed in

PART I is an example of the behavior of one of the experimental models

used in this work when failure to oscillate in the tt mode occurs.

Thus at constant magnetic field there appears to be a maximum DC volt-

age above which tt mode oscillation is impossible. This voltage is presum-

ably that beyond which the mean angular velocity of the electrons around

the interaction space becomes enough greater than that of the traveling field

component for the phase focusing to fail to maintain synchronism. The

term "maximum current limitation" is thus in a sense a misnomer as Fig.

38Cb) indicates. Here, ir mode oscillation fails even to start and does not
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fail at a maximum current on each pulse. , The pomt at which tt mode oscilla-

tion fails thus has to do with the relation of the rate of rise of DC voltage

through the range of permissible values to the rate of buildup of RF oscilla-

tion. As one attempts to drive the magnetron harder by applying greater

peak voltages to it, the rate of voltage rise in this region becomes greater,

linaily exceeding that which the rate of RF voltage buildup will permit.

Fig. 58—A view of a sectioned 5J26 tunable magnetron (600 lew., 1220 to 1350 mc/s).
Note that the tuning member, consisting of two concentric rings, is moved up and down
insidethe two recessed channel straps by a mechanism like that in the 4J51 magnetron
(see Fig. 55). Compare the interaction space geometry and shape of resonators with those
of the fixed frequency 4J21-30 magnetrons (Fig. 51), the changes having been made to
achieve better starting characteristics as exjjlatned in the text. Note also the enlargement
of the output resonator to accommodate tlie coupling loop, the RF chokes incorporated in
the cathode support leads, and the large input lead construction to prevent external
flashover.

The phenomenon of ir mode failure was studied as a function of five

parameters

:

1. magnetic field, B;

2. frequency,/;

3. ratio of cathode to anode radii, —
;

fa.

4. load conductance, Gg
;

5. rate of DC voltage rise, ---
.

di
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The results were found to fit well into the picture of starting time behavior

discussed in PART I. Thus, increase of frequency and decrease of load

both result in a greater rate of RF voltage buildup and permit a greaterrate

of rise of DC voltage through the range where oscillation starts. The mag-

netron may thus be driven harder and more current passed. In agreement

with these results, changes in the rate of voltage rise applied by the pulser,

accomplished by 'changing its characteristics, also permitted oscillation to

continue to higher current and voltage values. The dependence on B and

Tc/ra presumably are to be accounted for by the dependence of G^{Vsf) on

these quantities. It appears that GtiVav) increases with both B and Tc/fa.

Empirical relations of the critical current, L , and the electronic efficiency,

Tjo , at which ir mode failure occurs, to the load conductance, Gb ,
were ob-

tained.^^ Whereas h decreases with increasing Gb , t?e decreases.

Since the work was done at different frequencies and interaction space

geometries, it was found convenient and instructive to express voltages,

currents, and conductances as reduced variables of the type introduced by

Slater, that is, as ratios to the voltage, Vo , and current,h , at the intersection

of the Hartree line and the cutoff parabola, and the conductance, Go = y,

respectively. /<, and Vo may be determined from the expressions for the

cut-off parabola and the Hartree line [expressions (8) and (16) of PART I,

respectively]. Plotted in terms of the reduced variables h/Io and Ga/Go ,

it was found that the data relating V/o to G^/G^ and Ve to Ge/Go pre-

dicted approximately the same relationship independent of frequency and

fcAa . Thus, quite independent of the fundamental significance of these

particular reduced variables to the functional dependence of the quantities

involved, it appeared that they would be useful in the design of a new

magnetron whose design parameters would lie in or near the range for which

data were available.

The purpose of the work was to produce a tunable magnetron which

would operate satisfactorily to currents in excess of those needed to meet

the power output specifications. It was hoped to do this by redesign of the

magnetron itself. This course rejected as unsatisfactory the alternative of

limiting the rate of voltage rise on each equipment with which the mag-

netron would be used. The general goal of the proposed changes in mag-

netron design were to increase the rate of buildup of RF oscillation while

at the same time keeping the electronic efficiency at a reasonably high value.

These goals are not independent but oppose one another as has been seen.

Thus, if rjr^ is increased, h increases, but Tje decreases. If G, is increased

to increase Vo , h drops. The hope of success in the venture lay in the prob-

¥ 1

« G. was determined from the relation G. = ^ ^"'Vq'
'^^ ^^"'1'^°° (^^^ °^ VART

I], using a calculated value for the total resonator inductance and the measured value of

the loaded Q.
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ability that these effects do not exactly cancel one another and that a net

improvement in performance could be effected.

The design of the 5J26 was accomplished in the following way: The slot

type resonator was chosen as it possesses a low value of inductance needed

to give a high value of Gg for a given value of loaded Q."^^ The number of

resonators was chosen to be eight, the anode length of the 4J21-30 retained,

and the design carried out at Qi^ = 150 and/ = 1220 mc/s. The empirical

relations used were that relating /c//o to Ga/Go , that relating rj^ to G^/Go ,

and the equation of a constant E line on the performance chart obtained for

the 4J21-30. In addition to the definitions of G^ ,Vo,To, and Go, there were

to be met the operating conditions of F = 27 kv., / = 46 amps., and B =
1400 gauss, as well as a maximum value for the over-all diameter of the

resonator system dictated by interchangeability. The value of resonator

inductance was calculated for a terminated parallel plate line. With the

choice of /c = 60 amps., the above mentioned conditions could be solved

numerically to give a definite set of design parameters. The anode and

cathode radii, resonator length, and thus unstrapped wavelength were

determined. The straps were designed to achieve the proper frequency

and to provide sufficient tuning range with the tuning means employed. The

ratio r^/ra was determined as 0.546, considerably in excess of the value

0.375 in the 4J21-30 magnetrons.

The output circuit of the 5J26 magnetron was similar to that used in the

other tunable magnetrons of long wavelength. It employed the broad band

design of external coupling and transition section to the coupling loop. The

size of the loop was dictated by the coupUng required to provide a Qi, of

approximately 150. It may be seen in Fig. 58.

The input leads of the 5J26 magnetron were of new design, incorporating

chokes in the leads to prevent leakage of RF energy picked up on the cath-

ode, and large size center conductor to minimize RF voltage breakdown on

the input leads.

The significant design and operating data for the 5J26 magnetron are

included in Table I. This magnetron design provided a single tunable

replacement of superior performance for the entire 4J21-30 series. In Fig.

59 are shown curves of mode frequency tuning throughout the tt mode tuning

range, indicating that in the strap tuning method difficulties with mode

frequency interference are avoided.

15. Magnetrons for Wavelengths near 10 Centimeters—
UNDER 200 Kilowatts

15.1 The 706A-C and 714A Magnetrons: The work in the wavelength

region near 10 cm., described in Section 12, was continued in the study

of variations from the British design. For the most part these early studies
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had to do with the electron mteraction space and the resonator system.

Later, when driving equipment became available, hfe studies were started.

In the main this work showed the British design to be a very nearly opti-

mum as an unstrapped magnetron. Consequently the series of magnetrons
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Fig. 59—Curves of mode frequency variation with tuner position in the 5J26 mag-

netron. The curve for « = 4 is experimental, those forn = 1, 2, and 3 have been calculated

from an equivalent circuit theory of the resonator system (doublet structure not shown).

Note the large mode frequency sejjaration and the complete freedom of the ir mode from

interference by other modes (comjiare Fig. 56).

having wavelengths near 10 cm. which were coded for American manufac-

ture were similar to the British prototype. The experiments and calcula-

tions which had been made constituted a body of valuable information to

be used later in departing from the original design.
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The variations in the resonator system of the British magnetron were

made primarily for the purpose of studying the parameters affecting fre-

quency of operation. Magnetrons were built incorporating such, variations

as dimensional changes in the hole and slot resonators; the use of other

forms of resonators such as slot resonators; and variations of factors affecting

the coupling between adjacent resonators, as, for example, the volume of the

end space region between the ends of the resonator system and the end covers

of the magnetron. A series of magnetrons was built having from four to ten

resonators, including odd numbers, but the majority of the experimentation

was done with eight resonators as in the original system.

Besides affecting frequency, most of these resonator changes markedly

affected the electronic operation as well. Undoubtedly this was the result

of changes occurring in tlie mode frequency distribution. At the time, the

significance of this distribution to magnetron operation was not fully appre-

ciated nor, indeed, was it known for these magnetrons. As discussed in

PART I in connection with curve (a) of Fig, 25, it was later found that the

frequencies of several modes including the ir mode were very nearly equal,

making the electronic operation quite sensitive to the exact nature of the

frequency distribution. This made the experiments difficult to interpret.

None of the resonator systems, involving only changes in anode length and

diameter with corresponding changes in the cathode, appeared to be appre-

ciably better than that in the British magnetron.

In one rather important experiment the cathode diameter, and thus fc/r-i

,

was varied to determine the value for optimum efficiency using the British

anode dimensions. The result, confirmed later by comparison with British

work, showed the original dimensions to be very nearly optimum.

Some variations of the output coupling to the resonator system were also

tried. In one such variation the coupling loop was placed in the end space

of the magnetron between two resonators. In this position the loop was

coupled magnetically by the flux linking the two adjacent resonators, as well

as directly by virtue of the fact that the end of the loop is fastened to the

anode segment (see the discussion of output coupling in PART I). It will

be recognized that this type of coupling is that used later in the 700A-D

magnetrons. The output circuits in the first American 10 cm. magnetrons

were like those in the British design.

The constructional techniques used in the British magnetron were fol-

lowed with some variations. The inost bothersome technique was that of

making the vacuum seals between the end covers and the body of the

magnetron. This was done by means of tin plated gold ring seals between

the members. Little difficulty was encountered with this seal in produc-

tion, liowever, and it was used throughout the production at the Western
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Electric Co. of 10 cm. magnetrons under 200 kw. output power.

The first unstrapped magnetrons coded for manufacture by the Western

Electric Co. were the 706A-C for frequencies near 3060 mc/s (9.8 cm.).

The frequency diflFerences were achieved by small changes in the resonator

slot widths. Another magnetron, the 714A, oscillating at 3300 mc/s (9.1

cm.) was also coded at this time. It differed from the others in having

slightly smaller resonator holes. These magnetrons were used in some of the

earliest American ship and airborne radar systems. A set of typical operat-

ing data is included in Table II.

The improvement in measured over-all efficiency to approximately 25

per cent was undoubtedly the result of improvements in the technique of

operation and of measuring the output power. UnUke the measurement of

frequency, for which good techniques were already available, the measure-

ment of output power initially was crude and unreUable. At first, esti-

mates of power were based on the heating of resistors to incandescence, with

no assurance that all the power was being dissipated in this load. The

production of corona has always been spectacular evidence of RF power.

Later, when water load techniques were used, all the power could be ab-

sorbed and measured. Means of line tuning permitted the adjustment of

the magnetron load impedance to the point of maximum output power even

though the impedance itself was unknown.

Some preliminary studies of magnetron tuning were made as auxiliary

experiments. With one or more extra coupling loops terminated externally

in adjustable coaxial tuners, tuning ranges of 2 to 4 per cent were achieved.

15.2 The 706AY-GY, 7MAY, and 71SAY-EY Magnetrons: A signifi-

cant improvement in the multiresonator magnetron was the method of

strapping, used by the British as a means of achieving mode frequency

separation (see discussion in PART I). When used in the resonator system

of the 706A-C magnetrons, the early British "mode locking straps" in-

creased the X mode wavelength from 9.8 cm. to 10.7 cm. and resulted in an

increase in operating efficiency by about a factor of two with much more

freedom from "moding" difficulties. Here was a really worthwhile advance

and no time was lost in making use of it. The resultant strapped magnetron,

oscillating at 10.7 cm. wavelength, was used directly as the basis for a new

family of magnetrons of wavelength near this value. These were coded as

the 718AY-EY series. The cathode, output circuit, and general mechan-

ical features of the 706A-C were adopted essentially without change. Ex-

periments like those done on the original British design, when repeated on

strapped magnetrons, indicated the design parameters still to be close to

optimum. The cathodes used were plain, oxide coated, nickel cylinders.
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No particular precautions were taken to protect the active coating. Even

so, lives both in the laboratory and in the field were shown to be well over

2000 hours. Much later, the mechanical structure of the cathode and its

support was improved and a heavy glass protective housmg designed to

cover the input leads. The performance chart of Fig. 17 in PART I is that

of one of the 718AY-EY series. Other data concerning these magnetrons

are given in Table II.

Quite early in the study of the multicavity magnetron it had been realized

that the mode frequency distribution of the resonator system is very im-

portant to efficient operation. Evidence had accumulated which indicated

that something needed to be done to suppress all but one mode of oscillation.

Attempts at influencing mode frequency separation were made in which

fluxbarriers or partitions, either complete or partial, were used in the end

spaces of the resonator system. These included what was essentially the

distortion of the structure into the form of the so-called "serpentme" men-

tioned in PART I. Although striking changes in operation were produced,

supporting the basic contention that there are more ways of doing a thing

wrong than right, worthwhile improvements were not achieved.

Following the confirmation, here and elsewhere, of the British results

with strapping and the coding of the series of 718AY-EY magnetrons,

intensive work was started in the general investigation of the modes of the

magnetron resonator system and their relation to the various possible

methods for strapping. This work involved the determination of the mode

patterns for mode identification, the technique for which was consequently

developed. Various strapping schemes were devised, built mto magnetron

resonator systems, and studied. Among these were the echelon strapping

also used by the British, single and double ring strapped systems, and

diametral straps which were adaptable to external tunmg of the magnetron.

The importance of strap shielding and strap assymmetries discussed earlier

were brought out in these studies. The effects of end space volume and

anode length on mode frequency distribution for given strapping systems

were also studied.

Strapping made possible greater tuning ranges with tunable magnetrons.

Efficient magnetrons having broken echelon strappmg on one end and

diametral straps on the other, connected through a glass seal to an external

coaxial tuner were built. Tuning ranges of over ±5 per cent were achieved

in this way. There was no demand at the time for tunable magnetrons.

Following the introduction of the 718AY-EY magnetrons, their properties

were reproduced at an extended range near the wavelengths of the 7Q6A-C

and at the wavelength of the 714A. The designs for these were arrived

at by scalmg the 718AY-EY to the appropriate wavelengths. The principles
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of scaling discussed in PAR'I' I had been studied in connection with the

extension of magnetron frequencies into the 20 to 45 cm. and 3 cm. wave-
length ranges and were fairly well understood by this time. These new
strapped magnetrons were coded as the 706AY-GY and the 714AY. The
frequency variation over the 706AY-GY band was accomplished by varia-

tion of the resonator slot width. The characteristics of these magnetrons,

apart from frequency, are essentially the same as those of the 718AY-EY
series (see Table II). External and internal views of the 706AY-GY type
are shown in Figs. 60 and 61. The strapping scheme to be seen in Fig. 61

is the early British system depicted schematically in Fig. 24(a).

Fig. 60- An external view of a 706AV-GV magnetron (150 k\v., --3000 mc/s).

The means of fabricating the anode block in manufacture is also of interest.

This iuid to be inexpensive and fast. As worked out by Western Electric

engineers, it consisted of boring the interaction space hole first and turning

the end spaces into the soHd copper block. This was followed by two opera-

tions in a multiple spindle drill press in which the eight resonator holes are

drilled to size. Following this, a broach consisting of eight tapered series of

projecting cutting edges, spaced equally around the main shaft, was dra\vn

through the interaction space hole, cutting the eight slots to size in a single

operation.

Although more powerful magnetrons were subsequently developed, these

10 cm. magnetrons of power output below 200 kw. are still considered to be
highly satisfactory designs. " Together with similar designs in Great Britain,

they have been produced by several manufacturers in large quantity and
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have seen extensive use in many forms of pulsed radar systems. They have

also served as the basis for much of the subsequent magnetron design work.

16. Magnetrons eor Wavelength near 10 Centimeters—

200 Kilowatts to 1 Megawatt

16.1 The 720A-E Magnetrons: A natural outgrowth of the early mag-

netron experimentation was the effort to generate higher power. Since the

earliest magnetrons were unstrapped there was much to be hoped for in

Fig 61—An iiitermil view of a 706AY-Gy magnetroa (150 kw., --3000 mc/s). Note

the type of wire strapping [compare Fig. 24(a)] and the simple coaxial output circuit.

improved efficiency. Higher power magnetrons would have to be designed

to operate at voltages above 20 kv. and currents of greater than 50 amps.

To accomplish these objectives, the interaction space was enlarged, in some

designs involving a greater number of resonators, and the anode length

increased by two or even three times. Although it was possible to develop

over 200 kw. with magnetrons of eight, ten, and twelve resonators, efficiencies

were poor, seldom exceeding 20 per cent at maximum loading. This was

even poorer than unstrapped 10 cm. magnetrons like the 706A-C. The

reduction in mode frequency separation attendant upon increases in anode

length and number of resonators was later found to be the cause.

Following their first use in the 718AY-EY magnetrons, straps were m-
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corporated in the high power designs with immediate improvement in

performance. The output circuits used were simple loop to coaxial lead

combinations hke those in use on the 706A-C.

Radar needs for higher power near 10 cm. had developed to the point of

a specific requirement for a magnetron of not less than 350 kw. output.

Since it was beUeved that the best one could obtain from the 718AY-EY was
250 kw. even at the risk of shortened cathode life, the requirement made
necessary a new design. In the work on higher power magnetrons, better

than 300 kw. had been obtained at efficiencies greater than 50 per cent at

maximum loading with what was essentially a double length 718AY-EY

Fig, 62—An external view of a 720A-E nrngnetniri [1000 kw., ^^2800 mc/s).

type. Thus it appeared that the new power requirement could be met with
such a design. The press of time made it necessary to concentrate further

efforts on improving this design, with not much if any time to be devoted
to further experimentation along other lines. The chief drawback of the

double length magnetron was the large magnet it required. Several months
later an equally efficient magnetron, shorter, and having a larger number of

circuit elements might have been produced, but the original program had
advanced beyond the stage at which it could be changed. The improve-

ments in design of the double length 718AY-EY type magnetron resulted

in the 720A-E series.

An external view of the 720A-E magnetron is shown in Fig. 62. A cut-

away model is shown m Fig. 63 m which may be seen the nature of the
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resonator system, straps, cathode, and output circuit. In Table II are

given dimensions and other data concerning these magnetrons.

The resonator system has eight hole and slot type cavities. Its anode

length is 4 cm., double that of the 706AY-GY. It is strapped with double

ring shielded straps of special design which could be stamped out of sheet

copper and oven brazed in position in a wide ledge trepanned around the

interaction space into the ends of the anode block. These straps were

easier to control in dimensions than the echelon straps, used in early experi-

mental models, which had made necessarj' the development of a pretuning

Fig. 63—A vJL'W of a cut-away 720A-E magnetron (1000 kw., ^^2800 nic/s) showing the

large cathode end disks and the impedance transformer sections in the output circuit.

technique. The large number of wire straps used had made it impossible

to predict from visual inspection that a given anode would eventually oscil-

late at a specified wavelength. The straps were adjusted manually to bring

the frequency of resonance determined before seaUng and pumping into the

required range. These heavily strapped models operated at efificiencies up

to 65 per cent, but their initial operating wavelengths were near 13 cm.

The high operating efficiency was achieved at the required wavelength by

scalmg the structure. The increase in magnetic field required by the scaling

was achieved without increase in magnet size by incorporation of steel disks

in the end covers of the magnetron. The new stamped straps required

considerably less manipulation during pretuning than the echelon straps.
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The five wavelengtli groups of the 720A-E employ straps of different

height.

The cathode was similar to that of the 706AY-GY but longer and with

different end disk design. The surface was a plain oxide coating on the

nickel cylinder base. Adequate Ufe under the most stringent of its operating

conditions was obtained (see Table II). The radical departure in cathode

end disk design was necessitated by the pickup of RF energy by the cathode.

This was aggravated by the length of the cathode. An end disk of con-

ventional size, being closer to the inner strap than to the outer strap, is more

influenced by its potential. Since the inner straps are r radians out of

phase and the cathode approximately a half wavelength long, conditions

were quite right for considerable induction of RF potential on the cathode.

Considerable RF power was radiated by the cathode leads. Measurements

on a non-oscillating magnetron indicated that cathode pickup could be

neutralized very nearly by increasing the end disk diameter. If the end

disk completely covered both straps, the charge induced on it by one strap

was essentially balanced by that induced by the other strap. The 720A-E

with large cathode end disks radiates very little RF energy from its cathode

leads.

The greater power which the 720A-E produced made it necessary to re-

design the output circuit to include the transformer inside the vacuum.

\'oltages ill the external transformer had been sufficiently high to break down

the line. The redesign was carried out empirically by a substitution method.

A repHca of the output circuit was constructed and terminated in the im-

pedance required to load the magnetron properly. In this replica the loop

was replaced by a coaxial line and standing wave detector through which

CW power was fed. In this way one could determine the impedance at the

loop terminals necessary for proper loading. Then with a specially con-

structed output circuit, in which the dimensions between the glass seal and

the loop terminals could be varied, the dimensional changes necessary to

achieve the required impedance at the loop with match in the output load

coaxial was determined. The dimensions determined in this way provided

the final design. The 720A-E was one of the early "preplumbed"

magnetrons.

A coaxial lead coupling using chokes instead of contacts was developed

for the output circuit and used not only at 10 cm. but on all the later mag-

netrons of longer wavelength as has been described. The centrifugal glass

seal at the outer conductor is to be noted (see Fig. 63). The original tung-

sten center conductor to which an external "thimble" was soldered (similar

to that in the 5J23, see Fig. 49) was replaced by a Kovar cup to which the

glass was sealed directly. Greater strength, better cooling, and elimination
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of the high voltage gradient in air which had existed at the small diameter

tungsten rod resulted.

In Fig. 64 is shown a typical performance chart for the 720A-E series.

Other performance data are given in Table II. In Fig. 44 is shown one of

the 720A-E magnetrons mounted in its magnet.

CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD-GAUSS

CONSTANT POWER OUTPUT-KILOWATTS
CONSTANT OVERALL EFnCIENCY

30 40 50 60

DC CURRENT,!, IN AMPERES

Fig. 64—A typical performance chart of the 720A-E magnetrons ('-^2800 mc/s)

.

In the use of the 720A-E on Kne type modulators the difficulty with what

~> was then called voltage "overshoot" was first encountered. It is the result

of the finite buildup time for the RF oscillation during which the pulse

voltage rises to values higher than required for ir mode operation. It is

particularly aggravated on Hne type modulators for which the magnetron,

before it oscillates and draws current, presents a mismatch to the line net-

work causing the voltage to rise to a much higher value. The difficulty was
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circumvented by connecting across the modulator network a condenser in

series with a resistance equal to the characteristic impedance of the net-

work. The condenser is of low impedance for rapid voltage changes, termi-

nating the network properly during the voltage rise. The condenser,

however, stores some energy which must be dissipated at the end of the

pulse. The discharge of this energy through the magnetron causes very

weak oscillations to occur following the main pulse. This condition some-
what lengthens the interval of time following the pulse during which the

radar receiver may not detect an echo.

16.2 The 4J45~47 Magnetrons: For the extension of radar range it had
been found desuable to use pulses of longer duration with consequent in-

crease in total energy radiated per pulse. As indicated in PART I, the

longer the pulse, the narrower the frequency spectrum. A long pulse conse-

quently makes possible a narrower receiver band width, an improved

receiver signal to noise ratio, and greater range. Although it was necessary

to reduce the peak power somewhat in operating the 720A-E at a pulse

length of 5 microseconds, a substantial increase in range could still be ef-

fected. The Radiation Laboratory at M. I. T. proposed to use 720A-E
type magnetrons on long pulse operation and performed many tests of these

magnetrons under these conditions. Many 720A-E magnetrons performed

satisfactorily under these long pulse conditions. However, arcing both

internally between cathode and anode and externally across the input leads

deteriorated the performance and made the life expectancy of the magnetron

questionable.

To meet the new demands a new series of magnetrons, the 4J45-47 was
developed by making two design changes in the 720A-E. The plain, oxide

coated cathode was replaced with a cathode of the "mesh" type to be de-

scribed in Section 21. Magnetron Cathodes. The "mesh" cathode proved

to be more rugged, involved less arcing, was longer lived, and required a

minimum of changes in internal structure.

External arcing at the Input leads was minimized by lengthening the glass

section, accomplished by increasing the over-all lead length and shortening

the metal section of the lead at the magnetron body, and by enclosing the

leads in housings filled with a silicone anticorona compound. These changes

were limited by the requirement of interchangeabihty with the 720A-E.

The modified 720B-D magnetrons were coded the 4J45-47. Operating

characteristics are given in Table II. These magnetrons were used with

long pulses and in the usual service for which the 720A-E had been designed.

17. Magnetrons tor Wavelengths near 3 Centimeters—
UNDER 100 Kilowatts

17.1 The 725A and 730A Magnetrons: As the antenna size of a radar

Is reduced, it is necessarj' to reduce the operating wavelength to maintain
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the same width of radiated beam and resolving power. To meet the needs

for aircraft and submarine radar and other applications in which antenna

size must be small, shorter wavelength magnetrons were essential. The

development of magnetrons of frequency near 10,000 mc/s (3 cm. wave-

length) was part of the expanding program of magnetron research and de-

velopment which grew out of the earliest experiments. The work was

concentrated at 3.2 cm., roughly a factor of three below the initial 10 cm.

work. From the earliest 3 cm. magnetron developments was evolved an

efficient 3.2 cm. magnetron, the 725A, requirmg roughly the same driving

conditions as were used in the first 10 cm. magnetron applications.

An operating 3 cm. magnetron was built in the summer of 1941. The

crude techniques then in use in the 10 cm. wavelength range were adapted

to the 3 cm. range, and 5 kw. peak power from this magnetron was measured

in a coaxial water load. This design involved an unstrapped resonator

system having eighteen quarter wavelength slots. The choice of so many

resonators was made in order that large cathode and anode dimensions could

be used, later shown to be unreasonable for the voltage range employed.

In addition the design suffered from a confusion of many modes of the

resonator system and from an inadequate output circuit.

A later design, similar in some respects to one upon which work was done

at the M. I. T. Radiation Laboratory, made use of a resonator system having

twelve slots. This design operated in a mode other than the ir mode, prob-

ably that for which » = 3 or ;: - 4. The M. I. T. version, the 2J21, was

tfie first 3 cm. magnetron to be manufactured in quantity. Its power output

was about 15 kw., generated at an efficiency of from 12 to 15 per cent.

Many variations of this design were made without major success in an

attempt to obtain efficient and reliable operation.

Prior to the introduction of straps, attempts were made to adapt 10 cm.

magnetron designs to 3 cm. While none came up to the 10 cm. operating

efficiencies, one such, having an unstrapped resonator system of eight hole

and slot resonators, was used extensively in systems experimental work in

our Laboratories.

By this time it was realized that some fundamental reason existed for the

failure of these 3 cm. magnetrons to reach efficiencies comparable with those

obtained at 10 cm. The resonator systems were unstrapped at 3 cm., and

they operated in a mode other than the t mode. However, this did not

fully explain their failure. Attempts were made to operate strapped 3 cm.

magnetrons in the tt mode, but they still did not result in the desired or

expected improvements. The trouble lay not only in the mode frequency

distribution of the resonator system but also in the size of the interaction

space. Prior to this time, 3 cm. magnetrons were made with larger inter-
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action spaces than direct scaling from 10 cm. would indicate. This had

been done to achieve greater cathode size and smaller operating magnetic

field. It appeared that 3 cm. magnetrons had been suitable only for opera-

tion at high voltage and high magnetic field and were being operated far

below their range of maximum efliciency or even of reasonable operation.

A decisive step forward was taken when a strapped magnetron was built

which was rigorously scaled, according to the scahng principles discussed in

PART I, from 10 cm. designs of the same operating voltage and current as

that desired at 3 cm.

The first such magnetrons were scaled from the 10.7 cm. strapped mag-

netrons having eight resonators, the 718AY-EY, with only minor changes

being made in the resonators for mechanical reasons. The results obtained

were very encouraging although they were erratic for a variety of reasons.

Mechanical construction was difficult and not reproducible before newer

tools and techniques for making and assembling small parts were introduced.

Output circuit variations in many cases completely masked good electronic

operation, and it was not until a carefully considered and executed study

of the output circuit design was instituted that consistent results were ob-

tained. However, the results were such that it was decided to shift all

emphasis in 3 cm. magnetron development at the Bell Laboratories to

strapped designs scaled from 10 cm. magnetrons.

This was by no means an easy decision to make. For example, it meant
the use of very small parts and clearances, of order 0.010 in., and very close

tolerances. That such a magnetron would be feasible for large scale pro-

duction was by no means obvious. A cathode, 0.100 in. or less in diameter,

which must deliver a considerably higher current density than any previous

magnetron cathode, would be necessary. Whether such a cathode, at the

expected operating conditions, would have any appreciable life was not

known. Furthermore, a scaled 3 cm. magnetron would require a much
higher magnetic field than previous 3 cm. designs, a demand which might

increase the magnet weight.

On the other hand, it was possible that the improved electronic efficiency

of the scaled magnetron would result in less rigorous treatment of the cathode

in spite of its small size. In s])ite of the increase in magnetic field, the

decrease in anode length of the scaled magnetron made possible the reduction

of the magnet gap to a point where it was conceivable that no greater mag-

netomotive force and size of magnet would be required than in ]>revious

3 cm. designs. Greater stability and freedom from mode troubles could be

expected.

Early strapped magnetrons having eight resonators had anode diameters

of order 0.175 in. and cathode diameters of order 0.065 in. Magnetrons of
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over-all efficiency better than 45 per cent at a pulling figure of 15 mc/s were

made.

The cathode life in these magnetrons was very short—10 to 30 hours.

Reduction of the severity of the demands made of the cathode was necessary.

Strapped magnetrons having twelve resonators and larger cathodes were

designed and a few built with promising results.

The 3 cm. magnetron development program was later broadened by the

inclusion of personnel from the NDRC Radiation Laboratories at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at Columbia University. Effort

on magnetrons having twelve resonators was expanded and prosecuted

vigorously along with the work on the eight resonator types. Somewhat

later the effort was concentrated solely on the twelve resonator magnetron.

The design which was made shortly thereafter became, with only minor

changes, the 725A.

Experience gained with previous magnetrons at all wavelengths enabled

one to design a mechanically feasible resonator system with proper strapping

to give the desired RF characteristics and tt mode resonant frequency.

The interaction space, on the basis of previous work and Hartree's oscilla-

tion condition, was designed to meet the specification of 12 kv. and 12 amps,

input. The design was complicated both mechanically and electrically by

the requirement of interchangeabihty with the 2J21. Thus good operation

at 10 kv. and 10 amps, input was necessary.

The resonator system of the 725A is machined into a separable "anode

insert" which, when completed, is brazed into position in the so-called

"shell" carrying the leads and cooling fins. The straps are placed m a

channel for shielding from the interaction space and are broken on one end.

The first cathodes were the ordinary, nickel sleeve type with double car-

bonate coating sprayed onto its surface. Not long after the start of the 3

cm. magnetron development, it was recognized that the cathode develop-

ment problem would be a large part of the over-all project. Indeed, the

725A proved to be an excellent magnetron for cathode development work.

Many of the cathode improvements and new designs developed for it have

been used successfully in other magnetrons. The cathode as finally de-

veloped for the 725A was a nickel blank, complete with end disks and heater

chamber turned out of nickel rod. Over the cylindrical portion was welded

or sintered a fine nickel mesh in the interstices of which the active coating

was applied. This is shown in Fig. 79 and will be described more fully

with other cathode developments in Section 21. Magnetron Cathodes.

Under normal operating conditions the cathode heater is turned off, the

necessary heat being provided by electron back bombardment.

Considerable effort was expended in the design of a satisfactory and repro-
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ducible output circuit for the 725A. The requirement of interchangeabihty

with the 2J21 restricted the output wave guide flange in its position relative

to the axis of the anode and the mounting flange. Previous 3 cm. magne-

trons having hole and slot resonators utilized coaxial output circuits coupled

to the resonator system by a loop located in the median plane of one of the

resonators as in Fig. 1. Although it was recognized that a wave guide

output for a small magnetron of this type would be more elegant and repro-

ducible than a coaxial output, difficulty in twisting the plane of polarization

from the resonator to the output wave guide flange, involved in the inter-

changeability requirement, and the lack of experience with such outputs

made necessary the choice of an output for the final design similar to the

original. To obviate the removal of a large portion of one resonator- to

accommodate the output and to make the loop easily accessible for inspection

and adjustment, it was placed in the end space directly over the circular hole

of one of the resonators. This so-called "halo" type loop is shown in Fig. 66.

The coaxial line was terminated, as in previous 3 cm. magnetrons, in a junc-

tion to wave guide, fabricated as part of the magnetron. The output circuit

was designed around a matched junction which, it was hoped, would have

the best electrical breakdown strength at the reduced pressures of high

altitude operation, would be frequency insensitive, and would avoid adjust-

ment of the junction on individual magnetrons. The entire antenna of the

junction was enclosed in the vacuum envelope of the magnetron as may be

seen in Fig. 66.

The method of attack on the output circuit problem from this point on

may be summarized as follows: First, a matched junction from coaxial to

wave guide such that it could be applied to the final over-all design, had to be

achieved. Then, for a given choice of loop size and position relative to the

resonator, it was necessary to obtain the transformer properties of the coaxial

line immediately adjacent to the loop so that the proper over-all coupling

from magnetron resonator to wave guide load was achieved. Here again

the mechanical restriction on the distance between the resonator and wave

guide axes was found to be cumbersome. Two loop sizes were tried, that

requiring the higher standing wave in the coaxial transformer to couple it

properly being later discarded. At any given stage in the development, the

procedure consisted of finding the impedance to be presented to the loop

by the coaxial output. This was done by transforming through the entire

output circuit to the loop terminals, the impedance needed in the output

wave guide for proper loading, using the transformer parameters measured

on a simulated output circuit. This impedance at the loop terminals was

obtained by variation of the transformer properties of the coaxial line

between the loop terminals and the coaxial to wave guide junction. The
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change of diameter of the coaxial center conductor at a critical distance from

the loop terminals is to be seen m Fig. 66. The height of the output loop

above the resonator end surface was a convenient variable upon which the

over-all output coupling depended. This was not without disadvantages,

however, since its value for reproducibility had to be held to within 0.001 in.

Its nominal height above the anode is 0.011 in.

While the scaling of 10 cm. magnetrons to 3 cm. demanded higher mag-

netic fields than had previously been used at 3 cm., the magnet size was

Fig. 65—An external view of tlie 725A magnetron (55 Itw., 9375 mc/s), sliowing the

attaclied coaxial to wave guide junction in the output circuit.

kept down by the reduction of the magnet gap made possible in the scaling

of anode length. A further reduction in effective magnet gap was made by

the inclusion of steel disks in the end covers of the magnetron. With these

changes, the magnetomotive force required to supply the field for the 725A

was almost identical to that required by the 2J21 and no extensive magnet

redesign was necessary.

The requirement of interchangeability with the 2J21 made it necessary to

place the input and output leads of the 725A at right angles (see Fig. 65).

Along with the 725A, there was developed a version, coded the 730A, with

input leads mounted directly opposite to the output in a so-called "straight
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through" design. Experimental models were released for systems tests and

the need developed for such magnetrons to be used in some special radar

systems. The 730A is identical to the 725A except for external mechanical

details. An external view is shown in Fig. 67.

Details of the final design of the 725A (and 730A except for the mechan-

ical differences noted) may be seen in Fig. 66. Data on these magnetrons

and their performance are given in Table III. A typical performance chart

Fig. 66—A view of a cut-away 725A magnetron (55 kw., 9375 mc/s). Note the breaks

in the double ring straps, the so-called "halo" loop above the hole of the output resonator,

the step in the center conductor of the output coaxial providing the necessary impedance
transformation, and the details of the coaxial to wave guide junction.

is shown in Fig. 68. Experience has indicated that it is entirely adequate for

150 kw. input at duty cycles up to 0.001 and, with later cathode designs, at

pulse lengths up to 5jus. The RF spectrum is satisfactory even under rather

extreme conditions of mechanical vibration and shock, and the operation

under a variety of conditions is remarkably free from "moding". Difficul-

ties have been encountered in attempts to push its power input with Sjus

pulses much above 175 kw. although with short pulses at lenient duty cycle

operation with as much as 300 kw. peak input power has been achieved.
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Many difficulties were encountered in the early stages of production above

those of training personnel to handle small parts and to perform new types

of operations. Maintenance of cathode centering through all operations

had to be rigidly supervised since off-center cathodes resulted in poor

operation. The size and position of the output loop were very sensitive

variables directly affecting output power and pulling figure. The latter

were also marked functions of variables in the transformer of the output

circuit. It was found, for example, that variations in the glass, and particu-

larly in the bead supporting the center conductor, were causing considerable

rig. 67-—The 730A magnetron (55 kw., 9375 mc/s)—the "straight through" version
of the 725A.

spread in characteristics. Closer tolerance on the glass, involving the use

of a molded bead, greatly improved this situation.

With the very narrow limits specified for the operating frequency of the

magnetron, it was essential that the anode pretuning be done very precisely.

Here, considerable difficulty was encountered with a pretuning arrange-

ment in which the indication of resonance depended on the equivalent line

length of the output circuit between the anode block and the detector in the

wave guide. Variability in this electrical length caused the actual resonance

to vary over a considerably wider range than the required 9375 ± 30 mc/s.

By use of a detector connected at the output loop it was possible to reduce

the percentage of magnetrons eliminated for being outside the frequency
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limits at final test from more than 50 per cent to less than 1 per cent. At

one point in the development, when it appeared that the frequency spread

could not easily be reduced, a tuning screw mechanism was designed with

which the frequency of the resonator system could be varied by movement

8 10 12 14

DC CURRENT, I, IN AMPERES

Fig. 68—A tjijical performance chart of the 725A and 730A magnetrons (9375 mc/s).

of a plug through the side wall of one resonator and which could be adjusted

from outside the vacuum envelope at the final acceptance test. Although

the mechanism was built, tested, and found to operate satisfactorily, the

improvement of the pretuning technique made its adoption unnecessary.

During the initial stages of production it was verified that the pulling

figure of the 725A and 730A could be adjusted within limits by variation of

the position of the end plate shorting the wave guide section into which the
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coaxial output circuit of these magnetrons is terminated. It is possible by

a displacement of 0.040 in. of the whole end plate to effect about a 6 mc/s

change in pulling figure near the value of 15 mc/s. An end plate conaistmg

of a convoluted diaphragm was constructed which could be adjusted at final

lest if necessary. By this means it was possible to make the adjustment

without disturbing the airtight seal needed in some pressurized installations.

The adjustable end plate is to be seen in the cutaway model of Fig. 66.

Despite initial difficulties, it was possible in the first nine months of

production to increase the yield of shippable magnetrons meeting all the test

specifications from a very low initial figure to over 85 per cent of all those

completed and reaching final acceptance tests. Although subsequent

tightening of the test specifications, such as the increase of pulse length at

test from IfiS at 1000 pps to 2 fis at 325 pps, caused temporary setbacks in the

percentage yield, it was nevertheless increased until it ran consistently better

than 95 per cent.

Although better magnetrons have since been built in the 3 cm. wavelength

range, the 725A occupies a special place in magnetron development at these

wavelengths. It represents the first high efficiency, tt mode, strapped mag-

netron for 3 cm. operation, and as such has served as the prototype of most

of the subsequent 3 cm. magnetron developments in the United States and

Great Britain.

The 725A was manufactured by the Western Electric Co. in this country

and the Northern Electric Co. of Canada. The Raytheon Mfg. Co. used

Bell Laboratories' design information to produce a 725A magnetron but

redesigned the resonator system to use a vane type more adapted to their

manufacturing practice. The total number of 725A magnetrons produced in

these three plants was over 300,000, indicating the extent to which it was

used during the war.

17.2 The 2J4S, 2J49, 2J50, and 2J53/725A Magnetrons: Following

completion of the 725A magnetron at 3.2 cm., requests were made for three

similar magnetrons. These were to have the same characteristics as the

725A, differing only in their frequencies of operation.

The 2J48 is an exact duplicate of the 725A but has a narrower spread in

frequency, ± 5 mc/s, around a mean value of 60 mc/s lower than the

nominal 725A frequency of 9375 mc/s. The 2J48 was never manufactured

by the Western Electric Co.

The 2J49 and 2J50 are 725A types operating at 3.3 cm. and 3.4 cm., re-

spectively. These new wavelengths were met by a new resonator design

involving larger resonator holes than in the 725A. The nominal wavelength

of the new design was 3.Z5 cm., tuned either into the d>.Z cm. or the 3.4 cm.

band by strap manipulation.
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In an effort to get high power from the 725A magnetron operating on long

pulses, considerable work was done to build a cathode for a power input of

225 kw. While a few thousand such magnetrons were made and tested at the

higher test condition, entirely satisfactory operation was never achieved.

Magnetrons tested at 225 kw. input were coded the 2J53/725A but after

the first production run were not manufactured agam. The 4J50 and 4J52

magnetrons are now available for this range of operating conditions.

Fig. 69—The 2J55 magnetron (55 kw., 9375 mc/s)—the "packaged" version of the

725A. Compare with the size of the 725A and its magnet shown in Fig. 44.

17.3 The 2J55 and 2J56 Magnetrons: The 2J55 and 2J56 are by-

products of the development of a tunable 3 cm. magnetron, the 2J51, de-

scribed below. The 2J51 design, being "packaged" and thus hghter and

more compact than the 725A and its magnet, with which it is mterchange-

able, was ideally suited for conversion into a fixed frequency, "packaged",

3 cm. magnetron. The only design changes required were those associated

with the removal of the tuning mechanism and the change m dimensions of

the resonator system needed to bring the wavelength to the proper value.

The two magnetrons designed in this way for operation at the wavelengths

3.2 and 3.25 cm. were coded the 2J55 and 2J56, respectively. Each weighs

3 lbs. 12 oz. as compared to the weight of 11 lbs. 2 oz. of the 725A mag-

netron and its magnet.
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A photograph of the 2J55 magnetron is shown in Fig. 69 and operating

data are included in Table III.

18. Tunable Magnetrons for Wavelengths near 3 Centimeters

18.1 The 2J51 Magnetron: As in the 20 to 45 cm. wavelength region,

the demand arose for tunable magnetron replacements when fixed frequency

magnetrons had become available in the 3 cm. band. A significant step

toward satisfying this demand was taken at the NDRC Radiation Labora-

Fig. 70—An external view of the 2J51, tunable, "packaged" magnetron (55 kw., 8500
to9600mc/s).

tory at Columbia University in 1943 when a tuned, "packaged" magnetron

was built around a 725A anode structure and output circuit. The tuning

scheme used was that of variation of resonator inductance, as discussed in

PART I, by a so-called tuning head consisting of a set of pins which project

into the holes of the resonator system. The mechanism for driving the

tuning head is contained inside one of the magnet pole pieces. The other

pole piece carries the axial cathode mount. Two magnets are clamped to

opposite sides of the pole pieces in the usual "packaged" construction.

These and other details are shown in the photographs in Fig. 70 and 71 of

complete and cutaway models of the magnetron, coded the 2J51, as it was

put into production at the Western Electric Co.
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From the inception of the project until the bulk of the work of developing

the tunable 3 cm. magnetron was transferred to the Bell Laboratories, a

number of problems had been encountered and solved at the Columbia

Laboratory. It had been shown that tuning a 725A type magnetron was

m^-^- '^^''.%*/^i^-irM^^-^^':

Fig. 71—A view of a sectioned 2J51, tunable, "packaged" magnetron (55 kw., 8500

to 9600 mc/s}. Features of interest to be seen are: the tuning pins, the drive mechanism

and vacuum bellows, the axial cathode mount, the glass bead support of the center con-

ductor of the coa.xial output line, and the sheathed permanent magnet construction.

feasible by the means chosen. The range of wavelength from 3.13 to 3.53

cm. could easily be spanned. The variation in frequency was found to be

very nearly linear with position of the tuning pins. It was shown how

a spurious resonance of the pin structure occurring within the frequency

range could be displaced so as to cause no difficulty. Although no work of

revision had been done on the 72SA output cu-cuit used in the tunable

magnetron, it was demonstrated that tolerably "flat" characteristics of
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output power and pulling figure against frequency could be obtained with

it. The fundamental mechanical problems of "packaging" the magnetron

and providing facilities for driving the tuning head were shown to be feasible

and a smooth working and resettable driving mechanism designed and

constructed.

The Columbia Radiation Laboratory built a series of these magnetrons,

several of which were used in the development of tunable radar systems.

The Bell Laboratories had cooperated from the start by supplying 725A

magnetron parts, and by making anode inserts of special dimensions to raise

the maximum attainable wavelength of the resonator system. It was

decided that the Bell Laboratories should take over the main burden of

further development of the magnetron for manufacture by the Western

Electric Co. By this time its specifications had been quite definitely estab-

lished. It was to be a magnetron with the general power output capabilities

of the 725A, tunable over the frequency range from 8500 to 9600 mc/s

(approximately 3.13 to 3.53 cm.). It was to be interchangeable with the

725A magnetron in the sense that it could be installed directly in any radar

system using the 725A when the magnetron and its magnet were removed.

Interchangeability, as usual, was one of the most annoying requirements.

The magnetron was to be "packaged" and provided with magnetic shunts

so that the magnetic fields necessary for operation at 10 kv. and 10 amps.,

12 kv. and 12 amps., and 14 kv. and 14 amps, could be attained with a

single magnet design. No specific requirements on variation of output

characteristics were made at that time, but it was understood that only a

magnetron whose pulling figure varied by an amount of the order of 3 mc/s

or less over the entire frequency band would be acceptable. Sunilarly, it

was understood that the tuning mechanism should provide smooth varia-

tion in frequency with a minimum of backlash and of such resettabihty that

the use of a wavemeter would not be required in setting the radar system to a

new frequency.

During the course of the development at the Bell Laboratories it became

necessary to redesign the magnetron in a number of important respects.

The requirement that the magnetron operate at 14 kv. and 14 amps, de-

manded a magnetic field for which the magnet weight would be prohibitive.

Consequently, anode and cathode radii were scaled from those of the 725A

magnetron by the factor 1.2. The larger cathode resulting from this re-

design made easier the problem of attaining the maximum of 200 kw. peak

input power required by the specifications. However, it caused a recurrence

of the difficulty with a resonance of the tuning pin structure appearmg in the

8500 to 9600 mc/s range. This had been found at the Columbia Laboratory

to be a resonance of the capacitance between the pins and anode structure
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with the inductance of the end space region through which the pins project

from the magnet pole piece into the resonators. As before, the frequency

of this resonance was removed by filhng the end space with a copper ring or

collar.

In the course of study of this resonance and of output circuit characteris-

tics, an extensive program of testing of non-oscillating experimental models,

whether operable or not, was carried out to supplement the data of oscillation

tests. From these measurements, three important types of data were

obtained, namely, the variation of pulling figure with frequency, the amount

of RF energy loss introduced by the insertion of the tuning pins, and the

variation of frequency with position of the tuning head. The first of these

data, combined with measurements of the output circuit transformer char-

acteristics made on simulated and adjustable models, yielded a complete

understanding of the functioning of the output circuit. The effect of

coupling loop size and of the variation of the dimensions of the coaxial to

wave guide junction on the performance of the magnetron over the frequency

range were determined. Although other designs of output circuits of the

general 725A type were experimented with, it was possible to adjust the

parameters of the original 725A output circuit to give a reasonably flat

characteristic with frequency. In Fig. 72 are shown the variation of pulhng

figure and Q^xt over the frequency band.

The variation of unloaded Q with frequency, obtained in the above men-

tioned non-oscillating tests, indicated that stainless steel pins or even such

pins copper plated to a considerable thickness were unsatisfactory. It was

found that under the heat treatment occurring during brazing operations

the copper plate and steel diffused through each other so as to increase

markedly the surface resistance of the pins. Copper sheathed pins were

found to be satisfactory. Sohd copper was finally used as it was found to

possess sufficient strength under mechanical shock test. Even so, as Fig.

72 indicates, the Qo of the resonator system falls off with increasing fre-

quency and pin penetration.

Determination of the variation of frequency with position of the tuning

pins dictated the design of the drive mechanism to provide the necessary

range of motion. It was found that, with a pin diameter of 0.064 in. moving

in resonator holes of 0.088 in. diameter, the frequency band could be spanned

in a total travel of 0.110 in. Fig. 72 shows the nearly linear relationship

between frequency and pin penetration.

The drive mechanism of the early Columbia models was redesigned to

make possible its fabrication by a single brazing operation in a jig and to

provide a sleeve rather than a thread bearing. The backlash achieved in the

final design is such that one may reset the tuning head for a given frequency
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to within 1 mc/s which corresponds to a displacement of the pins of 0.0001

in. and to O.I turn of the worm wheel drive. The tuning mechanism is

jirovided with a positive stop at each end of the tuning range. The fre-

quency band is covered in five revolutions of the main drive screw and gear.

A flexible vacuum envelope is provided by means of sylphon bellows. De-
tails of the design may be seen in the sectioned model shown in Fig. 71.
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PART I and the relation r] = ijc i]c-

The elimination of radial cathode support leads and the use of the mag-

netic pole pieces as the end covers of the magnetron body made possible a

large reduction in the magnet gap and magnetomotive force required to

produce the necessary magnetic field. Because of the requirement of inter-

changeability with the 725A magnetron, a very awkward V-shape magnet

design in which the leakage flux was tremendous could not be avoided.
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Fortunately, before production commenced, relaxation of the interchange-

ability requirements made a change in the magnet form possible, and the

much more efficient U-shape of those shown in Fig. 70 was adopted.

In performance, the 2J51 magnetron is essentially a 725A capable of

operating over a 12 per cent frequency band. Table III gives two sets of

operating conditions available through the use of the magnetic shunts. Fig.

72 shows several circuit characteristics of the magnetron over the frequency

band. Also shown is the variation in over-all operating efficiency. The

slight drop in efficiency observed as the frequency increases is due primarily

to the decrease in Qo- The electronic efficiency increases slightly with

increasing frequency. The performance chart of the magnetron at its

intermediate magnetic field is very similar to that of the 725A at the same

field value, as shown in Fig. 68. The performance of the 2J51, when con-

nected to a long, mismatched line exhibits a periodicity in power output,

pulling figure, and frequency variation as the tuning is changed. This is

expected in such a case because of the resulting changes occurring m the

electrical length of the line with changing frequency. If the mismatch is

sufficiently great, the condition may exist in which periodic regions of the

frequency spectrum are completely unattainable, as discussed in section 10.2

Frequency Sensitive Loads.

The 2J51 represents an attempt to design considerable versatility into one

magnetron. As has been described in the discussion of the 2J55 and 2J56,

the development of the 2J51 provided the opportunity to make available

"packaged" magnetrons of fixed wavelengths near 3 cm. by the omission

of the tuning mechanism.

19. Magnetrons for Wavelengths near 3 Centimeters—
100 to 300 Kilowatts

19.1 . TJie 4J50, 4J52, and 4J7S Magnetrons: In the later stages of devel-

opment of the 725A, it had been demonstrated that a high efficiency scaled

magnetron of wavelength neat 3 cm. was feasible. It also had become evi-

dent that, freed from the hampering restrictions on input power and me-

chanical interchangeability, a magnetron of considerably greater output

power capabilities could be made. The achievement of a magnetron design

capable of delivering at least 200 kw. output power at a duty cycle of 0.001

or greater was set as a first objective. This was achieved with a good

margin. During its entire course, the program was actively participated

in by members of the Radiation Laboratory at M. I. T. working in residence

at the Bell Laboratories.

The objective of 200 kw. peak output power at the factory test was not

considered to be the maximum obtainable from a 3 cm. magnetron but
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was largely determined by the state of development of systems and com-

ponents when the work began. It was desirable to produce a magnetron

which, while marking a very substantial gain over the 725A in power output,

should at the same time be of reasonable weight, air-cooled, and capable of

operation with a pulsar of modest dimensions and of working into the

system components in existence or under development.

The design began with the choice of a resonator system having sixteen

resonators. The anode diameter was chosen for an operating voltage range

of 20 to 25 kv. The increase in number of resonators from twelve to six-

teen and operation at higher voltage necessitated a considerable increase in

cathode diameter over that of the 725A. The length of the anode was left

as before because it was felt that the desired increase in total cathode emis-

sion would be available from the increase in cathode area and that the mag-

net weight ought to be kept as low as possible.

Experimental models incorporating these design changes were built in

the 725A type structure with radial cathode mount, "halo" coupling loop

and coaxial output terminating in a junction to wave guide. The per-

formance of these early models was satisfactory. Operating efficiency

better than that of the 725A mgnetron was achieved over the range of

currents from 4 to 40 amps.

However, it was easily to be seen that the 725A type structure was by

no means the ideal for a 3 cm. magnetron of increased output power. The

output circuit was marginal in its power handling capabilities; it could

transmit no more than 300 kw. Furthermore, the opportunity presented

itself of eliminating other troublesome features such as the "halo" loop and

the coaxial to wave guide junction by designing a wave guide output whose

critical dimensions are machined to size. The type of cathode structure

of the 725A was limited in its heat dissipation in comparison with the axial

type of cathode mount made possible by the use of magnet "packaging".

In addition, the axial type cathode mount is superior from the standpoints

of DC voltage breakdown and economy of space. Considerations of weight

also favored the "packaged" structure, in which the magnet pole pieces

form an integral part of tlie magnetron structure. Many of these first

experimental models suffered from a drooping voltage-current characteristic

at constant magnetic field in the region of low currents. This eflfect and

its attendant loss of operating efficiency became progressively worse as

the magnetron was operated. It was hoped that the parasitic electron

emission from the cathode end disks, believed from experiments with non-

emissive coating materials to be responsible for the effect, could be elimi-

nated or reduced in an axially mounted cathode.

Accordingly, an entirely new design was undertaken, built around the
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sixteen resonator anode structure used in the early work but including

the features of "packaging," axial cathode mount, and wave guide output.

A number of vexing but nevertheless interesting problems was encountered.

Principal among these were the tendency to operate in another mode under

certain conditions and the problem of obtaining satisfactory magnetic field

uniformity in a design which necessitated the removal of a considerable

j)ortion of the center of the magnet pole piece to accommodate the axial

cathode mount. Each of these difficulties was surmounted as is described

in the detailed discussion later. The resonator system was redesigned

quite late in the development to take advantage of the possibility of oper-

ating at a lower electronic conductance and hence higher RF voltage for the

same output power. The advantages of this step were a reduction in the

tendency of the magnetron to "mode" and an increase in unloaded Q.

The development program briefly sketched above resulted in three

coded magnetrons, the 4J50, 4J52, and 4J78. The 4J50 and 4J78 magne-

trons, identical except for frequency, were built with magnets large enough

to permit operation near the maximum power capabilities of the design and

with larger input leads to withstand the higher DC voltage required. The

4J52 magnetron, although incorporating the same internal design as the

other models, was built with smaller magnets for operation at a set of

conditions easily attainable with the higher power design but beyond the

reach of the 725A. Developmental work on all three magnetrons was

conducted simultaneously.

In the 4J50 magnetron a hole and slot resonator system was adopted.

The remarkable freedom of the 725A magnetron from "moding" difficulties

had made it appear desirable to retain as large a mode frequency separation

as possible. Equivalent circuit theory indicated that to do this the increase

in the number of resonators from twelve to sixteen would necessitate about

twice the strap capacitance of the 725A. This would have required ex-

tremely wide straps for which the recess channel in the anode structure

would be very difficult to trepan. For this reason the resonator system

was strapped less heavily; the » = 8 and u •= 7 mode frequencies differed

by 19 per cent rather than 25 per cent as in the 725A.

In none of the early models built into 725A type structures was any

"moding" or "misfiring" observed. When axial cathode and wave guide

output were introduced, however, "moding" was experienced both in those

with no strap breaks and those with the usual double break at one end of the

anode. By enlarging the cathode diameter such that the ratio of cathode

to anode radii increased from 0.60 to 0.66, the difficulty was removed in

models with broken straps, but it was not possible to eliminate it in those

with unbroken straps. Decreasing the r,./ra ratio increased the tendency

to "mode."
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It might be surmised that the trouble in the unbroken strap case was due

to a component of n = 7 which did not couple to the output circuit. The
phenomenon was studied in an operating magnetron with small electro-

static probes built into several resonators. The it = 7 components were

identilied, tlieir relative intensities being approximately those expected.

It is of some interest to note that the "moding" encountered here differed

from that seen in magnetrons of longer wavelength. The magnetron

seemed invariably to start in the tt mode, falling into oscillation in the

II = 7 mode more rapidly as loading increased. As might be expected from

this behavior, the mode boundary on a performance chart is little affected

by the rate of rise of the pulse as it had been in other magnetrons. Later

evidence made it appear that the change in the operating voltage of the

II = 7 mode brought about by the redesign of the resonator system was

a decided improvement.

The necessity of using strap breaks led to an unforeseen difficulty. Un-

der the influence of RF electric forces, the overhanging ends of the straps

at the strap breaks moved together and shorted, causing failure after only

a few hours of operation. The trouble was eUminated by removing the

overhanging portions of the straps with no noticeably harmful effects.

In a 3 cm. magnetron, strapped as heavily as the 4J50, circuit losses

become very important in determining the over-all efficiency. A noticeable

improvement in unloaded Q was effected when an atmosphere of prepurified

No was substituted for the CO^-alcohol mixture which had previously been

used to prevent oxidation during the linal brazing. The C02-alcohol

method had been abandoned for another reason, namely, that chemical

analysis showed carbon deposited on the steel pole-pieces underneath the

copper plating.

If one determines the circuit efficiency for matched load by impedance

measurements on a non-oscillating magnetron [see equation (25) of PART I],

one may then calculate its value for any load. From measurements of

over-all efficiency as a function of load conductance, the dependence of the

electronic efficiency on this conductance may be determined. The curve

of I'"ig. \9 was obtained in this way for the 4J50. The fact that the elec-

tronic efficiency, as seen in Fig. 19 is practically independent of load, that

is to say, of electronic conductance, together with some obser\'ations of

the load sensitivity of the ''moding" in the 4J52, led to consideration of

a new design for the resonator system. It was found invariably that the

boundary for mode change in the 4J52 magnetron moved to higher currents

as the load impedance was changed to values further removed from the

frequency sink and power maximum in any direction on the Rieke diagram.

This suggests that, as the circuit conductance [G^ of equation (v^6)] is
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increased, the decrease in RF voltage in the ir mode places that mode at a

disadvantage in competition with the n = 7 mode.

As a result of these considerations, a new resonator system was designed

in which the electronic conductance at the normal operating point was to be

two thirds of that m the first design. To maintain the pulling figure invari-

ant, it was necessary to reduce the total resonator capacitance. Although all

of this capacitance could not be removed from the straps without reducing

the mode frequency separation too drastically, a good proportion of it

could be. From this, one might expect a gain in unloaded Q since the straps

are the lossiest part of the circuit.

The new resonator system is more satisfactory than the old. Mechani-

cally, it is neater in that the outer strap does not extend into the holes of

the hole and slot resonators. A definite increase in over-all efficiency at-

tributable to a greater Qo was observed. The mode separation is 17 per

cent, much greater than the expected value. An analysis of data on the

n = 8, 7, and 6 mode wave lengths, by means of equivalent circuit theory,

indicated tliat this is due to the straps being effectively shorter although

their physical length is unchanged in the new design. This is plausible,

however, for in the new design the outer strap is connected at a higher

voltage point along the resonator.

The cathode structure of the 4J50, 4J52, and 4J78 magnetrons represents

a radical departure from previous designs. It was desirable from the

production standpoint to be able to build the cathode structure completely

as a subassembly before mounting it in the magnetron. This entailed

making holes in the magnet pole pieces large enough for the cathode to

pass through; these holes were, in fact, made of the same diameter as the

anode {0.319 in.). Since no radial cathode support leads were required,

it was possible to reduce the end spaces to a height of 0.065 in., making the

magnet pole gap 0.380 in. It was recognized that the large hole to gap

ratio would result in two bad effects: first, a loss of magnetic field and, second,

an antibarreling of the magnetic field which results in an axial force acting

on the electrons, directed away from the center of the interaction space.

Both of these difficulties were surmounted by the use of cathode end struc-

tures made of high Curie temperature permendur (50 per cent iron, 50 per

cent cobalt).

The permendur pieces, toroidal in shape, are mounted at the two ends

of the cathode (see Figs. 75 and 78). Their cross section and location,

necessary for a nearly uniform field over 80 per cent of the gap and a focusing

field over the remamder, were determined in electrolytic tank experiments.

Since the permendur pieces fill up a part of the hole in the magnet pole piece

aqd have a separation less than the pole gap, they contribute substantially
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to the magnetic field in the anode-cathode region. The effective gap is

reduced from 0.380 in. to 0.340 in. by their presence, resulting in about a

20 per cent decrease in magnet weight. While their primary function is

magnetic, the permendur pieces also serve as normal cathode end disks pre-

venting electrons from reaching the pole pieces. Their smooth contour

gives a good DC voltage breakdown condition between anode and cathode.

Finally, they are mounted in such a way that there is some thermal isolation

from the cathode and that the migration path from cathode to external

surface of the permendur is quite long. These features discourage electron

emission from the cathode end structures.

Almost any degree of cooling may be obtained with an axially mounted
cathode without the attendant disadvantages of the heavy tungsten leads

which fill up the end spaces of a magnetron having radial cathode mounting.

An upper limit to the cooling is set by the fact that the cathode must be

raised to 1050'^C in activation, using a heater which can be contained within

the cathode sleeve without encroaching too much upon its wall thickness.

The high temperature needed during activation sets certain limits upon the

materials which may be used in the cathode structure. Since the cathode is

mounted from one end only (this being dictated by assembly considera-

tions), mechanical strength is exceedingly important. A cathode, once

off center, is subjected to magnetic forces on the permendur ends which
tend to pull it further off center. Fortunately, measurement at the mag-
netic fields used in normal operation shows that these forces are only of the

order of one pound for a cathode position 0.015 in. off the axis, increasing

to about 3.5 pounds when the permendur is in contact with the wall.

The iirst cathode surfaces used in these magnetrons were of the "mesh"
type. Later, the newly defc'eloped, sintered nickel matrix type was used.

More recently, considerations of strength have led to the introduction of

molybdenum cathodes. The cathode assembly is brazed into a hollow

metal cone in the base of which is a receptacle type heater and cathode
connection. Because of the length of the supporting structure and the

relatively high temperature at which it operates, there is considerable

expansion and resultant motion of the cathode in the axial direction. The
cathode is offset when cold to correct for this expansion. Performance is

not very sensitive to cathode location, but in extreme cases of misalignment
moding difficulties may be aggravated. The cathode structure is to be
seen in Fig. 78 and is shown mounted in the magnetron in Fig. 75. Atten-
tion should be called to the external cathode input lead which is of heavy
glass and Kovar construction sufficiently rugged to make unnecessary any
protective housing.

In the wave guide output designed for the 4J50 magnetron, the necessary
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impedance transformation is accomplished by a quarter wavelength section

opening directly into the output wave guide at one end and into the outside

wall of one resonator at the other (see Fig. 30 and discussion in PART I).

The small height of the resonator system from pole piece to pole piece makes

it necessary to use a loaded line, in this case of H-shape cross section. The

rature of the output circuit may be seen in the photograph of a cutaway

model of the 4J52 in Fig. 75.

The transformation from the wave guide impedance of about 400 ohir.s

throiigh the iris formed by the junction of the H-shape and rectangular

wave guides and through the X/4 section inserts a resistance of about 2 ohms

in series with the resonator to which the output circuit is connected. End

effects make the desired transformer length differ slightly from X/4. The

length necessary to give a pure resistance at the input end was deter-

mined by measurements in a 10 cm. model with which the distance from

the r3ctangular wave guide to the first voltage minimum in the H-section

could be measured.

The vacuum seal in the wave guide output circuit was made at a circular

window sealed in a Kovar cup, mounted between choke couplings as seen

in Fig. 75. The diameter of the window and its thickness were chosen so

that the reflection coefikient of the window would be quite low over a broad

band of wavelengths near 3 cm. Insertion of a dielectric such as the glass

window into the wave guide line increases the capacitance per unit length

of the line. (Compensation for this to bring the characteristic impedance

back to the normal value is done by increasing the inductance per unit

length over the same region. This may be accomplished by reduction of

the long dimension of the wave guide resulting in a nearly square cross

section. The circular opening, preferable for glass sealing, is a compromise,

the critical diameter being determined by experiment. The relatively large

size of the window makes it capable of withstanding RF voltage breakdown

even at very high power.

Control of the output coupling is most readily effected by varying the

width of the slot in the H-section. The over-all transformation properties

of the H-section have been analyzed theoretically and the results confirmed

by measurements on output circuit models. By means of this analysis

it is possible to estimate fairly well the effect of changes in the slot width

upon the pulling figure. To hold the latter within production limits of

± 2 mc/s, the slot must be held to ±0.001 in.

The output circuit of the magnetron is formed by building up the as-

sembly from sections in what has been called a "sandwich" type construc-

tion. The resonator system and the central portion of the output H-section

are machined into one slab of copper. The "sides" of the H-section are
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milled into this piece on either end. This center slab is '"capped" on each

end by a slab of copper, in whicli are contained the magnet pole pieces

and appropriate surfaces on which to build the rest of the magnetron. Some
of the details of this structure may be seen in the cutaway model of Fig. 75.

Despite the large impedance transformations involved, the output cir-

cuit is quite frequency insensitive. As it appeared that these magnetrons

might be made tunable, considerable attention was paid to this characteris-

tic. Numerous tests of tlie output circuit and its component parts were

rig. 73—An external view of the 4j'50 "i^'^l^'ige'i" nnagnetron (280 kvr., 9375 mc/s).
Note the circular glass window in the wave guide output circuit and rugged axial input
lead which rcf|uires no external protecting boot.

made over the 8500-9600 mc/s band. The iris and quarter wave length

guide section were studied theoretically in this regard as well. The trans-

former properties of the window and choke coupling combination is the

most frequency sensitive part of the entire output circuit. By adjustment

of tlie distance from the H-section to the window, it was found possible to

cancel some of the sensitivity of the two parts.

E.xternal views of the 4J50 (4J78) and the 4J52 magnetrons are shown
in Figs. 73 and 74 respectively. The internal view of the 4J52 is shown
in Fig. 75.

Except for magnet size and cathode supporting structure all three of
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these magnetrons are essentially identical. Geometrical and performance

data are given in Table III. As may be seen, these magnetrons represent

an increase in power capabililies by a sizable factor over the 725A. The

4J52 magnetron has been used extensively under the severe conditions of

5 MS pulse duration, a repetition rate of 200 pulses per second, 15 kv. and

15 amps, input. Under these conditions it has not been possible to elimi-

nate entirely a tendency to arc, although good performance is obtained.

Fig. 74—The 4J52 "packaged" magnetron (100 kw,, 9375 mc/s).

In most respects these magnetrons represent the optimum achieved in

magnetron design for wavelengths near 3 cm. during the war. Largely

because of the lack of hampering electrical and mechanical restrictions,

it was possible to make use of all the latest and best techniques in the design

of each of its parts. Thus each possesses the desirable features of "pack-

aging," axial cathode mount, wave guide output, and high efficiency at

low pulling figure.

20. Magnetrons for Wavelengths near 1 Centimeter

20.1 PreJimiuary Work: Intensive work on magnetrons for wavelengths

near 1 cm. began when a joint program with the Radiation Laboratory at
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Columbia University was undertaken to prepare for manufacture a variation

of a magnetron developed there. Prior to this, some work primarily of an

exploratory nature had been done in our Laboratories. When it had been

demonstrated that scaling from the 10 cm, range yielded an efficient 3 cm.

magnetron, similar attempts were made in scaling to wavelengths of 1 to 2

cm. Magnetrons of such wavelengths, obtained by scaling from eight

Fig. 75—A view of ;i cLit-;i\va>' 4J52 "packaged" magnetron (100 kw., 9J7,i nic/s)
which in internal details is essentiaily like the 4J50 magnetron (280 kw., 9375 mc/s).
Of special interest are: the axial cathode construction including permendur end pieces
and radiative extension; the quarter wavelength transformer of H-shape cross section
(between the output resonator and the line wave guide) ; and the wave guide window con-
struction with associated chokes.

resonator, 10 cm. models like the 706A-C, were unstrapped while others

were strapped with the early British type of strapping and with double ring

type stra]>ping. Others were made by scaling from twelve resonator, 3 cm.
models and were strapped with both double and single ring straps. The
output circuits used were of the loop and coaxial type.

Although some of these magnetrons were faulty, primarily in their output

circuits, the majority oscillated. One magnetron of the unstrapped eight

resonator variety, the most successful type, was operated over a consider-
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able period in our Laboratories. Although no magnetron was developed

for manufacture from this work, the experience gained was very useful in

the concurrent work at 3 cm. where a similar development program of

small magnetrons was under way. Specific developments in this category

which should be mentioned are: the use of inserts in which the magnetron

resonator system is machined, separable from the rest of the magnetron

structure; the use of a double lead cathode input seal to reduce over-all

thickness; assembly tools for cathode and strap alignment; and the work

with small oxide coated cathodes. The work was discontinued here be-

cause of extensive commitments for work at 3 cm. and because an active

and successful program of development of magnetrons near 1 cm. wave-

length was under way at Columbia University.

The work at the Columbia Radiation Laboratory from the start had been

concentrated on magnetrons of verj^ short wavelength. The first Columbia

magnetron that was reasonably successful was unstrapped, having a vane

type resonator system. It was manufactured in small quantities as the

3J30. Later, the "rising sun" resonator system was discovered there

3J3(). Later, the "rising sun" resonator system was discovered as a means

of obtaining mode frequency separation. The small scale manufacture was

then shifted to the new anode structure, the new magnetron being the 3J31.

It was a satisfactory magnetron operating at about 14 kv. and 14 amps.,

in a magnetic field of 7200 gauss, at a pulling figure of approximately 25

mc/s, and a power output of about 3S kw. The magnetic field was obtained

by an external, separable magnet. The cathode was supported by the

conventional radial leads.

In addition to the work on the "rising sun" structure, work had continued

at the Columbia Laboratory on strapped resonator systems for use at

wavelengths near 1 cm. Performance of these magnetrons was quite

comparable to that of the "rising sun" variety.

20.2. TheJJZl Magnetron: The Bell Laboratories undertook, in collabo-

ration with the Columbia Laboratory, to design a "packaged" version of

the 3J31 magnetron for manufacture by the Western Electric Co. At the

time, it had not been decided whether the new magnetron should have a

strapped or a "rising sun" resonator system. Considerations having

primarily to do with manufacturing techniques indicated the latter to be

preferable although the former would have been possible. Accordingly,

work was started on a "packaged", "rising sun" magnetron to oscillate at

1.25 cm. wavelength (24,000 mc/s). It was to have wave guide output like

the Columbia model and axial cathode mount dictated by the "packaged"

construction. Operating conditions were to be 15 kv., 15 amps., a pulling

figure of 25 mc/s, and as much peak power as could be obtained. It was

coded the 3J21.
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In the development of tlie 3J21, the "'rising sun" resonator system used by

the Columbia Laborator>' was adopted practically without change. The

ratio of the natural frequencies of the large and small resonators is approxi-

mately 1.8. The anode diameter is 0.160 in. and the anode length 0.190 in.

The structure is fabricated by the so-called ''hubbing" technique,-* which

had been brought to a high state of development at the Columbia Laboratory

for the purpose. In this technique, a hardened steel die or hub, machined'

to be the "negative" of the desired contour, is forced by high hydraulic

])ressure (of order 250,000 Ib./sq. in.) into a copper blank. The hubbed

blank, after trimming and turning to size, becomes the resonator system

and body of the magnetron. The proper contour to receive the wave guide

output circuit is then bored.

The cathode of the 3J21 magnetron has a diameter of 0.096 in. and a

length of active coating of 0.165 in. At 15 amps, peak current, the current

density at the cathode surface is about 50 amps./sq. cm.—a considerably

higher value than that in magnetrons of longer wavelength. Furthermore,

the back bombardment of the cathode in this magnetron is about 10 per

cent of the input power as compared to the 3 to 6 per cent in longer wave-

length magnetrons. For these reasons, the cathode was one of the severest

problems of the whole design.

. The first axially mounted cathodes were supported on Kovar tubes sealed

to the input glass structure. The heater lead was carried down the center

of this tube through a glass bead in the input end. The structure resembled

that of the 2J51 seen in Fig. 71. Since the hole through the magnetic pole

piece was initially 0.100 in. and the cathode end disks 0.130 in. in diameter,

the cathode was assembled onto its support after the Kovar tubing was in

I)lace. However, in quantity production the cathode could better be

assembled as a unit before attachment to the outer glass and pole piece

structures. At the expense of magnetic field strength and uniformity, the

iiole in the pole piece was enlarged to accommodate the entire cathode

structure. No ill effects were obser\'ed and no special features such as the

permendur cathode end structures of the -1:J50 magnetron were found

necessary.

The problem of the dissipation of the considerable heat of back bombard-

ment was complicated by the necessity of activating the cathode at a

temperature of 1050'*C. The requirements of heat dissipation and activation

oppose one another, one calling for low thermal impedance of the cathode

"The technique is here called "hubbing" rather than bobbing for two reasons: The
term bobbing has a meaning in machine practice quite apart from the technique in c|ucs-

tion. The term hubliing is used for processes in which the interior of a piece is removed by
forcing a memlier into it. It presumably arose from the early practice of making axle

holes by forcing a hardened steel member through the wrought iron wheel hub. Further-
more, it has an analogous usage in coining.
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support, the other, high. To meet each requirement satisfactorily with

the first cathode structure vras found very difficult if not impossible.

A major step for\vard was taken in the design of the so-called "soldering

iron" cathode in which the heater element is placed in a larger part of the

cathode lead, heat being conducted to the cathode surface through a solid

rod. The cathode itself is solid, making for greater rigidity and lower,

thermal impedance. The heater element is placed where it may be made

considerably larger and more rugged than if placed inside the cathode, whose

diameter is 0.096 in. A view of the 3J21 magnetron cathode structure is

to be seen in Fig. 78. The heater is contained within the section of larger

diameter immediately adjacent to the cathode.

The "soldering iron" cathode presented more difficult problems of heat

conduction and dissipation than the older design. For an operating tem-

perature of 800°C at the cathode surface, it is necessary to heat the heater

chamber to about 1000°C, whereas the necessary activation temperature of

I050°C requires the temperature of the heater chamber to be about 1300°C.

As a result, rather careful design to provide the proper balance between

heat losses by conduction and radiation was necessary. Radiation losses,

which are the more important type, are increased by extending the cathode

rod considerably beyond the active surface, as seen in Fig. 78. The cathode

should also have good thermal conducting properties in this extension,

throughout the main cathode body, heater chamber, and support. Under

normal operatmg conditions the heater is turned off, cathode heat being

supplied solely by back bombardment.

It is apparent that a cathode design of this type calls for a careful choice of

materials. They must be highly refractory as well as of good thermal

conductivity and structural strength. Copper, silver, and nickel do not meet

all of these requirements. The first cathodes of promise were turned from

solid stock of so-called machinable molybdenum, complete with cathode

end disks and heater chamber. The heater end was brazed to a Kovar

detail, subsequently welded to the support cone of the type developed for

the 4J52 magnetron. However, molybdenum machines poorly. The toler-

ances on size did not permit of large scale production of precision molyb-

denum parts. Consequently it was proposed to make the cathode of

tungsten rod which could be ground to shape even on a production basis.

The cathode end disks were to be punched or turned from molybdenum or

Kovar and brazed to the tungsten rod. The tungsten rod extends into a

hollow molybdenum heater chamber, the dimensions of which are not criti-

cal. Inside the heater chamber the heater coil encloses the protruding

tungsten rod so that better heat conductivity from the heater to the cathode

is provided. The heater is brazed to the cathode at one end in the braze

between the tungsten and molybdenum. The other end is spot welded to
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,a heavy central support lead inside the Kovar cone through a hole pro-

vided in the cone. The input end of the heater chamber is flared to ac-

commodate the Kovar support cone to which it is brazed. All of the ma-

terials are thus of good structural strength. The tungsten and molybdenum

are good thermal conductors, the Kovar not. Some parts of the cathode

were grit blasted to increase their radiative emissivity.

The total axial motion of the cathode by thermal expansion from cold

start to operation is 0.008 in. The cathode is offset axially by this amount

when installed.

The cathode surface consists of a nickel matrix base, like that developed

for the 725A magnetron, into which the active coating is impregnated.

Attempts were made to increase the thermal conductivity through the

0.008 in. thickness of matrix. Larger particle size was used. Ball milling

the nickel powder before sintering resulted in more dense particles. A later

improvement was effected by making the matrix oversize by a mil or two,

impregnating it with the active coating, and then compressing it to size

in a mold. This procedure also resulted in a surface far superior in smooth-

ness and regularity to that previously obtained.

The first output circuit used in the 3J21 magnetron, like that in the

Columbia model, involved a quarter wave length transforming section

of low characteristic impedance (about 20 ohms), extending from an iris

in the "back" of one of the large resonators directly into the output wave

guide. This section was 0.350 in. high and about 0.0125 in. wide. It

was made by milling a slot into solid bar stock, the top of which was closed

by brazing on a copper plate. A quarter wavelength section of this hne

was brazed between the anode body and the output wave guide piece which

carried the choke joints and wave guide window seal. This latter piece was

fabricated by hubbing a rectangular wave guide in a copper cylinder into

which the circular choke was later turned. The wave guide window con-

sisted of a circular glass disk sealed into a Kovar cup like that used in the

4J50 magnetron (compare Figs. 77 and 75). In the 3J21, as in the 4J50,

the external choke facing the wave guide window and a short section of

wave guide were later incorporated as part of the magnetron.

Holding the pulling figure of the operating magnetron to a specified value

presented a serious problem. The problem was one of securing uniformity

of the narrow transformer section and, to some extent, of the resonator to

which it is attached. A variation of 1 mil in the width of this transformer

produced ^ mc/s change in the pulling figure. Even with an improved

mechanical design, tlie spread in output characteristics was uncomfort-

ably large. Part of the difficulty resulted from the formation of solder

fillets in the transformer section during brazing, the size of which could not

easily be controlled. A rigid inspection of both electrical and mechanical
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properties of each magnetron before sealing and pumping was an absolute

necessity to insure reproducibility. The use of an iris coupling between

the resonator and the wave guide presented a possible solution. However,

the iris required would be too large to be placed directly at the back of the

resonator. It was proposed to put a hubbed rectangular resonant iris at

the back of the resonator and a decoupling iris a half wave length distant

in the wave guide. This construction provided a resonant cavity between

the two irises in which the storage of energj' would provide some degree of

frequency stabilization. The structure of this output circuit may be seen

in the photograph of a cutaway model in Fig. 77. Both higher efficiency of

rig. 76—.'\n external view of the 3J21 "packaged" magnetron (60 kw., 24,000 mc/s).

operation and lower pulling figure than obtained with the earlier circuits

resulted. As average values, an increase in over-all efficiency from 24 to

28 per cent and a drop in pulling figure from 25 to 18 mc/s may be cited.

The RF voltage breakdown strength of the wave guide window was

marginal. A new design developed at the Columbia and M. I. T. Labora-

tories, incorporating a larger window and "streamlined" wave guide con-

tours adjacent to it, was modified slightly and used in the 3J21.

The magnetic pole gap was made 0.290 in. This was as small as was felt

practical. This and other steps were taken in an effort to save as much

as possible on magnet weight.

The mechanical problems connected with the fabrication of the 3J21
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magnetron resulted largely from the small tolerances it was found necessary

to impose. The tolerance allowed on radial location of the cathode was

±0.002 in. ; on transformer slot width (when this output was used), ±0.0005

in.; and on dimensions of the anode structure, ±0.001 in. Deformations,

such as those produced by placing jf magnetron with slightly misaligned pole

pieces on a strong magnet, had to be carefully avoided. The importance

Fig. 77-—An inUTiiul v'ww of the 3J21 "packaged" magnetron (60 kw., 24,000 mc/s).

Note the "rising sun" resonator system, the staliiiizing cavity in the wave guide output

between a rectangular resonant iris at the "back" of the output resonator and a circular

decoui)ling iris a half wavelength distant, and the beveling of the wave guide edges adjacent

to the wave guide window.

of cathode alignment, for example, may be seen from the fact that across the

anode-cathode space, which in the 3J21 is only 0.032 in., there is an operat-

ing voltage gradient of 165 kv./in. This gradient is doubled in the region

where the cathode support passes through the hole in the pole piece, at

which point there is a nominal clearance of 0.015 in. Thus the elimination

of small burrs and small radii was essential.

An external view of the 3J21 magnetron is shown in Fig. 76, an internal

view in Fig. 77. Operational and other data are to be found in Table IV.
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The pruicipal operational problems encountered in the 3J21 magnetron

were the occurrence of so-called "gassy tubes" and some difficulties with

"moding." Despite numerous precautions taken during fabrication, gas,

identified spectroscopically as hydrogen, was evolved during operation

in a discouragingly large number of magnetrons during the developmental

work. By the use of a zirconium getter attached to the cathode support

cone the difficulty could be circumvented. Also it had been found possible

Table IV

The 3J21 Packaged Magnetron at 1.25 Centimeters

N 18
r. (in.) 0.048
r„(m.) 0.080
A(in.) 0.186

Magnet gap (in.) 0.290

Weight (lb.) 6.6

Resonator system "rising sun"

Resonators vane type
Resonator X ratio 1.8

X (cm.) 1.25

/ (mc/s) 23986 ± 240

Nearest modes « = 4, » = 8

X separation (%) +25, -10

Qa 1400

Qo.t 580

»?c (%) 70

Output circuit wave guide with X/2
stabihzing cavity

Stabilization factor 2

7{kv.) 15.0 15.0

I (amps.) 15 15

B (gauss) 8000 8000
T{y.s) 0.5 0.25

pps 1000 2000

Pa (kw.) 60 60

V {%)-. 26 26

vA%) 37 37

PF (mc/s) 17 17

to "clean up" a gassy tube temporarily by running the cathode very hot.

This led to a pumping cycle which greatly reduced the occurrence of hy-

drogen.

Considerable effort was expended in attempting to track down the source

of the hydrogen evolution. The iron pole pieces were found to be the

major offender, but some hydrogen was evolved from other parts including

the cathode. Cleaning and plating solutions release atomic hydrogen

which readily permeates the iron pole pieces and other parts. Various
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methods of treating the parts, sucii as preglowing in vacuum, were used.

These largely eliminated the difficulty.

An interesting feature of the problem was the relatively infrequent oc-

currence of hydrogen in magnetrons built at the Western Electric Co.

The reason for this was finally traced to the precaution, prescribed by the

safety engineers, that the sintering of the copper plate on the pole pieces

be done in an atmosphere of 95 per cent nitrogen and only 5 per cent hy-

drogen. All sintering and brazing operations in our Laboratories had been

done in a 100 per cent hydrogen atmosphere. Pole pieces sintered in the

predominantly nitrogen atmosphere were found to be nearly as free of hy-

drogen as the vacuum preglowed parts. However, the use of the zir-

conium getter was continued in models built at the Laboratories as added

insurance against recurrence of the difficult}'.

The other operational fault of the 3J21 magnetron was a tendency to

oscillate in a mode other than the t mode under certain circumstances.

Examination of a large number of magnetrons, opened after operation,

showed that the only observable causes were resonator distortion, the presence

of brazing flux or other foreign material, and oflf-center cathode location.

As in other magnetrons, the tendency to "mode" was greater when heavily

loaded or when operated with a sharply rising voltage pulse. Western

Electric engineers concluded, as the result of an extended study of magne-

trons in which the cathode position was changed during operation by

flexing the input lead, that a cathode position 2 to 3 mils off center toward

the output resonator was desirable. A tool was developed with which a

permanent change in cathode location could be made on operating magne-

trons. By its use many "mody" magnetrons were reclaimed.

An interesting phenomenon, discovered during the development of the

3J21 magnetron, is that known as the "cold start." Whereas most magne-

trons may be started with difficulty with a cold cathode, the 3J21 was found

to start readily under these conditions over several discrete bands of mag-

netic lield intensity. Although the phenomenon is not well understood,

some correlation with the work of Posthumus" has been made.

In making tests on the 3J21 magnetron at a duty cycle of 0.001 and a

pulse duration of 0.1 //s, the cathode was found to operate at a consider-

ably higher temperature than at 0.5 tis pulse duration and the same duty

cycle and average input power. This behavior has since been observed in

the 725A and 4J52 magnetrons. It is thought to result from unfavorable

conditions during the periods of rise and fall of the voltage pulse, which

become a greater percentage of the total pulse duration as the pulse dura-

tion is reduced. The effect i)resumably would not appear if the pulse

shape were truly rectangular. With present modulators, however, it
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presents a lower limit on pulse duration which may be employed and furllier

comphcates the cathode coohng problem.

21. Magnetron Cathodes

From the start of its work with centimeter wave magnetrons, the Bell

Laboratories has been engaged in an extensive program of magnetron

cathode testing and design. The range of cathode size is illustrated in

Fig. 78. The largest cathode, shown at the extreme left, is that of the 5J26
magnetron, operating at about 23 cm., the smallest, that of the 3J21 magne-

tron operating near 1 cm. The range of operating conditions to be met,

as well as the magnitude of the problem at shorter wavelengths, is illus-

trated by these two extremes. The cathode of the 3J21 magnetron, al-

though its surface area is only 0.31 sq. cm., is called upon to deliver peak

currents comparable to those demanded of the cathode of the 5J26, having

a surface area of 17.1 sq. cm. The ratio of current densities is 25 to 1.

The peak back bombardment of the two cathodes is comparable. Other

cathodes shown in Fig. 78 operate under conditions intermediate between

these extremes. Needless to say, the 5J26 cathode is operated quite con-

servatively, the 3J21 cathode under extremely severe conditions.

Little difficulty with cathodes has been experienced in pulsed magne-

trons above 10 cm. wavelength. For the most part they are plain, nickel

sleeves coated with active material. The highest emission density (10.1

amps./cm.-) used successfully with this type of cathode was in the

720A-E, which operated satisfactorily at 1 /iS but was not satisfactory

at 5 /iS. The operation at 5 ys, required a modification of the cathode as

described. When the simple sprayed cathode was tried in developmental

models of the 725A magnetron, the life at 1 jus was of order 10 hours. At

the high emission density required (approximately 30 amps./cm.-) the active

coating was rapidly lost as a result of arcs, and frequently the nickel support

itself was fused and vaporized.

The problem of arcing to the cathode surface in small magnetrons was

soon recognized as the most important cathode problem. It prevented

steady operation and hastened destruction of the cathode surface and the

end of useful magnetron life. All of these cathodes were found to require

an initial break-in period during which the arcing is particularly violent.

As the input voltage and current are gradually increased, the violent

arcing gradually subsides. The tendency to arc at any time subsequent to

this initial period depends on the nature of the cathode surface, but beyond

that, it depends also on the operating conditions to which the magnetron

is subjected. Increase in power input, either as increased voltage or current,

or both, rapidly increases the frequency of arcs. Similarly, increased pulse
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length makes the arcing much worse; in the 725A for example, changing

the pulse length from 1 ^s to 2 ^us may increase the arcing rate by a factor

of 10 to 20. A decrease in recurrence rates with some types of cathodes

also causes a noticeable increase in the rate of arcing.

In the great majority of cases, magnetron cathodes have employed coat-

ings of the ordinary strontium and barium carbonates as the source of

primary and secondary' electrons. All-metal, secondary emittingcathodes

with primary emitting, starter cathodes have been tried in some labora-

tories with some success but have not yet come into general use. The efforts

at the Bell Laboratories have been directed toward developing and im-

proving the oxide coated cathode along lines making it more nearly possible

to satisfy requirements (3), (4), (5), and (6) listed in Section 10.7 Magne-

tron Cathodes of PART I without impairing the ability to meet require-

ments (1) and (2).

Most of the cathode developments were made in connection with the 725A.

This magnetron served as a convenient "laboratory" or "proving ground"

for magnetron cathode studies. Its cathode is small enough and the de-

mands made upon it stringent enough to make apparent any cathode weak-

nesses and any improvements which may be made. A large number of life

racks were kept in constant operation for 725A magnetron life tests over a

long period of time under various conditions in which the cathodes were

generally run to destruction.

Attempts were made to make the data reproducible by controlling the

activation, by controlling the initial break-in of the operating magnetron,

and by devising means of quantitatively determining some measure of the

adequacy of any given cathode. The last of these items involved the de-

velopment of an automatic counter which registers the number of arcs or

bursts of arcs which cause the current to exceed a predetermined value. By
recording the accumulated number of arcs at intervals throughout the life

of the magnetron, it is possible to get a picture of the arcing pattern with

life. Such counters have done much to put the life testing and initial break-

in of magnetrons on a semi-quantitative basis. The smoothed curves shown

in Fig. 80 were obtained through the use of these counters.

Early attempts at building a cathode upon which sufficient active material

may be held, made at both the M. I. T. Radiation Laboratory and the Bell

Laboratories, involved winding coated cathodes with nickel wire to provide

a reservoir of active material under the wires. In this manner, the material

was protected from direct arcing effects, allowing the active material to

migrate slowly to the outside surface of the wires. This general idea was

greatly improved upon when the wire winding was replaced by a woven nickel

mesh into the interstices of which the active material was packed. The

£lOX'"
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nickel mesh, being spot welded or sintered directly to the nickel base, formed

a part of the cathode foundation, helping to reduce the coating resistance.

It was found that arcs, rather than striking directly to the active material,

tended to strike to the nickel wires. In spite of this fact, sudden bursts of

current in arcing would erupt some of the active material from the cathode.

The mesh used in the 725A cathode is made of 6 mil nickel wire woven

with 75 wires to the inch. The radial thickness of the mesh on the cathode

is 10 mils. The average amount of active double carbonate mixture which

the cathode holds is 23 mg. per sq. cm. The mesh cathode is shown in Fig.

79 in three stages of its fabrication. With this cathode, it was possible to

Fig. 79—725A cathode construction. Shown are: (1) the heater element; (2) the

machined nickel cathode blank; (3) the cathode blank with the nickel wire mesh, welded

or sintered in place; (4) the mcsh type cathode with oxide coating ap])lied, cut away to

show heater element in place; (5) the more recent cathode with sintered, nickel powder,

matrix base (uncoated).

produce 725A magnetrons having a guaranteed life at rated operating

conditions of at least .=i()0 hours, the average value being considerably higher.

The arcing characteristic of the mesh cathode, excluding the initial break-in

l>eriod, is shown in Fig. 80. The abrupt failure is typical of magnetron

cathodes. -At shorter pulse lengths failure occurs considerably later but in

the same abrupt fashion. The life curve of the early type of cathode con-

sisting of an oxide coated nickel cylinder, if plotted with the data on other

cathodes in Fig. 80, would be crowded very close to the axis of zero hours.

Even with cathodes of mesh construction, operation of the magnetron

was generally inadequate at 5 fis pulse duration. Furthermore, consider-

able break-in time was necessary before stable operation at 1 tiS pulse dura-

tion was achieved. Some of the first mesh cathodes used in the 725A,
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for example, took as long as 45 minutes of intense arcing during gradual

increase of input voltage and current before satisfactory operation was

attained. It seemed unlikely that the arcing during the break-in period

could be completely eliminated, but it was found that improvements in

cathode construction which made steady operation at higher current

possible also reduced the time of initial break-in to attain these conditions.

It appeared that the resistance of the cathode coating might be lowered

by distributing nickel more uniformly throughout the coating. Accord-
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nickel wire mesh base; curve (b), metallized coating on a nickel wire mesh base; curve (c),
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ingly, mesh cathodes were coated with a mixture of double carbonates in

which was distributed a fine nickel powder of high purity having an average

particle size of 2 microns. The carbonate particle size is between 1 and 2

microns. The amount, found not to be critical, was ^h per cent by weight

of the combined dry ingredients of the coating mixture. Although this

reduced the amount of active material present on the cathode surface, as

seen in Fig. 80 it resulted in a cathode having considerably improved arcing

characteristics with considerably longer useful life. This cathode con-

struction was adopted finally for the 725A production and was also utilized

in tlie 10 cm. high power magnetrons, the 4J45-47, for operation at 5 ^us

pulse duration,
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The next step in the development was the replacement of the nickel mesh

by a sintered matrix of coarse nickel powder (see Fig. 79). The average

particle size was 55 microns. The active material is packed into this

matrix in much the same manner as in the mesh cathode. Little difiference

was observed in the addition of fine nickel powder to the active coating in

this type of cathode. Tlie matrix cathode has the best life characteristic

of any yet devised for the magnetron oscillator. Its life characteristic is

shown in Fig. 80 with those of the earHer types.

The sintered matrix type of cathode has been used extensively in the

4J50 and 4J52 magnetrons at 3 cm. and in the 3J21 magnetron at 1 cm.

In these cathodes, it was important to have high heat dissipation. This

was achieved by designing a high thermal conductivity support and pro-

viding considerable radiating area immediately adjacent to the cathode

surface by extending the cathode, as shown in Figs. 75 and 77, into the pole

piece opposite that carrying the cathode mount.
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